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PREFACE 

The l;'ro j ec t' 

Under a grant from the Nationat Institute of Law Enforcement and 

Criminal Justice i SRI International (formerly Stanford Research Insti

tute) h~.s conducted a 2-year study of problems of local-government cor

ruption in land-use and building regulation. We have found such corrup· 

tion to b~ a significant problem in many areas in the United States and 

it is not likely to be insignificant in the areas we could not study. To 

provide a detailed understanding of how corruption occurs and how it can 

be prevented, SRI researched the environment in cities-.that had faced 

corruption problems in recent years, undertook an extensive literature 

search, analyzed the causes of corruption, identified numerous corrup

tion prescriptions, and commissioned specialized studies from recognized 

experts in the field. 

The results of this 2 .. year study program are contained in six reft 

ports, as follows: 

• Volume I: Corruption in Land Use and Building Regulation: 
An Integrated Regort of Conclusions--A summary of the envi
ronment in which corruption can occur in land use and build
ing regulation, and possible corrective and preventive mea
sures. Illustrations are drawn from the case studies 
(Vo lt1me II). 

• Volume II: ApperidixuCase Studies of Corruption and Reform-'" 
Documented incidents Qf corruption in nine cities and one 
documented absence-of-corruptioncase. In each case study, 
the factors that acted to allow the corruption are pointed 
out. 

• An AnticoI'!y'ption Strategy for Local,Governments--This re
port describes a·count:ercorruption. strategy that can be im
plemented by city administrators to monitor the performance 
of employees and to increase their understanding of what 
constitutes corruption and how to avoid it. 

• An Analxsis of Zoning Reforms: Minimizing the Incentive for 
Corruption ..... Thisreport, prepared by staff of the American 
Society of Planning Officials, discusses zoning ref()rmsthat 
can be considered by planners, zoning commissioners, and 
others involved in land-use regulation. 

iii 
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• Establishing a Citizens' Watchdog Group--This manual, pre~' 
pared by the .Better Govermnent Association of Chicago, 
shows how to establish a citizens' group to expose corrup
tio1'\: and bring pressure for reform. 

• Analysis and Bibliography of Literature on Corruption--The 
results of a detailed search of books, journals, and news·· 

.papers made to identify descriptive accounts of corruption, 
theoretical analyses of the causes of corruption, and $trat
egies proposed or implemented to control it. 

This Report 

This report, the fifth in the series, deals with one possible weapon 

against corruption, the citizen watchdog group, and one of several possi

ble models of such a group, the Better Government Association of Chicago. 

The BGA was ~elected bec.duse it focuses primarily on corruption in govern

ment and because two BGA staff were members of the project team. Other 

groups that could serve as models incltJ,de the New York Citizens Budget 

Commission and Cleveland's ALERT. 

The original focus of these reports was on corruption in land-use 

and bui lding regu la tion. However, tWOI fac tors dic ta ted a broader focu s 

to the anticorruption remedies suggesf!ed: First, focusing only on reform 

of the land .. use and building regulatilJn functions would, if completely 

successful, leave a' local government with one or two i.slands of· purity 

in a government where the absence of corruption was nct known (;?rsure 

and the presence of corruption had not been precluded (or at least mini

mized). Islands of purity are difficult to maintain; also, if corruption 

is abhQrrent in land-use and building regulation, why not in public works 

or tax assessment? 

Second, the study of corruption in land-use and building regulation 

resulted in a number of tentative conclusions that are, really, hypothe~ 

sese Some of these appear to be of general application; only testing in 

real situations and observation of the results will show to what degree 

these Qypothesesare valid. One such conclusion is that where corruption 

appears to be entrenched, and where the affected part of the local govern

ment sees no need for reform, citizen action can be highly effective. 

Chicago's Better Government Association is an example; testing this 
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model in other ciUes and in other situations can provide useful informa

tion--as well as providing a powerful anticorruptbm weapon. 

This report addresses the following hypotheses derived in Volume I 

of flCorruption in Land-Use. and Building Regulation": 

• The attractiveness of an opportunity for corruption is in
versely proportional to its visibility. 

• The incentive of an applicant to participate in an act of 
corruption will be minimized if he not only believes that 
his participation would /:Ie wrong, but that; his refusal to 
participate would be supported by his company and his ~om
munity. 

• The incentive of an official to participc:~e in a corrupt act 
will be increased by experiences in which corruption was con
doned. 

• An official or an applicant will have an incentive to engage 
in corruption when the anticipated gains from corruption~ 
less its cost, exceed the gains to be expected from legiti
mate activities, less their costs. 

Other hypotheses are addressed in other reports in this series. 

Organization and Use 

This report is organized to be suitable for use as a handbook for 

those considering establishing a citizen watchdog g~oup USing the Better 

Government Association a~,s model. 

Section I, the Introduction, explains why a citizen watchdog group 

is needed. Section II provides a brief overview of the BGA and its his

tory. Section III focuses on how to organize a citizen watchdog group. 

Important questions of fund raiSing are addressed in Section IV. Section 

V provides an in-depth discussion of the programs and activities of BGA 

as a model for those of a citizen watchdog group. Section VI presents 

case histories of six investigations undertaken by the BGA t to show how 

those programs and activities work out in practice. Finally, appendices 

present a brief annotated bibliography of additional case materials, and 

information that may be useful to citizans who are considering establish-· 

ing such a group. 

Each section contains a brief summary of the points made in the sec

tion. If desired, the summal:y sheets can be copied and used ass discus

sion gu'ide. 
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WHYcSTART A CITIZEN WATCHDOG GROUP 
".'" " 

Th~:need fOf greater citizen control over gover~-;ent 
• Voting may determine who heads a government and its agencies, but it will not 

necessarily ensure that the operations of that government or its agencies are honest, 
open, and accountable to the citizens. 

• Government account~bility is hindered by secrecy, helped by exposure tothe public 
view. 

• New forms of citizen action can assure that local governments are ac.countable to their 
citizens on more than Election Day. 

i 

Politic.:'al corrupdon and its costs 
" 

• Whether because there has been an increase in political corruption or because there has 
been a decrease in willingness to tolerate political corruption .. indictments and convic
tiorts of office holders have proliferated in recent years. 

, .. Political corruption is not a victimless crime; aU residents of an area whose govern
ment is corrupt suffer as a result of that corruption, either in higher taxes or in lower 
service levels. 

• In addition to fiscal costs, political corruption incurs so<;ial costs: alienation, resent
ment, and loss of confidence in public institutions and public efforts. 

• Political parties have also suffered a loss of power as a result of the loss of public confi-
d~~. . 

The citizen watchdog group as a rem~dy 
• Citizen reform efforts are not new hvitness the League of Women Voters), but new 

types of citize~refoI'mefforts have been developed, such as Common Cause on the na-
tional level. ' 

• State legislatures have begun to respond to citizen reform efforts with laws aimed at 
making clear the affiliation oflobbyists, putting limitations on campaign contributions, 
and other measures aimed at maintaining ethical standards. 

• No single individual can be fully informed onal! of the Federal; state; and local politi-
<\;,; " '. "I cal act~ that, Wil,l, affec~ .his/her Iife,.b~t. a 'citizen can j~crease his~er ability to exert 

"",:, control over those pohhcal acts by )OI01ng a collaboratIve, nonpartisan effort . 

. 'I' ~~~ ..fruitful type of collaborative effort is!hat where citizens get together and hire 
pro'i'es,'!i.9nal investigators to expose corruption in local government; the Better 
Governtn&"1~Association of Chicago is an example. 

. " ~ , .. :--
-~ ':-.-

~--------~---~~"~----------------~----------------------------~ 
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'I INTRODUCTION 

"If men were angels, no government 'WQuld be necessary. If an .. 
gels were to govern men, neither external nor internal controls 
on government WOll)..;! be necessary. In framing a government which 
is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies 
in this: you must first enable the government to control the 
governed, and in the next place oblige it to control itself. A 
dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary control on 
government; p~t experience has taught mankind the necessity of 
auxilian: prec8utioI'l;§ .• " 

--James Madison, Federalist #51 
('emphasis added) 

Madison I S words, written over 200 years ago, clonstitute an eloquent 

defense of our constitutional system of checks and bal~nces designed to 

prevent the abuse of governmental authority, Yet tht-a events of the past 

decade have made it quite clear that the formal diffusion of power alone 

is not enough to ensure the accountability of our public institutions, 

Watergate and its related political scandals are the most dramatic rec~nt' 

examples of governmental unaccountability, But the corruption of govern

mental authority is hardly confined to one political p~rty or a single 

level of government--no aspect of public life appears to be exempt from 

possible corruption. 

Citizens have lost control over their public institutions and new 

modes of citizen action must be created to restore the imbalance. In 

Madison's terms, new "auxiliary precautions" must be taken to ensure that 

government does indeed control itself. What follows is an explanation of 

one form of citizen action based on Chicago'sBa!;.~er Government Association 

which focuses primarily on c6mbattng public corruption at the state and 

10<::a1 levels of government. Th'h;:~~~ntroduction discusses the problem of 
", •. 

, ' 

political corruption and why new £cirffis of citizen involvement are needed, 

Succeeding sections dis!,:uss how such aFl.organiz8t.ioncan be organized, 

operated, and maintClined. , 
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The Problem- of Political Corruption and Its Social Costs 

There is no way of knowing for sure whether official corruption is 

more widespread now than in earlier times. Nevertheless, it is clear that 

during the past decade indictments and convictions of major office-holders 

have proliferated. Between 1970 and 1977, over 1,000 public officials were 

convicted on Federal criminal charges (Chicago Daily News, February 10, 

1977, p. 1). And, as Watergate taught us, government corruption is not 

confined to the avaricious local building inspector. Two former t1aryland 

governors, Spiro Agnew and Marvin Mandel, were convicted of offenses com

mitted during their term of office. In Illinois alone, 135 governmental 

officials; including a former governor, Otto Kerner, have been convicted 

for using their public office for their personal gain. * 
While large industrial states like Illinois and New Jersey clearly 

have the highest incidence of prosecutions for public corruption, the con

viction of public-office holders is by no means limited to those states. 

In recent years public officials from all sections of the nation, from the 

Governor of Oklahoma to a Federal CQurt clerk in Mississippi, were con

victed for crimes committed while in office. t 

The term "political corruption" is not always used only to indicate 

those acts that violate Federal and state criminal statutes. It is also 

used to designate a variety of situations commonly thought to contravene 

ethical standards to which most citizens expect public officials t.o ad

here. For example, patronage abuse, nepotism, and an almost infinite va

riety of conflicts of interest are generally thouBht of 'as corrupt acts. 

Using this broader definition there are probably few communities 

* 

t 

Convictions of Illinois public officials between 1970 and 1976 were more 
nu~erous than in any other state. New Jersey, with 66 convictiol'lS during 
the same period, had the second greatest number of convictions (U.S. News 
and World Report, February 28, 1977, p. 36). . 

For a brief overview of the scope of Federal prosecutions and the expanded 
use of specific Federal criminal statutes, such as the Hobbes Act, for ob
taining convictions in public corruption cases, see the 1976 Annual Report 
of the U.S. Attorney General (1977). 
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throughout the nation that do not have some degree of "political corrup

tion" in some department. 

What is the impact of corruption on local communities and how does 

it affect public policy? Until recently little systematic research was 

done to answer these questions but it would be mistaken to assume that 

corruptiOtl has few social costs. 
"i 

When a suburban zoning official accepts a bribe in exchange for fa

vorable action on a zoning change, entire communities suffer in a direct 

and tangible way. Services that were designed to accommodate a low den

sity neighborhood are found insufficient to support the high density apart

ment complexes that spring up overnight. Highways clog due to increased 

congestion and schools become overcrowded. Parking space, which was once 

no problem for the suburbanite, is at a premium. Taxes must be increased 

so that services can be expanded and environmental problems resolved. 

That political corruption can lead to direct economic injury to the 

public was dramatically illustrated in a recent IllinoiS case involving 

the Metropolitan Sanitary District. In sentencing the District's vice

president, convicted of accepting a bribe in elCchange for awarding a lu

crative sludge hauling contract, Federal District Court Judge John F~ 

Grady noted: 

" ••. This was not merely the appearance of impropriety. There 
was actual injury to the public weal ••• we know that $1 million 
was added to the Ingram contract by the action of Mr. Janicki 
and the other conspirators in this case. I know of no other 
where you can simply point to a specific instance of that kind 
and say that the public was injured in the amount of $1 million 
by the action of a public official in a specific situation •.•. " 

(Chicago Daily News, December 6, 1977) 

Wasteful and inefficient local governments also increase costs to 

taxpayers and property owners. (Tax increases resulting from governmen

tal waste are passed on to apartment dwellers in the form of increased 

rents.) And in this time of urban fiscal scarcity, waste in one govern

mental p~ogram surely means that financial resources will not be redirected 

toward real problems that are now igt1t.,red. 

3 
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The indirect costs of corruption can also be substantial. Democratic 

government places .shigh value on citizen participation. Yet corruption 

breeds distrust of government and democratic processes. 

It should not be surprising then that pollsters have been able to 

chronicle a growing public malaise. For the past several years public 

opinion surveys have documented the American people's rising alieuation. 

In December 1977, Louis Harris reported that the "Inde~ of Alienation" 

had reached 58%, almost 20% higher than it was 11 years ago when 29% of 

the public could be classified as EJlienated.The Harris survey found 

that 76"1. of all Americans believe that "special interests get more from 

government than the people do" and that 65% thlnk that "moii.t elect!ad of

fi6ials are in politics for all they personally can get out of it for 

themselves" (Chicago Tribune, December 8, 1977). 

Harris has also reported that the public's confidence in major in

stitutions is low, although it has increased slightly since 1976. Less 

than one-third of the American people express a high level of confidence 

in the White House and only 18% express much confidence in local govern

ment. Not a single major American institution now evckes a high ~evel of 

confidence from the American people, although five out of twelve institu

tions scored 50"10 or more in 1966 (Chicago Tribune, March 14, 1977). 

How can our governmental institutions be revitalized and made more 

accountable to the American people? Througho~t our history the most sig

nificant form of citizen involvement in government has been through the 

electoral process. By voting and working within the politi,cal p'arty frame

work~ citizens would act as the ultimate check on governmental power and 

ensure that governmental action would be taken only with the consent of 

the governed. 

Yet, in incre.asing numbers, Americans are abandoning the political 

party system. Indeed, one major study of political attitudes recently 

concluded that the public's rejection of political parties was "Perhaps 

the most dramatic political change in the American public o.,"er the past 

4 



two decades •••• " (Nie, Verba, and Petrocik, 1976, p. 47). In 1974 only 

about one out of every i-our persons could be counted as strongly identi·· 

fying themselves as a Republican or DeltlOcrat while 38% considered them-

* selves to be independent (Nte, Verba,and Petrocik, 1976, p. 49), Clearly, 

most citizens do not view the existing political parties as vehicles 

through which government is likely to be reformed. 

A growing number of citizens are also becoming disenchanted with the 

electoral process itself. In the 1976 presidential electioris, 81.5 mil

lion Americans voted, nearly 4 million more than had voted in the past. 

However, the 1976 voters represented only 54.4% of the adult population, 

a full percentage pOint below the 1972 turnout. In fact, the 1976 Presi

dential election evoked the lowest rate of voter participation since tne 

Dewe.y-Truman contest of 1948 (Manikas and Protess, 1977, p. 70). 

Local government--the government "closest to the people"--consis

tently experiences an even lower voter-turnout rate than national elec

tions. Voting in city elections typically involves no more than 35% of 

the eligible local electorate and turnouts of 5% to 10% are common in 

referenda and special district elections (Lineberry and Sharkansky, 1971, 

p. 60). 

However, if citizens have ·,.,ithdrawn their support from the two major 

political parties because of their sense of frustration, they are even 

less likely to influence government by acting alone. Government.is grow

ing increasingly large and complex. Even local issues are moving far be

yond the ordinary citizen's understanding. 

Nationwide, over 500,000 officials are elected to public office in 

~ Presidential election year. In Illinois, for example, so many officials 

are elected to obscure offices that it is virtually impossible for citizens 

to hold thent accountable for their official acts. A resident of the City 

* Comparing voting statistics and survey research data from 1952 to 1972, 
the authors found that citizens are now "less likely to identify with a 
party, to feel positively about a party or be guided in their voting be .. 
havior by partisan cues" (Nie,Ver.ba, and Petrocik, 1976, p. 57). 
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of Chicago finds himself faced with the task of casting a ballot for al

most 100 public officials ranging; from high national, state, and local 

officia1sto the trustees of the University of Illinois and the Metropoli

tan Sanitary District as well as a host of cir<!uit court judges (Simpson 

and Beam, 1976, pp. 18-19). 

Moreover, the multiplication of governmental jurisdictions has ren

dered individual efforts to monitor public officials an absurdity (Rehfus 

and Tobias~ 1977). In Illinois there were 2,407 Special Districts in 

1972, over 1,400 of which levied their own property tax. These special

ized governments deal with such matters as sewage treatment, fire protec

tion, and mosquito abatement. Illinois is certainly not alone in its 

propensity to gener.ate new governments. Nationwide, over 228 metropoli

tan areas are se~ved by over 20,000 local governments (Bureau ot the 

Census, 1973), 

Yet even if citizens could contend with government's size and com~ 

plexity, additional problems remain. Obscure agency procedures and un

official government secrecy still frequently bar the way to effective 

participation. Citizen involvement is still an alien concept to almost 

all governmental bureaucracies. Individual activists can encounter ob

stae les at every stage of their efforts to understand, as well as influ

ence, .city hall. 

~cent Reforms 

!o fill the void left by the declining political parties, bipartisan 

and nonpartisan citizen groups have been formed to revitalize public in

stitutions (Saloma and Sontag, pp. 217-245). At the national level, Com

mon Cause may a1ready'have more active volunteer members than either 

major political party, although it has only been in operation since 1970. 

The pro1i.feration of such groups has led two political commentators to 

conclude: "The stirring of the publiC int.erest movement and the·prolif

eration of issue .. oriented citizen groups suggest that the United States 

is entering a new era of Citizen tnvolvement and political reform in the 

1970s. Citizen politics will undoubtedly shape the new political align

ments and i.nstitutional forms of the decade" (Saloma and Sontag, 1972, 

p. 235). 
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tvhUe few groups have been as successful as Common Cause at thena

tional level, several ad hoc issue-oriented citizens' groups have met 

with considerable success in urging speC'~ific reforms at the level of state 

government. Largely because of pressure from such citizens' groups, 40 

state legislatures enacted reforms in. 1973 and 1974 limiting campaign con

tribution~ and expenditures and monitoring ethical standards of public of

ficials. By 1976, 49 states required some form of public disclosure of 

campaign financing, 38 states required public officials to di.sclose their 

person.al finances, all 50 states had enacted some meaSure requiring lob

byists to register, and 27 states required public agencies to open their 

meetings to the public (press release fFom Common Cause, March 1976). 

Perhaps the most publicized success of these reform attempts was the 

passage of Proposition 9 by referendum in California. Over 3 million Cal

ifornians voted for the complex reform law that contained provisions regu

lating campaign financial disclosure, provisi'ons that required public of

ficials to disclose their financial interests and placed a limit on 

expenditures made by lobbyists. 

Yet despite such successes, these citizen reform efforts have not 

been free of problems. Many of the issue-oriented reform groups that have 

been successful have faded with time. And as David Broder has noted, re

form through referendum is "not devoid of important policy and practical 

problems. u Broder observed that "The notion of a 200,000 word law being 

submitted to a yes or no decision by the voters troubled even some of the 

proponents of Proposi.tion 9. That is hardly the ideal way to legislate 

in a sensitive area" (Broder, 1"976). 

But perhaps the mast in\portant probi~tn-inVQ,lves the ability of such 

groups to maintain their involvement after." reform h~~s::been initiated. 

Clearly reform alone is not enough, for if the reform is to be ~~f~eli!tive 

it must be properly enforced. For example~ it was recently reported that 

3 months after the Federal "Sunshine Act'f tO,ok effect, most Federal a.gen

cies were still conducting their meetings behind closed doors, claiming 
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the meetings fell within one of the Act's ten exemptions. * Fortunately J 

in this instance someone was watching. At ~e level of state government, 

that has not usually be~n the case. 

What then is the· ans~ler? We believe that democracy need not be a 

c.asualty of our present institutional plight. Democracy,as the political 

theorist E. E. Schattschneider has said, "is li.,ke nearlyev-erything e1se 

we .do; it is a form of collaboration of ignorant people and experts" 

(Schattschneider, 1960). What is needed is a new form ofcollaboration .. -

one in which citizens band together and select their own expert profes

sional government-watchers who can hold governmental officials accountable 

for their actiOns each day of the year. 

This new form .. of collaboration is what we mean by IIcitizen watchdogs. 11 

Citizens,with their staff of pr,ofessionals, can expose public corruption, 

waste, and mismanagement,.and enhance the accountability of the goverriment 

process. 

What follows is an attempt to explain just how this might be done, 

using the efforts of Chicago's Better Government Association (BGA) in mon

itoX'ing government in Illinois as the model for a watchdog organization 

that many persons believe can be replicated elsewhere. 

Different circumstances will, of course, require varying approaches. 

Nevertheless, it is hoped that BGA' s experiences in Illinois '.Yill convince 

others that new forms of citizen involvement can be effective, and that 

concepts·like "citizen participationlland "accountability" are not mere 

relics of the past. 

* . . Common Cause surveyed 591 meetings between March and June of 1977 and. 
found that 232 were entirely closed to the public, 143 were partially 
closed, and 216 were totally open (Q.hicago Sun-Times, September 30, 1977). 
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WHAT IT TAKES TO HAVE.A 
CITIZEN WATCHDOG GROUP 

What a ciH2an watchdog gr01.'p can do 

• Existing law enforcement units and government investigative or prose<;uting units 
may have little incentive to investigate because of fear of loss of votes or political sup:" 
port. 

• A citizen watchdog group that is separate from government,. privately funded, and 
nonpartisan has a strong incentive to eliminate corruption, of which the taxpaying 
citizen is the uftimate victim. 

What makes a citizen watchdog group successful 

• Strong leadership contributes to momentum. 

• A relatively stable funding base allows planning. 

e A full-time professional staff provides a dependable investigative core, to be supple
mented by volunteers as needed. . 

e A close working relationship with local news media assures that results of investiga-
tion will be put before the public, and increases the investigath.re resources available. 

Funding a citizen watchdog group 

e Individual citizen memberships ($25 or more) provide a wide base of support. 

e Corporate memberships provide more stable funding, but a ceiling is needed (say I 
$5,000). - . 

• Foundation grants should be used only to support capacity building efforts or special i 

studies, not to support daily operations. . . 

Selecting what to watch 

e Vote fraud and election law violations directly disenfranchise citizens. 

(01 Corruption, fraud, and mismanagement in local government waste tax ft,mdsand 
arouse contempt for government. . 

• Abuse by government regulatory agencies violates ~he prjpdple of equal protection, as 
do abuses by firms doing business with local govern~ht. _ . .-

Seeking redress ~nd relief 

• Making public the results of investigations gives law enforcement and prosecuting 
units an incentive to act. 

e Filing formal complaints with ele<!tion commissions and other regulatory groups 
forces them to respond. .> .... 

• Litigation in court can offer a remedy where the government is unwilling to"act or the 
practice .complainedof appears too important to leave to local government. 

Measures of performance 

e Survival and!:ontinued vigor are necessary. 

eChangesin local government practices as a result of watchdog group activities show 
effectiveness of ~he group. 

e The goal- to make local government fully responsive to public needs ratherthan pri
vate interest - may be eclipsed but should not be abandoned. 

10 
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II THE CITIZEN WATCHDOG GROUP 

The Better Government Association: A Mga~l' for Citizen Action 

Political corruption has flourished in the nation I s local communi

ties since the mid-nineteenth cent,ury. Yet,with the exception of the 

intense era of municipal refor~;;from around 1890 to 1920, the problem of 

local corruption has la~ge1ybeen ignored. Recently, however j govern

mental commissions, journalists, and academics have ret.;;:wed their focus 

on the corrupt use of P'-lhlic office, and their reports abound withr.ecom .. 

mended strate'gies of1:'eiorm (see, for~xample, Amick, 1976, pp. 209-220). 

Typically, the st~dies conclude with ,a'c'ples for citizen action, cbrifirm-
c "',_ __." :>_. ,J/ 

ing what shoc~Ur'~:i"i}~",;been known 811~long: fleeting public outrage and ---
expressions of indignation wi 11 not ensure public virtue. Wha,t is needed 

was recently described by John Gardner, the founder and former president 
, 

of Common Cause as "highly organized, tough-minded citizen actiontohoJ.d 

government continuously accountable, a means of voting betWeen elections ll 

(quoted in Ihe New Yot'ker,p. 37, July 23~ 1973).' Yet, if there is an 

emerging conser'tsus regarding what must be done, the best solution fotliow 

to achieve it remains unresolved, 

There is clearly no single fotnlula ~or designing an eHective citi

zens l organization to combat local corruption. However, several recent 
"-

reports ha',e sugges ted that Chicago I s Bett.er;J.;0·.rernm~nt Associa tion (BGA). 

can serve as a model for citizens t~.t,)tfgnout the natton who are inter .. 
,~ 

ested in moni tori~g government/lit' their communi ties • 
. ~;.: 

~ -
Certainly. the BGA",!r.as been an e£f,L.~tfve force f.or reform in Illi-

/,-::::-- /'" -

nois. A study recetttly complete9-,'1j{Andrt;!w Bavast·former dean of the 

University of
r

, Illinois' College of Urban Sciences, concluded that the 

BGA "represents a model that should be replicated e~.sewheJ;"e" (Bavas, 1976). 
" 

And in The~nerican Way of Graf~, published by the. Center fot Analyds of. 
I 

Public Issues, George Amick stated tha.t theBGA represents "the kind or 
independent public interest gr,oups that are needed in every state and 

, 

U 
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metropolitan area" (Amick, 1976; NACCJSG, 1973). 
, 

The BGA's e:1!:poses of : 

public corruption such as its.recent investigation with CBS's "60 Minutes" 

.tjf fratid inI111nois' MediSaid program have brt)u~ht nations 1 attention to 

(,the organization, whiclvbegan its aggressive in'J'estigation program only a 
,-:'/ 

short time ago. 
- .. 

A prief ~nd very general overview of ~heBGA. is presented here in 

the hope ,that a discussiofl of its experiences and internal structure 

-.: .... J.. .. b~ o· f value· to those wh.o want to pursue- similar reform effort. s. - iu. ""'l:jJ. , ;.. ~ 

However, it would cert;a i1'1ly be a mistake to assume that the BGA isa 

"typical ll citizens' watchdog group. The BGA.'a success is due tqmany 

factors, ,including the organization's ,long and ~lnique relationship with 

the local news media. The close wol?king relationship betwe~n the two 

groups arose in the context of a highly competitive media environment 

that simply does n(1texie,t in many are.;t.li.Oof the nation. Also, unlike 

many other watchdog groups, the BGA has benefited from strong leadership 
0-"'-

<and has established' a<tl~1atJvelystable funding base which hss, <'tllowed .. 

the organization to recruit a full-time professional staff. And, of 
." '~-'- '", ~ 

t::ourse, Chicago is by no means a typical city, nor is Illinois 'li typical 

state in terms of the abundance of. the type of problems which a group 

n.k~ the BGAse:eks to identify. Chicago, in particular, provides a ca~ t 

of local political actors that command media attention by being both 

colorful and obstreperous when aroused. Additionally, the city I S ma

chine politics provides an endless supply of ma.terial to any -::itizen 

interested in reform. In Chicago, to be, sure, the quest for b~tter gov

ernment starts from avery low base. 

But even if the BGA is not a "typical" citizens' organization, many 

of its investigative techniques that have proved effect:i.ve can be at

tempted elsewh,ere. Moreo'Jer, the organization's internal structure and 

ope/rating 'pfoc:edures 'have provided. ~L~~$h an;independence andfl~xi" 
bility-that hiiVe been ef!"~~tial to its success and should cert,~llilybe 

~~. '~~ 

con,sidered ~y ... Q.rgaI).iza tions in teres ted; in conducting ana.!B~~·;1S programs. 

y' Thefollowing1 then, is designeg. to acquaint tl}&.fe' unfamiliar with 
" c '.' 

the BGA with its general ft-smet¥ork and range of activities. A fuller 

examination Qf·t;ne--issues raised here will be covered in succeeding 

seetions~ 
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Genera lStructtire flnd Operating Procedt!!!.§. 

t!/oil 
r 

F:~unded by the former directot· of the Anti-Saloon League, 'the 

Bett~r Goverllll'lf,>:f.tAssociation (BGA.) has acted as an independent monitor 
,;> ' 

of govern.m.erit in Illinois for over 50 years. The organiza tion' s char

acter has, howevorv~anged, considerably over the last half-century. 
/? ' 

The BGAr searliest years were devoted largely to voter education, 

election reform, and encouraging the efficient use of tax dol1ara. The 

BGA has maintained its interests in ensuring honest elections and in 

monitoring government spending, but in the last seve1;£l years its. ae-
_ .. ~: •.. ····-7 

tivieieshave become considerably more d1vel;''se-~The BG8. now broadly de-

fines its concerns as "wast:e~ ineffici~Iley'and corruption in government," 

and BGA investigations are as likely to focus upon errant public offi

c~ais or the complex administration of ~ multi-million dollar ,govern-
:--~ ... -::": ... ~ ". -. 

mental program as upon efforts, t.o>.falsil~':.,~le-ctiti1i<return3.' 

To retain its in~ependence,the BGA receives no government money* 

and, relies solely on private contl;'ibutions, ot" trme.111be~shipsJ!! ,!Ji:Qtn;\~:r:~{L' " 
"\':3';'OOb-:Gid:i~iddals and' corpora Hons • The BGA. also receives limited foun

da i:ion support. These privat~\'\lources provide the arganiza tip!.1 'With an 

income of approximately $375,000 per year.', 

Typically, in 1977 ,'the BGA' scorpora te contributions accounted for 

sligh tlyover half of its total annual budget (55%) , and included funds 

from major corporations such ,?s Standard Oil of 

and Company, the'Macn6ni:lld:c~rporation, Playboy 
.~ .. 

.!.: 

Indiana, Sears-Roel),uck 

Enterprises, and Q~~aker 
,: 

Oats Company. The BGA~s largest; single corporate contribution is $5~QOO. 

Slightlyove .. - 23% pf the bu~tget cOIl1~,fised personal nonc()rporate contribu .. 

tions from almost 2,000 individuals. The remainder of the budget con .. 

sists of founda tion' grants totaling about $80,000, and is u~ed largely 

/ 
.'".-. - ...:; .... -.;.,-,;;....--------

*The Better Government Association prepared the draft of this report on 
a" subcontract. from SRI International a.nd thus was ~ot the direct recipi
ent of the gr~jrlt from the Law Enforcement .t\ssiseance Administr~tH.on of 
the Federal g(>vernmentj the indirect receipt of government funds, however, 
does make this an exception." • ..to B;A practice .. 
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to support the organization "s ~ublicwdnterest la\\1 and student-intern 

programs. 

The BGA's entire staff (Figure 1) consists of about 15 persons, in

cluding an executive director,a membership coordinator, 6 professional 

investigators, and a legal staff of 4 attorneys who both advise the in

vestigators regarding legal questions that arise during the course of an 

investigation, and pursue litigation related to the organization's goals. 

The BGA is governed by a bipartisan board 6£ 45 directors who are 

ree'ruited from a wide range of backgrounds--inc1uding law, business, and 

academia. The board of directors meets monthly to review the.ot'ganiza

tion's activities and to carry out the' general policies established by a. 

24-mEh-nb~:r board of t:rustees~ which meets annually to adopt a budget and 

determine basic policy directions. 

InvEstigative Program 

BGA investigations are gene.rally conducted on a cooperative basis 

with the local news media (newspapers, radio, or tele~ision), a relation

ship that has been mutually beneficial. The BGA is assured that its find

ings will be widely disseminated and have a substantial public impact. 

It also profits from the expartise and access to sources that journalists 

bring to the investigation, supplementing the resources of the BGA staff. 

The news media benefits by obtaining an exclusive story and the assistance 

of the BGA's investigative and lega 1 talent. Many' investigations that re

quire. the scrutiny and interpretation of hundreds of complex documents 

would probably not be feasible without the help and additional manpower 

that the BGA provides, 

The BGA's aggressive investig~~ive progratii""i-!,' of fairly recent ori

gin; it did not emerge until 1961 when a citizens' committee established 

to review the BGA's operations recommended that ~h.e organization launch 

"Operation Watci\dog,H a task forGe designed. to evaluate the performance 

of public officials in Cook County. 

The BGA's earliest major investigations showed a marked creativity 

'and quickly established the organization as a .forceful watchdog group. 
". 
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For example, in a 1968 effort to firmly document what had already been 

widely suspected but not fully documented--that vote fraud persisted in 

many of Chicago I s precincts--BGA investigator William Recktenwald dis" 

guised himself as a skid row derelict, and, in an uncharacteristic dis

play of literary flair, checked into various flophouses that line Chi

cago's West Madison Street under the names of James Joyce, William Faulk

ner, and T. S. Eliot. Although no attempt was made to register to vote, 

the assumed names later turned up on the City's voter registration lists. 

In fac t, vo tes were ca s t in their namei'?~t~-:::~c-le~ tion day. The BGA' s P 101' 

resulted in the first convictions under th'~ ~'965";~kderal Voting Rights 

Act .. 

The B~'s interest in fair elections has continued. In 1972, the 

Chicago Tribune was awarded a Pulitzer Prize for its election day activi

ties which were coordinated with the BGA. A team of 30 BGA investigators, 

student interns, and Tribune reporters concentrated their primary election 

ac.tivities in precincts that had historically been identified as areas 

where vote fraud was commonplace. The pol1watchers later testified be

fore a Cc.ok County grand jury regarding the election law violations they 

witnessed. P·oll watching on election day has since become a routine BGA 

activity. 

Election 'law viola tions appear to be rarer now than in the past, in 

no small measure due to the joint effort of the BGA and hundreds of other 

citizens. Despite being subjected to frequent intimidation and abuse from 

city employees, the BGA successfully sought to ensure the fundamental 

premise of democratic elections: that citizens could vote only once, and 

they could cast their vote in private. 

In addition to the BGA's continued interest in preserving the integ

rity of the electoral process, BGA investigations have focused on corrup

tion on the part of high-ranking officials and elected officeholders, 

fraud and mismanagement in the delivery of social services, and abuses 

by government regulatory agencies. In all areas, many of the investiga

tions have had an important impact by both educating citizens regarding 

the inneI' workings of government and producing tangible resut'ts in the 

form of new legislation, administrative reforms, and judicial action. 
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For example, following the BGA-ChicagoTribune investigation of a 

former Alderman, who was a close political associate of the late Mayor 

Richard Daley, and that of Cook County's former Circuit Court Clerk, 

both officials were indicted on the basis of the BGA' s findings. The 

Alderman was subsequently convicted in Federal District Court on mail 

fraud charges, while the former Court Clerk died before he could be 

brought to trial. 

In the aftermath of a BGA-Chicago Tribune investigation of the Chi

cago Housing Authority (CHA), which found obvious mismanagement and a 

serious conflict of interest on the part of the Authority's chairman, 

the Federal goverltment ordered the eRA to transfer funds it had deposited 

in interest-free accounts to accounts where interest would accrue. Con

s~quently, the public agency now earns interest on over $20 million that 

once sat idle. Furthermore, after the BGA and Chicago Tribune identified 

millions of dollars in waste in Chicago's municipal budget, the Mayor 

reorganized the city's Fire Department, in accordance with many of the 

BGA's recommendations. 

As will be discussed later, the BGA's investigations of political 

corruption have attracted much public attention. However, the organiza

tion has gradually increased its emphasis on more systematic, irtstitu

tional abuses of power. Consequently, major state regulatory agencies 

such as Illinois' Savings and Loan Commission and the state's Department 

of Financial Institutions, as well as specialized governmental units (for 

example, the Chicago Housing Authority mentioned above), have all been 

the subject of recent BGA scrutiny. 

The BGA's purpose in examining regulatory and service-providing 

agencies hC1S not been to challenge their public mandate, their raison 

d'etre, except perhaps when absolutely no legitimate reason for their 

existence could be found. Rather, the BGA's goal in these investigations 

ha"s been to hold the agencies accountable for their actions and to ensure 

that their avowed public purpose is in fact fulfilled. 
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The Public Interest Legal Program 

In 1975, the Better Government Association established a legal pro~ 

gram to supplement the organization's investigative capabilities. The 

purpose of the Legal Program is twofold: to act, as the organization 1 s 

general counsel on all legal matters that arise during the course of 

investigations, and to pursue litigation related to the BGa's general 

purpose. 

The Legal Program consists of a general counsel and three staff 

attorneys, as well as law students from Northwestern University Law 

School who receive law school credit for their work at the B~. The Law 

Program is supervised by the B~'s Executive Director as well as a com

mittee of BGA. directors who must appr.ove major Utigation before it is 

undertaken. 

The Legal Program's present docket is both ambitious and diverse. 

One major project concerns a suit that was filed in Federal District 

Court challenging the domestic surveillance practices of local and Fed

eral law enforcement agencies. The BGA filed the suit, with the American 

Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and Business and Professional People for 

the Public Interest (BPI), a public interest law firm, on behalf of all 

of those in the Chicago area who have been the target of unlawful govern

mental surveillance. 

Additionally, the Legal Program has tested enforcement of Illinois' 

Campaign Disclosure law by filing complaints! before the State Elections 

Board./ The BGA has alleged that neither fOl:'mer Governor Daniel Walker 

nor the late Mayor Richard Galey fully complied with the requirements of 

the Act. Most recently, the Legal Program filed suit in Federal District 

Court against seven major contractors in the Chicago area who had pleaded 

guilty to criminal charges related to a bid-rigging scheme for work done 

by the firms at Chicago's O'Hare Airport. The BGA's suit attempts to re~ 

capture the illegal profits the companies acquired. The suit was filed 

on behalf of the City of Chicago after the city refused to enforce its 

own right. Any funds recaptured as a result of the lawsuit would be re

turned to the city. 
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Performance 

Objective measures for organizations like the BGA are elusive, but 

using almost any reasonable criteria the BGA must be considered a suc

cess. For over 50 years the organization has survived in a hostile en

vironment. Antagonized politicians have challenged the BGA's tax-exempt 

status in the state capitol and a former governor while still in office 

unleashed an elaborate campaign to destroy the organization's credibility. 

But the BGA has endured; indeed, it has even prospered in the face of 

adversity. 

Of course, all success must be regarded as preliminary, for the fu

ture is always uncertain. Serious questions remain unanswered and un

answerable. Wha t will become of the BGA if the public -s commitment to 

rooting out political corruption wanes? Can political corruption be 

"over-exposed," inviting a public reaction to blame the bearer of bad 

t.idings for the republic's plight? The BGA's reputation for effectiveness 

has been enhanced by Federal prosecutions based on facts developed by 

BGA investigations. But Federal law enforcement policies change over 

time, and there is no assurance that the United States Attorneys across 

the nation will maintain their momentum in attacking political corruption. 

Despite such nagging questions, the record suggests that the BGA is 

not merely an ephemeral, faddish response to the complex problems of 

corruption and the lack of government accountability. The organization 

has not proved to be one of the fragile flowers characterized by Tarranany 

Ha 11' s George Washington Plunkitt as "mornin I glories" tha t "looked 

lovely i.n the mornin' and Withered up in a short time, while the regular 

machines Vlent on flourishin' forever, like fine old oaks." In fact, the 
, ' 

BGA has grown in terms of its resources and impact, while Chicago's en-

trenched political machine has suffered some serious defeats at both th'e 

polls and in the courts. 

Might the BGA's own success render the organization obsolete? If 

the forces of reform seize the reins of power, will there remain a need 

for the BGA? In the context of Illinois politics, the question seems 

absurdly hypothetical. Nevertheless, the following observation is 
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offered. Just a few months ago !llinois' present governor, James R. 

Thompson, held the office of u.s. Attorney, where he vigorously pros€

cuted hundreds of cases involving public corruption and spoke persuasively 

of the need fo~r high standards of public service. Yet, the BGA recently 

found that those in charge of the governor's campaign committee actively 

solicited campaign contributions from contractors who profited substan

tially from state business. It was all quite legal, of course, and 

certainly the governor's reputation for personal honesty has not been 

assailed. However, when state contractors provide the funds that a state 

official needs to reach and stay in public office, who can be sure that 

their contracts are being awarded on the basis of public rather than 

private need? The situation forcefully demonstrates that the integrity 

of our governmental institutions will not be restored quickly. or merely 

by changing the names of incumbent officeholders. More systematic reform 

is called for, and for that there remains a continuing and urgent need. 
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ORGANIZING AND STAFFING 
A CITIZEN WATCHDOG GROUP 

Principles of organization 

• Should be problem oriented (corruption, abuse of power) rather than issue oriented 
(high property taxes, redlining). 

• Should initiate investigations. 

• Should be nonpartisan, nonprofit, broadly based, and privately funded so that it repre
sents the public and not any special interest. 

• Should expose situations to public view and to existing law enforcement mechanisms 
rather than seeking to gain office or control government processes. 

Steps to organization 

• Identify potential sponsors from among local businessmen and corporation executives, 
local professionals, (lawyers, accountants, professors), union leaders, community 
leaders (League of Women Vote.rs, United Way, neighborhood improvement associa
tions). 

• Set up an initial meeting. 

• At the meeting, discuss principles Df organization, goals, and funding; agree on a struc
ture for t.he organization; set up a timetable for establishing the organization and 
decide on milestones; set up a steering committee that represents the widest pOSSible 
range of viewpoints and reflects the makeup of tl;te local population. . 

• Set up a steerh"lg committee meeting. 

• At the steering committee meeting, determine how much funding is needed and how 
funds will be raised. ... 

Organizational structure 

.A board of directors is needed not only to s~t policy for the group and monitor its 
operations, but also to raise funds. It shOUld meet monthly orbimonfhIy.·.·· 

-An executive director is needed to manage th€'staff¥.nd-gUIae daily operations. 

• Staff investigators are needed who ?hovJdbeskili~(!d in investigative research. 
./"---

~--

Principles of oper~tion ---- .. 

• The boarciofdir~cWts;hould, to the extent possible without compromising the effec
tiveness oian-investigation, know what is going on and agree beforehand that a par
tkularinvestigation is to be undertaken. 

• The group should have a :,ublk spokesman (normally the executive director> who is 
able to make the aims of the group clear to the public, and generate enthusiasm for 
those aims. 

• Both the board of directors/and the executive director should attend to the problem of 
maintaining funding s~lpport, ensuring that the group maintains a reputation for 
careful, fair, and it'!1partial investigation, for maintah'ling confidentiality of ongoing 
investigations(n9 teaks or unsupported charges), and for ensuringthiitthe subjects of 
investigatio!" 9.rlf' anowed a chance to respond to the charges made againstthembefore 
the results*tt'1he investigation are made public. . . 

• Inyesti~'h>~s should not only be ethical but be knowledgeable about what constitutes 
ethical behavior, should be .flexible enough to discard an unproductive investigation 
but persistent enough to overcome obstacles including initial lack o.f data and initial 
criticism, and should not demand star billing, total autonomy, or freedom to pursue 
personal agendas. 
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III ORGANIZING THE CITIZEN WATCHDOG GROUP 

Overview 

America is a nation rich in a heritage of voluntary asso4iations. In 

the early nineteenth century, the foreign student of American affairs, 

Alexis de Tocqueville, observed that "In no ~ountry in the world has the 

prirv:iple of association been m6-?e successfully used or applied to a 

greater multitude of objects than. in America" (de Tocqueville, 1945 ed.). 

The propensity of Americans to ba~d·togeeher has not abated since de Tocque

ville's day. There seems to be an almost infinite v~ariety of groups'"'''''politG> 

icalparties, trade associati.ons, unions, civic organizations, and 'the 

like-·which pursue their numerous interests in equally numerous ways. 

According te, one .recent survey, there are about 2,000 local citizen 

watchdog groups throughout: the nation that attempt to monitor some aspects 

of local and state government (Savas, 1976). These groups range from the 

local chapters of the League of Women Voters, whose interests range from 

V-. voter education to ecology, to taxpayer associatiolls concerned primarily 

with monitoring public spending arid preventing local taxes from rising. 

Local Citizens' groups have been formed to monitor activities related to 

the environment, education; economic development, and almost eVery other 

conceivable. goverrutlentalpr.ogram. Moreover, these divers~ interests are 
. ~ /" 

paralleled by diverse organizational structures. Some associations have 

paid, full-time staffs, while others do not; a membership in some organ

iza tions is open to all citizens, while others. follow more exclusive 

policies. 

Clearly then, there is no singl~ way a watchdog group must be or

ganized, for its structure will vary with the organization's goals and 

the environment in which it exists. Consequently, the model for a citi

zens f 'V'la tchdoggroup set forth below is not the only one imaginable; it 

is recommended here, however f because it is a form of organiza tion tha t 

has proved highly effective. This organizational structure is patterned 
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after that of Chicago's Better Government Association, an organization 

~]hose stated purpose is to "comba t waste, inefficiency and corruption" 

in government. 

:t' .. , 

The BGA is a special type-~fw-';tcllddg '-grv-u.p";i..it is "problem" rather 

than oriented. It does not confine its watchdog rol~-r~C:er:rai't'1°-c.: __ ;. 

subject-matter categories such as housing~taxes, educa tion,or/~cology, 

but focuses .on issues that may relate to all of these matters. 

As envisioned here, the proposed citi~~ns' watchdog group has the 

following charaq.teristlcs: (1) jAt is a nonpartisan, nonpr.:ofit organiza

tion; (2) it is not "issue" or "subject ma tter" .oriented, but rather is 

concer~~d with mere general abuses .of the governmental precess such as 
:r ;.,.--

~c-FQ.l·ruption, electoral'referm, and the general lack of accountability of 

governmental institutiens; (3) the organization initiates investigations 

and does not merely respond to the repcrts of ethers; (4) the watchdog 

group ~aintains a close relationship with th~ news media with whom it 

.often works ona cooperative basis; (5) it is financ:edentirely (or al

most entirely) by funds raised from private sources such as individuals 

and corporatio['ls, which become members of the watchdog organiz.ation. 

Hembership status can be obtained by contributing a minimal fe·e based on 

ability to pay. ('J:'he BGA's membership cost is $25, but contributions 

rangf~ from $5 to $5,000); and (6)-the watchdog group's funding base is 

sufficient to support a fuq;"'~ime executive director and research staff. 

The citizens ' watchdog group can also be defined by what it is not. 

It is a nonpartist:l'n organization~ nct affiliated with a political party 

Oli faction of a poa tical party. The organization' s'investiga tions 

. $ihould besc' ·tpulously fair to all public officials, and ehe organiza

tion should not be used as the tool of any particular pel'son or group. 

This stricture is more than an obligatory pi~ty. Thewatchdoggr()upwill 

not survive long 'if it becomes a partisan in disputes over who shall con-

trol city hall. In the lorig run, the organ:(z~c{e'io'h lntis'fbe ~ble t.o com-

mand respect throughout the: political spectrum if its findings are to be 

cr-ed ible. 
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On. the other hand1 the cit:i.~E!nsl watchdog gt'oup is nota law enfotce~ 
, 

ment agency.and has no law enfordtment powers. The o¥ganiza tion I s purpose 

is to expose govert41lental wrongdoihg and ~ toedueare citizerisabout how 
... / . . "" 

government is working and how it m:tght be made to work better. It relies 

for the most part o~,~ the mass media to bring its findings to the public's 
,_ • _____ • __ •• __ .__ _ __ _ ~'_'r __ ' -'--~""'':"'~'{:.~;-'~: -" 

attention, though it: might also issue morielaborate reports from time to 

time for citizens interested in a more thorough discussion of the organi

za tion I s ae tivities. 

The citizens' watC;;:';doggroupis concerned with the openness and ac

countabilityof all governmental institutions. Citizens should have the 

ability to influence the decisions tha t affect their lives, and the wa teh ... ' 

dog group should a ttempt to ensure that individuals and groups are not un-

fairly shut out oft!te deeision-making process. 

Forming the Watchdog Group: Identifying Sponsors 

What criteria should be used in recruiting the initial sponsors for 

the citizens f wat:chdoggroup? Leadership ability, knowledge of th~.; .C'Om
C)- -" 

munity, a familiarity ~ith the matters the organization will deal with, 
-::, 

the ability to raise funds, the availability of time to devote to the or-

ganizCi tionare important factors'> that should be considered in identifying 

potential sponsors. The likeliest sources of $U,pport for es tablishing a 

~atchdog gr~upwil1 be found among businessmen, professionals such as 

lawyet::s;~ accountants, and academics, and other CGlntnttnity leaders;.i:or 

e~'ample! men and w.omen who are already active in philanthropic, civic, 

orneighborhoodotganizations. 

Each of these sources of support can bringlll:lique ·~t,alentsaod per

spectives to the watchdog group. Bu.ainessmen, particularly those in the '.' 

upper levels of corporat~.msfiagement, should be attracted to the watch-

dog gr~l;lP l>,e.cause of its interest in managerial-reform and the efficient 
-~_o-_--O ._-_-~:.-.:'::-

use of tax dollars. In a community dominated by a political machine, 

businessmen may be victimized by extortiona te demands from policemen, 

health inspectors, or other officials who use the leverage of their 

regulatory authority to extract illegal payments. Businessmen may .aho 

", 
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be subject toha~rassment from politicians seeking campaign contribu~ .' J".'.,' 

tions under th~ tacit or expressed threat thatthrrse who do not con~ _ 

tribute will not receive government business. These abuses can genera te _~~~~ 
. -..... ,~ .' " " . -"-

a powerful impulse for reform among business leaders. .,~--
_-,0<" 

Corporations, of course, 'can provide' the watch,<!,Q8gr01.lP with an es,~; 
-.~~ , ;/ 

serltial base of financial support which <c$n-'oecome'a dependable soy . .rc:; 
, .~ ",/' 

of funds. (The organizat~op.J;h<'1tifd-be set up in such a waY,);h,f'f all 
.- -,- ' .-"- /<~ 

contributions are t:3x"-deductible.) BusinesS"'men can ~~1~6'->provide the 

org~~:tzad.on .with access, 'ote:.~~tfertise ir(/~uch,£'i:€:fd~ as accounting and 

b;o~~efulin the orgar{iZ'a~~on' s investigative efforts., '. 

Lawyers, accountants,.",.a~d academics are also potential sources of 

leadership for thewatcbdog group. They and other professionals may be 

attracted l:.o~'th~watchdog organization because of thei:l1' g~neral interests 

i11, promoting reform,. saving taxpayer funds, anauphotdirtg high standards 

of public service. Many Bar Associations and other professional organi-
:,' -~. 

'"" '.'-

~ations have established various cOttmlittees tha.t deal with ma!f;t.e,~$;Csuch 

as governmental ethics and conflicts of interest. ,,~l;r.{1f~ssionals who are 
~- .. ~.: 

already active in th~se reform effort.s.mtghc:':well be interested in pursu ... -- -.~,., , 

irig their interests t,~rOu.ghc,the~~t~hdOg o:r,,-ganization. 
,J 

Mem!J~l.~'~f:;{~the academic community should a ho be cons idered a s po~ 
- .... - ,< .. ' 

,~".~·",·::tential sponsors for the citizens' watchdog group. While academics may 

j .....
.. ",::c.,::.r.

c
;;,::, not ~ave :he same ability to rais~, muc~.needed funds as members of other 

profeSSional groups, their expertise .;1n gov,el"nment-related matters can 

bea valuable reaeu't'ce. Academic~.imay also lend credibili.ty to the or

ganiza tion, and provide "student 'interns" as volunteers to £.1.1.1 t.he 

~ccc group's maltpowe,- .equ,isite~,,:,c,c'" C ccc ,C,' c,c 

L".,"" ._>~,.' Ie is important that the initial sponsors be a bipartisan group, 

r ...•. "«.... C¢11'.mit ted to the goals of the organiza tion, and that they represent a . 

I~ broad segment of the public. They should reflect the racid make-up of 
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* the community, include bothseKes, and union as wel~".s~busine.ss leaders .. 

This.diversity is of COU.bg~ a goal and may .not, be perfeetly rea lized in 

every organizati0t\.;: However, if the w~t,Ch9:og group is eo generate a.-,_. 

broad base¢f &t1pport for its aCJt:9:ities it should make every effort to 
~ •••• ,:;;:' • • v .-.r?~:,·,;-

avoid bei"nglabeled as eitp~:li11conservative, It 1'1 ibera 1," "Republican," 

ot' "Democratic9 I, as a resu~t of its sponsors' social backgrounds or po

litical Bffiliations. 

Sponsors should not include pe:~~~t1g':t:hO are aitner goverrunental 

officials or employees, pers(jIlS'"~h~ hold official positions within a 

political party, or indivj;;truals who are seeking or plan to seek political 

office. While a pe~sonjsformer involvement in political activities 

should not be ,a}~~' to partiCipa tion, the wa tchdog group $hould avoid 
.. -•.. -.;-,; .. ,. 

act~pp-$-'ifia t would engender undue suspicions of its organization's mo-

t ives. 

One essent;i.al function , .... £ the watchdog group 1 s sponsors is to lend 

legi.timacy to the organization.1 which must be viewed as responsible and· 

reliable byothers,especially those from whom financial support Win be 
-: ~' 

solicited. The sponsors, tLerefore, should be prestigiQus n'ui~mo'ers of 

the community and articulate spokesmen. for the organization. 

Once several potential sponsors have been id~rl'ti.fied, they should 

be contacted personally and asked to recommencl:dthers who might also be 
'-f>, . 

interested in organizing the wa;cqdog g.t'm.ip" W.lw:n, a.i\uffic'iii'ifFttumb'er 
_.'-'j: 

of persons have demonstrated enth1,l.siasm for the proJect, they might be 

invited "to attend an organizational meeting where the format.ion of the 

watchdog group can be disCussed in detail. 

The sponsors should consider the following early in Cheil:' discus

sions: 

~ 
The BGA, once characterized as "an at'm of the Repuhlican Party," has at-
tracted strong bipartisan support in. recent years~ ..... Although no .. watchdog 
group shouldi employ any sort of quota system to limit numbers, a b.road 
base of support will not only strengthen the organizatiol'l. but help it to 
weather political storms. Thus, an im~alanc~ should be addressed by a 
special effclrt to gain members who will:' restore the bal.f:!nce. 
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(1) 

( Z) 

(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

The scope of the watchdog group's activities and the investi
ga tive procedures to befollo'i\Ted. These should be incorpora ted 
in the form of the organization's charter and by-laws. (The 
BGA's bYdlaws appear in Appendix A.) 

The watchdog group's organizational structu.re. For example, 
how large should the group I s board of direct.ors be, what func
tions will they perform, and how will they perform them? 

How will the organization's executive director and staff be 
selected? 

How much financing is needed and how will funds be raised? 

Wha t s.teps should be taken to incorpora te the organization and 
apply for tax-exempt status? 

One initial organizing possibility would be for those attending the 

first meeting to appoint a steering committee to explore the extent of 

community support for the project and evaluate various sources of fund

ing. Certainly, the question of organizational financing should~.be dealt 

with in the early stages of discussion. A preliminary assessment should 

be made of the minimum level of funding needed to attain the group's 

goals; the group should discuss in detail how and from whom the funds 

will be raised. 

Model Structure of the Watchdog Group 

While the details of the citizens' watchdog group will vary in every 

community, the use of a model may well be useful in planning the organi

zation's structure.~This basic structure should· include a board of di

rectors, an executive committee, officers (president, vice-president, 

treasurer, and secretary), and executive director. By-laws, budget, IRS 

letter, and investigative guidelines for the BGA are given in Appendix B. 

Board of Directors 

The board of directors is responsible for establishing the organi

za tion I s basic policies, including its investiga tive priorities and pro~ 

cedures, for raising funds, and for reviewing the organization's opera

tions on an on,going basis. 

The board of directors is composed of the organiza tion I s ~Iponsors, 

those who were responsible for establishing the watchdog group, and 
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others who have something to contribute in helping the organization 

attain its zoals. 

The board may be self-perpetuating; t~at is, current board members 

may select new board members to replace tho.se who have resigned; or a 

more elaborate system might be adopted whereby board members are elected 

by the organization's total membership. In either case, it seems that 

the same personal characterist-tcs that were sought in the initial sporl." 

sors--such as leadership potential, fund-raising ability, expertise, and 

kno~-3ledge of public affairs--should also be used as the criteria for 

selecting new board members. 

The size of the board of directors will vary with the size of the 

community the watchdog group will serve. In medium-sized to large cities 

(those with populations in excess of 100,000), the board could range in 

membership from 25 to 50 persons. 

The board of directors should meet on a monthly or bimonthly basis, 

$0 tha t the direc tors can review the progress of current iuves Uga tions 

and discuss fund-raising activities. The board should he kept fully in

formed by the executive director regarding all of the organization I s 

activities. 

Unfortunately, complete candor can pose serious problems for the 

watchdog organization. Obviously, by informing a group of 25 to 50 per

soo!:; of the details of a sensitive investigation, a risk is taken that 

information will be revealed to the public before the organization is 

ready to release its findings. There are several reasons for preventing 

the premature release of investigative information, including the need 

to protect the exclusive nature of the sto~y from journalistic compet

itors. A dilemma therefore arises. Candor, h an obvious requirement 
., 

if the executive director is to ensure the continued support of the 

board of directors. Moreover, the board cannot fulfill its responsi

bilities without full knowledge of the organiza tion I s activities. On 

the other hand, some degree of secrecy is needed if the watchdog organ

ization is to prevent the considet'sble damage than can result from the 

untimely release of .data it has gathered. 
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The need for secrecy, of course, ends after the results of the in

vestigation have been made public, or the investigation has been termi

nated. Then the matter should be discussed thoroughly with the entire 

board of. directors. In any case, if information is being withheld, the 

reasons for doing so should be discussed. Any procedures for maintaining 

secrecy should be the result of a firmly established policy enacted by 

the board of directors. 

The board of directors should elect officer.s (preSident, vice

president, secretary, and treasurer) to perform the duties generally as

sociated with those offices. The preSident, along with the organizRtion's 

executive director, will be the chief spokesperson for the watchdog group 

and will preside at the board's meetings. The board of directors should 

also empower the president to appoint committees, composed of other board 

members, to perform specific duties related to the organiza tion' s activi

ties. The crea tion of a fund-raising committee and an investigel tive 

committee, for example, are efficient ways in which board members can 

exercise their responsibilities in important areas of the organization's 

operations and develop a better understanding of how the watctidog group 

performs on a daily basis. 

The Executive Director 

The selection of the watchdog group's executive director will ob

viously be one of the most important decisions the new organization will 

face. There does not seem to be anyone best background for an execu

tive dit'ectot' that will meet the watchdog group's diverse needs. The 

executive director's personal qualifications should, of course; include 

a reputation for integrity and the leaderShip ability that will enable 

him or her to effectively represent the organization before all segments 

of the community. Since it is essential that the watchdog group main

tain a nonpartisan posture, the executive dit'ector should not be closely 

identified with any political party. The executive director should pref

erably not be a former elected official or candidate for public office. 

Just as important, the executive director should not be a person likely 

to use the office for his or her personal advantage in securing a public 

position at some later date. 
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Finding a potential executive director with these qualifica tions 

may be more difficult than it first appears. Most individuals who are 

attracted to the position of executive director will be interested and 

involved in public affairs; precisely those persons who would be likely 

prospects for public office. Moreover, if the organization is success

ful, its executive director will be placed in a position of high public 

visibility. If the executive director did not have any intention of 

launching a candidacy for elective office when the position was filled, 

such plans might well, and quite understandably, materialize after a few 

months or years on the job. 

There is no particularly good answer to the problem. The watchdog 

group certainly will want to ma~e every effort to avoid noteriety as a 

stepping stone to political office, yet it would be unrealistic and un

workable to require employees to sign an oath forswearing any interest 

in elective office. Perhaps in the long run the watchdog group can only 

hope that not too many of its leaders will respond to the call of poli

tics, and that those who do will spread themselves out among a variety 

of partisan labels. To avoid the most flagrant abuses of the position, 

the bClard of directors should consider asking candidates for tl':\e job of 

executive director to make at least a three-year commitment to the 

watchdog organization. 

Several quite different sorts of professional background seem equally. 

appropriate for the job of executive director because of the variety of 

roles associated with the position. Professior~l experience in law, 

journalism, and teaching are all relevant to the functions the executive 

director will perform. A strong background in some form of investiga-

tive work or research seem:;; especially desirable since a pri·ncipal task 

of the executive director will involve guiding the staff's research pro

cess and evaluating investigative findings. 

Since the executive director will often be called upon to represent 

the watchdog organization in public appearances, he or she should be an 

experienced speaker who has the capacity for working effectively with 

many different types of people, including public officials, journalists, 

and businessmen. 
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Finally, the executive director should have the organizational 

ability to ensure that the organiza tion opera tes effectively on a day

to-day basiS. Unlike the manager in a large firm or the chief executive 

officer of a corporation, the executive director of the citizens' watch

dog group heads an organization whose paid staff will almost always be 

quite small. Consequently, the tasks of defining particular goals and 

selecting strategies to achieve them cannot be readily delegated. Or

dinarily, then, if many of the daily ,~etails of the organization do not 

receive the a ttention of the executive director. they will similly remain 

ignored. 

Professional Staff 

Researchers or investigators will form the major part of the pro

fessional staff, and as with the executive director, there appears to 

be no single background most suitable for the job. Investigators for the 

BGA have been recruited from the fields of journalism, law, teaching, 

law enforcement, and from social science graduate schools. Perhaps the 

most essential characteristics of the successful investigator are a 

natural curiosity about the inner workings of the governmental process 

and the tenacity necessary to dig for information despite the numerous 

obstacles that recalcitrant officials will set before him or her. 

The investigator must be able to define his research objectives and 

formulate a strategy for persuing investigative goals. Since investi

gators will be working in tandem with journalists from both the print 

and broadcast media, a knowledge of all aspects of news operations will 

be essentia 1 for conducting an orderly investiga tion. 

On a day-to-day baSis, the investigator's time will be spent largely 
I 

in retrieving information, interpreting documents, interviewing sources, 

and planning what to do next. Since the watchdog organization's investi

ga tors might focus on allY one of hundreds of' g,overnmental programs or the 

financial dealings of any of several public officials, a broad knowledge 

o·f the governmental process is generally more useful than expertise in a 

particular area of government operations. 
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Clearly, each investigator should understand the goals of .the 

watchdog organization and agree to work within the constraints set forth 

in the investigative guidelines. In short,' investigators must understand 

tha t their research must be objective and all persons with whom they deal 

must be treated fairly. The investigative process must not be abused for 

the purpose of conducting a vendetta against a public official or govern

mental program that has fallen into the investigator's disfavor. 
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FINANCING A CITIZEN WATCHDOG GROUP 

Permissible funding sources 

• Funding for a watchdog group should come from private individuals and from cor
porations (with a minimum for individuals and a ceiling for corporations) and perhaps 
from foundations. 

• Funds should not be accepted from government entities, from public officials, or from 
political parties because accepting funds from any of them will bring the integrity and 
impartiality of the group into question. 

Funding techniques 

• Members can be attracted by evidence that the group is effective, by a reputation for 
credibility, fairness, independence, and high ethical standards, and by the ability to 
deduct contributions from taxable income. 

• Public service announcements are not as effective as word of mouth and press 
coverage. 

• Members can be retained by a sense of participation (receiving a newsletter, attending 
informal meetings), by a sense that their support matters, and by assurance that their 
investment is not being wasted or mismanaged. 

• Corporate memberships are usually obtained (and maintained) by personal appeals. 

• . Foundation support must be competed for and should be limited to special projects 
because it is always given for a limited period. 

• Supplemental funds for one-time or short-term needs can be raised by special activities 
such as benefits, raffles, auctions, fairs, book sales, plant or craft sales, and flea markets. 

Managing funds effectively 

• Funds not needed for immediate expenses should be kept in interest~bearing accounts 
(BGA keeps only enough for 2 months in the checking account). 

• Keep complete books and arrange for an annual professional audit so that members 
and corporate contributors are assured of the group's fiscal soundness. 

o Because income from memberships is unlikely to come in at the same rate every 
month, monthly expenditures should be kept below the average monthly income, in 
order to avoid debt. 
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IV FINANCING THE CITIZEN WATCHDOG GROUP 

.,. '" -" .. ~., .. ,.. . 

The success of the citizens' watchdog group will to a large extent 

depend on its ability to raise the financial support necessary to carry 

out an effective investigative program. Unlike the organization's in

come, bills will arrive on a disconcertingly predictable basis (Figure 2 

shows the pattern of contributions by month for 1975-1977). Rent~ util

ityand telephone bills must be paid, and payrolls must be met, on a 

monthly basis. But if the watchdog group has secured a financial base 

sufficient to begin operations by raising funds or securing pledges from 

its sponsors, then additional funds can be raised as the organ,ization 

develops a record for effectiveness and for providing the citizens of 

the community with a unique and valuable servi,f~e. 

Funding Sources 

The watchdog organization's funding is based on the concept of mem

bership. Individuals and businesses become members of the organization 

by making a contribution that might range between $25 and $5,000. The 

organization should have a "suggested membership fee," although the group 

should of course graciously accept whatever amount is offered. The BGA 

recommends that individuals contribute from $25 to $1,000 and corpora

tions begin their memberships at $100. 

Because the watchdog group is in the business of investigating govern

mental misconduct, funds· should not be accepted from government entities, 

or at least not from those that could be the subject of the group's watch

dog activities. Likewise, the watchdog group should not accept personal 

contributions from public officials or officers of a political party, 

While such contributions may not in fact influence the operations of the 

watchdog group, the organization should make every effort to avoid even 

the appearance of impropriety. The watchdog group simply cannot credibly 

claim to be an independent monitor of government and at the same time 
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receive a substantial amount of its funding from governmental or political 

sources. 

Similarly, the watchdog group should seek a broad base of financial 

support so it does not rely ona single individual or corporation (or a 

small identifiable group of either individuals or corporations) for a 

inajar pox.Uon of its£unding. '!he watchdog organization should not place 

itself in a pOSition where a fewpar'ries could jeopardize its ver~ exis-

tence bythrea tening to withdraw tbei.r membership. . ,~:': 

Establishing a diverse and stable funding base is unquestionably a 

difficult task,but it can be done. The Better Govermnent Association 

has been able to attract 't>,idespread support for its investigative pro .. 

gram from both indiVidual and corporate givers, with over 2,600 members 

in 1977 throughout Illinois. Slightly more than 23% o£the BGA funding 

comes front individual contributors, 55% comes from corporate sources, 

and the remainder is supplied by four foundation grants. In 1916, the 

average individual contribution was $47, and the average corporate con

tribution was $289. ExcludingfQundation.support, no singlecontribu

t.ion exceeds $5,000, a small percentage of the organization's $375,000 

budget. 

As these figures indicate, while a majority of members are private 

individuals, over one-half of the organization's funding comes from 

corporate sources. Cor.porate support,perhaps because it is somewhat 

less affected by slight vacillations in the economic climate and because 

corporate contribution policies eventually become routinized, has been 

a more reliable source of annual income for the BGA than individual mem

bership dues. Corpora tions ar.e simply more likely to renew their member

ships each year than are individual donors. Consequently, corporate sup

por.t can be an important element ofstabilit:y in the watchdog group's 

funding base. 

Noreover, while it may appear to be easier to rely on many small 

contributions, for example raising a dollar each from 5,000 individuals 

rather than seeking a larger amount frqm fewer people, it is often much 
J 

more difficult. The expenses related 1:0 raising many small contributions 
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can quickly become prohibitive. Generally, a mix of small and large, 

corporate and individual contributions seems to be the best way to es

tablish a financially adequate and stable base of support. 

Fund Raising Strategies and Techniques 

tt~mberships 

To attract the support necessary to carry out a successful investi

gative program, the watchdog group should maintain a position of high 

public visibility. Even the most effective citizens' group will not be 

able to attract many supporters if the group's existence is not widely 

known. Press conferences, speeches, public service announcements, and 

other public exposure are necessary in any effort to inform the publi~ 

of the watchdog group's acti~ities. 

The watchdog organization must "sell" its program to the public in 

order to raise financial support. It must answer the impliCit question 

of why anyone would want to become a member and contribute funds to the 

watchdog group. There seem to be several essential elements that should 

always be stressed when raising funds. 

First, the organization should emphasize that it is effective; that 

its investigations have achieved results--savings for the taxpayers or 

specific reforms. Second, the watchdog group should stress that it is 

unique. For eJ(ample, unlike other civic groups, the watchdog group 

works directly with the news media to expose waste and corruption in 

government. Third, the watchdog group should emphasize that it relies 

on contributions from private individuals and corporations for its sup

port. Without the help of private citizens, thewa tehdog organization 

cannot exist. Fourth, the. group should always inform its potential con

tributors that their contributions are tax deductible (if, as recommended, 

the watchdog group has properly filed with t!?-e IRS as a 501 (C)(3) not-for

proUt corporation. (See Appendix B for copy of an IRS determination 

letter.) 

. Thc~wa.J;~!,:t.Qg group should also consider additional methods of recruit

ing and maintaining its members by offering 8p~cific membership benefits. 
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Contributors, after all, are becoming ':membersl'i of an organization and 

should be made to feel a special attachment ~ith the watchdog group. 

Invitations to informal gatherings; an organization newsletter, and ari. 

annual report are .some ways in which the organization can maintain the 

support of its members. 

The watchdog group should consider hiring a professional fund~raiser 

at least part-time. Much work is involved in maintaining and trying to 

expand the organization's 'financial base. The work may be well beyond 

the capabilities of the executive director and the volunteer efforts of 

the board ~ For example,fund-raising letters must be written, files on 

contributors mU$t be maintained and updated, and the efforts of all those 

involved in fund-raising must be coordinated so that individual efforts 

are not duplicated. 

The BGA1s membership files have become fairly elaborate. The mem

bershipfiles ,are divided into two basic categories: individual. and 

corporate. Two file cards are prepared for each member, listj,o.g the 

name, address, date, and amount of the contribution. The file cards 

also contain anoeation indicating the origin of the membership--if it 

was in response to a direc.t mail solicitation or whether the member has 

been in contact with a member of the board of directors. One card is 

filed alphabetically as either a corporation or individual J and the 

other is filed under the month in which the last: contribution ~as given. 

Cards are filed under the contribution date so that rene~al notices can 

be sent periodically notifying the members that dues must again be paid. 

A month before the anniversary date of the last contributioo f the memb~r 

is sent a personal letter for a renewal of the membership. A request is 

made for an increased contribution. If the member does not respond, an 

additional letter is sent 2 months after the membership is due. 

A major responsibilityfor£und-raising lies wHh the organization'! s 

board of directors. Potential directors should be fully aware of their 

fund-raising responsibilities before agreeing to serve on the board of 

oJ( 

Fund raiSing is a principal responsibility of the BGA Executive Director. 
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the watchdog group. Mar.y board members are selected precisely because 

of their ability to raise funds -#-9:: the organizat!on, and their enthu

siasm for that job. 

Whenever possible, a personal approach to fund-raising should be 

used. For example, boardmemberSc should personally contact friends and 

business acquaintances who are likely to be interested in supporting eh\!! 

work of the watchdog group. Such personal contact has seemed to be far 

more effective than sending out letters addressed to "Dear Friend." 

The board of directors shQuld.establish a fund-taising or member

ship committee composed of members who are willing to devote a substana 

tial portion of time to raiSing funds for the watchdog group. The di

-rectors serving on the committee should identify potential members and 

write to them or call on them personally to seek their support for the 

orga niza t ibn. 

It is, of course, just as -important to maintain the organization's 

membership as it is to recruit new members. Here too, personal contact 

can be crucial. Board members 13hould again write personal notes to those 

organization members they know or do business with, and ask them to renew 

or increase their contribution to the watchdog group as those contribu

tions or membership fees become due. As mentioned earlier, these activ

ities should be conducted systematically and should be coordinated by an 

individual whose primary responsibility is fund-raising. 

Foundation Support 

~n addition to the regular membership dues, the watchdog group may 

want to consider foundations as an ac;!ditional source of funding. How

ever, foundation sUPllort is best used (and most easily obtained) for 

financing special research projects rather than for funding the organiza

tion's ongOing programs. 

Perhaps the largest single problem associated with foundation fund

ing is that its termination is certain and generally irrevocable. Unlike 

membership dues, foundation support cannot be continued indefinitely. 

Consequently, if the organization cannot increase its support from other 
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sources tc:~upport an activity begun with foundation financing, that ac

tivity Inust be discont;i.4W-!.d. Worse, if the foundatiot\ grant paid staff 

s"alaries. exp1-tati~n o~ the grant can lead to Cl staff member.'s loss of 

employment. Hence.t:o avoid the demoralizing disruption that termina

tion of the grant can eause, there is a need to effectively plan for what 

will occur when the grant expires. " 

However, fOll:rtdci-tion support can provide valuable shott-term financ

ing for special projects or ttseed money!! fo~ new prcgrat'\lS and, if used 

with sufficient planningr allows the wa tchdog group to initia te new and 

worthwhile projects. Organizations that want to pursue foundatiOn sup

port should consult sources such as the Directory of Foundations to ob

tain a list of both small and large foundations that. have awarded grants 

in the areas of education, public affairs, and law and contact those 

foundations directly to determine the appropriate procedures to follow 

in applying for a grant. 

SURElemental Funding Sources 

Sev~ral other sp.cial activities may be used to raise funds {Flanigin, 

1977). Benefits, auctions, antique and art fairs, raffles, and book or 

plant sales havesll proved to be effective methods to raise short-term 

finanCing. It should be recognized, however, that Chese methods are short

term; they should be used to supplement an organization's income and not 

be relied on as the sole basis for the watchdog group's support. 

Using Funds Effectively 

Effective financial planning ts essentia.l for the orderly operation 

of the watchdog grQUp and, as Figure 2 made clear,planning is no easy mat

ter. Despite the watchdog group's best efforts, funds simply will not 

come in on a regular basis. Some months ~"lill be good~ others bad, and 

there may be little predictive value in reviewing the history of the 

organization's fund-raising on a month-to-month basiS. Conse,querttly, 

the watchdog group should manage its funds wisely and seek the',. advice 

of experts in 'banking and acgounting. 
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While the requirements of financial management will vary with the 

amount of the organization's income, a few considerations apply to all 

citizens' watchdog groups. If it is at all possible, debt should be 

avoided (F1an1gin, 1977, pp. 181-190). Once a large debt is incurred, 

the organization may find that all of its subsequent fund-raising efforts 

must be designed merely to payoff what is owed. The citizens' group 

should shop for the be~t interest notes on its savings accounts and se

lect the bank that offers the best professional banking services. Money 

should be invested whenever possible. Since funds do come in on an un

even basis, the citizens' group may find that during a "good month" funds 

can be invested in short-term notes or certificates of deposit and earn 

additional funds for the organization. Similarly, if the organization 

has received a foundation grant that is paid in one or two large checks 

annually, a large portion of the grant can probably be invested. The 

citizens' group does not need to cover expenses for more than 2 months 

in its checking account. Fin41ly, the organization should receive a ~ro

fessional audit every year. 'the group may find an auditing firm to dis

count or donate its time, for professional. audits can be quite expensive. 

The audit will demonstrate to the public that a neutral professional ob

server has found the financing to be in order. The organization's fund

raising efforts will be easier if the public is assured that its financi~g 

is on a good footing. 
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PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES OF 
A CITIZEN WATCHDOG GROUP 

Setting investig!ltivl~ pr·iorities 
• To merit the commitment of limited resources, a subject for investigation should be im

portant - either in terms of number of dollars or degree of abuse - and its investiga
tion should be within the capacity of the group (which has no power to subpoena wit
nesses or compel testimony). 

• A beginning watchdog group should select subjects of investigation that are likely to 
lead to a successful outcome within a relatively short time. . 

Investigative principles for watchdog groups 

• Make no public allegations before the proof is in hand. 

• Avoid investigations that can be. turned to py.rely partisan ends. 

" Accept anonymous tips, but act only on those that can be verified, preferably through 
public documents. Protect anonymous sources. 

• Understand that an investigation is likely to indude only a few moments of drama 
and hundreds of hours of detailed, routine work (such as sorting through thousands of 
.records of real-estate transactions). 

• Make no public allegations aboutan official before giving him/her a chance to explain 
what appears to be an impropriety. 

• Maintain a high ethical standard in investigations: avoid subterfuge, deception, and ar
tifice (or misrepresentation) if possible; avoid entrapment at all costs. 

Working with the news media 

• If possible, carry out the investigation in partnership with one of the news media, to 
assure that the newspaper, television reporter, or radio news staff has a stake in pro
viding coverage of the investigation results. 

• Select the media partner to fit the needs of the particular investigation, and avoid 
building a dependent or long-term relationship with one partner. 

• Always allow the media partner to break the story; the role of the watchdog group is 
then to advafl'::e some reform measure that would prev~nt a recurrence of the situation 
that has been exposed. 

Legal assistance 

• Some source of legal assistanc::e is essential: a loc::allaw firm may assist on a "pro bono 
publico" .basis, or an attorney may agree to serve on the board of directors, or an in
house legal staff can be retained, or [egaJ services can be purchased as needed. 

• Legal assistance can be used not only to protect the watchdog group by advising when 
an action might be illegal, but to attain some of the ends of the group, such as forcing 
the return of public funds wrongfully appropriated from the public treasury, or. forcing 
the release of public documents that hold evidence of wrongdoing (but not to fish for 
indications of possible wrongdoing), and to force discontinuance of wrongful practices 

. or cancellation of contracts wrongly let. . 

• Litigation is expensive in money and time, and should be entered into only when 
nothing else will work. . 
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V PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES 

Selecting Investigations: How To Establish Priorities 

Each citizens' watchdog organization must establish its investigative 

priorities based on the needs of the community it serves, and on its own 

capacity :f;or meeting those needs. What is feasible, as well as what is 

needed, are questions that must be asked before the investigator's agenda 

is set. 

Should the organization focus on political corruption? The extent 

to which political corruption is prevalent in any particular community is 

sometimes fairly easy to determine. Have many officials recently been 

convicted for offenses concerning their conduct in office? Is govermnent 

business being conducted in an obvious illegal manner? Are there per

sistent rumors alleging illegal conduct, for example, in the areas of 

building code enforcement, health inspection, or the awarding of various 

licenses? These are, of course, the first questions that might be asked 

in determining if political corruption is an appropriate focus for the 

organization. 

However, political corruption may exist without being widely known. 

Officials engaged in corrupt acts will usually make considerable efforts 

to conceal their illegal activities through the formation of corporate 

entities, partnerships, and the like that effectively shield their corrupt 

activities from public scrutiny. Consequently, citizens should also 

examine those governmental activities· that contain the most likely oppor

tunities for corruption. Are there large tracts of land in the vicinity 

that are being rapidly developed and require zoning changes and the ex

pansion of local services, such as sewer connections, services from util

ities, or streets? Are there areas of governmental activities in which 

officials operate under a broad grant of discretionary power; for example; 

where contacts can be let without competitive bidding, .or in tax assess-

. ment policies? 
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In determining if corruption is a significant problem, it is useful 

to consider the findings of one national commission, which stated 

liThe greatest single cause of corruption in government opera
tions is the availability of excessive discretion in. decisions 
involving significant sums of money. Vague and improperly 
stated decision guidelines invite attempts at manipulation a~d 
fraud ..• If 

(National Association of Citizens Crime Commissions; 
1974, p. 37) 

The commission singled out governmental poliCies such as zoning, licensing, 

and tax assessment as areas where corruption is most likely to occur. 

This was attributed to the unchecked discretionary power public officials 

generally exercise when dealing with matters within those policy arenas. 

Official corruption is, of course, only one of several possible in

vestigative foci for ~itizenst watchdog groups. If the organization is 

interested in determining whether or not local government spending prac

tices are wasteful, or if the delivi.3ry of social services is inefficient 

or ineffective, a preliminary look at those activities should rather 

quickly reveal if they are in need of greater public scrutiny. In deter

mining if taxpayer funds are being needlessly wasted, the organization 

often needs only to use its staff to visually survey the area to deter

mine if city workers are in fact working. Do city workers stand around 

idly for hours talking or drinking coffee? Are there whole agencies of 

local government that apparently serve no useful purpose? (For example, 

in 1973, the BGA found that Cook County maintained a Rabies Control De

partment at a cost of $327,000 per year,although there had not been a 

r~corded case of rabies due to dog bites for 19 years.) If a preliminary 

examination suggests that manpower is not being used effectively or is 

not being supervised adequately, or that whole a.gencies are maintained 

at public expense but serve no useful purpose, a more thorough investi

gation is clearly in order. 

The examination of social service agencies is generally more prob

lematic, but not beyond the reach of most citizens' groups. For example, 

nursing homes and mental health facilities can be visually examined to 

determine the adequacy of the phYSical structures being used to house 
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the elderly or mentally handicapped. It often does not require a great 

deal of expertise to determine if health standards or building codes are 

being violated. If investigators know what questions to ask, interviews 

with elderly patients at a nursing home can reveal whether residents are 

being provided with inadequate medical attention or are being physically 

abused by nursing home personnel. 

Once an organization determines what governmental activities demand 

attention, it must then assess its own strengths and weaknesses to deter

mine how the resources of the watchdog group can best be allocated. The 

skills of the staff and the financial resources available will, of course, 

determine to a large extent what sorts of ~nvestigations can be undertaken. 

Not every organization will at first have the staff resources to investi

gate a complicated land development scheme involving complex financial 

transactions that could take months to unravel. Each watchdog group ob

viously must be aware of its limitations and define the scope of its 

activities accordingly. 

New organizations should be parti~ularly careful in selecting those 

investigations most likely to be successful. For the newly formed watch

dog group, it is essential that an early record be developed that indi

cates that the organization I s "research" is accurate, reliable, and fair. 

Early successes will clearlY go far in solidifying the support of the 

organization's financia1. contributors, in gaining the respect of ordinary 

citizens, and in instilling confidence in the staff to expand the scope 

of its activities. 

A recently formed organization should therefore seriously consider 

which investigations are most likely to reveal significant instances of 

corruption or mismanagement and can be conducted in the context of the 

ne'N orga niz'i!1't ion , s limited experience and financial resources. Such in

vestigations might include the examination of waste in selected local 

government agencies, or documenting the existence of vote fraud or other 

election law violations. Investigating election law violators may re

quire no more than a brief training of organization staff and volunteers 

in the election law, and a concentrated effort to police the polling 

places on election day. 
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There are several other types of investigations which are slightly 

more complex, but can be conducted by a new organization with substantial 

results. For example, many local governmental units engage in banking 

practices that waste tax dollars and often involve serious conflicts of 

interest. It is not uncommon for local officials to deposit millions of 

dollars of public funds in the interest-free accounts of local banks. 

The interest-free funds, of course, provide the banks with large profits 

while the local government making the deposit receives nothing in return. 

The practice is sometimes the result of insufficient knowledge of banking 

prac' ~ces and local money markets by the responsible local officials. But 

often the practice may be motivated by more self-serving considerations, 

as when deposits are made in banks that offer discounted stock to the 

officials making the deposit. In 1972, the BGA and newspaper reporters 

from Chicago Today revealed that $3{) million in County funds were placed 

in the interest-free accounts of banks in which several Cook County 

officials and othe.r local politicians owned stock. The func.s had been 

deposited in the politically connected banks by the County Treasurer and 

the clerk of the circuit court. 

There was, of course, no reasonable justification for the practice 

of allowing millions of dollars in public funds to sit idle, earning no 

interest for the taxpayers of Cook County. As a result of the disclosures, 

several politicians disposed of their bank stock to avoid conflict of 

interest allegations and the governmental units involved began to invest 

their funds in interest-bearing accounts. The local public prosecutor 

filed an unsuccessful suit against the 33 banks involved in an attempt 

to recover the interest the taxpayers had lost. 

The investigation did not require a sophisticated understanding of 

banking practices; the necessary infonnation was acquired almost solely 

from discussions with local government officials and examination of 

public documents. 

On the other hand, anew watchdog organization should avoid spending 

a great deal of time checking allegations that cannot be successfully 

proved, nor should it become involved in issues more appropriate to the 
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realm of partisan politics. For instance, allegations that an official 

has received a cash payoff in exchange for some official favor are gen .. 

erally beyond the ability of an organization without law enforcement 

powers to either prove or disprove. Usually, one party makes the allega

tion and the other denies it; who is telling the truth? In the absence 

of a grand jury proceeding and subpoena powers, it is unlikely that any 

reliable method can be found for determining where the truth lies. Lie 

detector tests are far from foolproof and are generally not admissible as 

evidence in a court of law. 

Likewise, matters best left to the political arena should be avoided. 

,The watchdog organization is more effective when its findings are viewed 

as impartial and nonpartisan. Consequently, issues such as whethe.r more 

or less money should be spent on education or health or whether more or 

less public housing should be built are usually not matters with which 

the watchdog organization should be concerned. 

Investigative Processes 

The processes that are actually used to uncover waste, inefficiency. 

and corruption in government and to. release investigative findings to the 

public are central to the ~easure of professionalism achieved by the 

watchdog organi2;ation. The processes should be designed to ensure that 

the organization I s findings will be accurate, objective, and presented 

in a fair manner. Under no circumstances should investigations be used 

to reward friends or punish enemies, and they should never be slanted for 

or against a political party. The result of such bias can only, in the 

long run, de3troy the credibility of the organization and damage other 

attempts to enhance the integrity of governmental institutions. 

Investiga tiona tha t explore the integrity of particular officials 

and that can result in allegations of serious offenses such as political 

corruption obviously carry with them an enormous potential for abuse. 

It is extremely important then that the watchdog organization establish 

firm guidelines for how investigative decisions are to be made, to ensure 

that the principals of an investiga tion are trea ted f~irly (see Appendix 
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B). Furthermore, internal checks must be built in to minimize the pos

sibility of error. Such procedures are time-consuming and sometimes in

convenient, but the stakes are high. Mistakes can result in causing 

substantial harm to an official who is erroneously accused of wrongdoing 

and considerable embarrassment to the organization forced to retract a 

statement or offer a public apology. A series of such mistakes will 

surely spell the demise of any citizens' watchdog group. 

Checks established to ensure the accuracy of investigative findings 

can be both internal and externalr The primary source of the external 

checks is the organization's board of dir"'-:tors, or one of its committees 

that can review investigative findings before they have been released to 

the public. Since the board members have not participated in the actual 

investigative process, they can listen to a staff presentation of the 

findings as disinterested citizens, demanding that facts be checked and 

rechecked and that conclusions drawn from the investigation be fully 

supported by the facts disclosed. 

However, since board members can never be as fully infonned con

cerning the facts uncovered by an investigation as the staff itself, and. 

because directors cannot usually devote large amounts of time to the de

tailed consideration of individual investigations, the most important 

checks on the investigative process are internal. Regardless of how the 

staff has been organized· (for example, whether there is a chief investi

gator in charge of supervising the work of others or whether several in

vestigators have the responsibility for pursuing their own projects more 

or less autonomously), it is important to provide amechanhm through 

which the entire staff can review each investigation. This can be done 

simply by holding staff meetings on a routi.ne basis at which on-going 

inVestigations can be reViewed. Such a collective examination of each 

investiga tion is, of course, more likely to disclose errors and provide 

helpful advice than would be otherwise forthcoming. But mos'!: importantly, 

it is essential that each investigation be r.eviewed by persons who have 

not worked on the project on a day-to-day basis and do not have a per

sonal stake in the investigation's outcome. There is a need for a neu

tral v'oice that can authoritatively state that a particular line of 
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inquiry is noe likely to be fruitful and should be dropped, or that the 

factS so far uncovered simply are not strong enough to support a conclu

sion that a public bfficial has been involved in wrongdoing. 

It is also eSisential, to ensl.lre both accuracy and fairness, that the 

principals of each investigation are interviewed and offered the oppor

tunity to explain or rebut any findings before the watchdog organization 

issues a public statlament. For example, serious mistakes can be avoided 

simply by asking a public official to explain his financial involvements 

when the watchdog organization is investigating an apparent conflict of 

interest. Unfortunately, not all officials will agree to be interviewed. 

In such cases, there is often no alternative to simply offering them the 

opportunity to tell their side of the story, and if they refuse to do so, 

to present the facts and shift the burden to the public official to ex

plain wha t may appear to be financial. improprieties. 

When investigations are conducted! jOintly with the news media, in

diV'idual reporters, their editors, and perhaps their attorneys also pro

vide valuable checks on the investigative process, since the agreement 

of even more people is thereby required before a conSensus can be reached 

concerning the strength of an investigative project. Of course, the pro

cess of involving more and more people in the decision-making process 

becomes counterproductive at some point, and if too many people become 

involved the result is chaos. 

Moreover, if the investigation is being conducted as an "expose," 

a certain degre. of secrecy is required. The reasons for secrecy are 

two-fold. First,because some segment of the news media is involved in 

the investigatio.n, there will always be a concern that the story will be 
, , ," ' ;-",': 

"scooped ll by a competitor and thus will no longer be exclusive to those 

who may have worked on it for many months. Second, secl:ecy may prevent 

officials from concealing information from investigat,?~~:e.<_Documents can 
. ..' --r,·_ .• f 

be altered~ destroye..Q.,_._Qr_con'(eni;itn~lY :~lA1~~[i':1;:,a:ri'-iI~dft to interrupt 
. :.~:~;;:'.?;,::t:::':c'-~'~'~ f> .. -;S-:~'-'~>~'",.:.~. __ <.)·)- - -~-=---

the research if the--p'recise na ture of the in'forma tion sought is known. 

To summarize, there is a need to institutionalize a system of checks 

on the investigative process to ensure that all of the necessary ground

work has been laid before informa.tion is released to the public. Persons 
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'(Ilho have not been involved in the day-to-day investigative process should 

participate in candidly assessing the strengths and weaknesses of each 

project b-eforeany public statements are made. 

The Mechanics of the Investigative Process 

Watergate focused the public's attention, perhaps for the first 

time, on the mechanics of the investigative process. The popular image 

of predawn meetings between investigative reporters and their sources 

in secluded underground garages has become a national legend. Such meet

ings do occur, but they hardly constitute a major portion of the investi

gative process. Fqr the most part, the types of investigations dicussed 

here are tediOUS, time-consuming undertakings that rely mainly on the 

analysis of public documents and a seemingly endless stream of on-the

record discussions. with public officials,' For example, in the BGA in-:" 

vestigation of The Combine, discll'ssed in Section VI, dozens of hours were 

spent by researchers in the Cook County Recorder's Office scrutinizing 

real estate documents. Information or "tips" from news sources often pro

vide crucial information, to be sure, and several important BGA investiga

tions could not have been conducted without them. Nevertheless,even when 

information from anonymous sources is forthcoming, every effort is made to 

verify the information through public documents. 

Even though the citizens' watchdog organization should try not to 

rely on anonymous tips as the sale source of information, such tips can 

be invaluable in developing investigative leads. As the reputation of 

the watchdog group evolves, it can expect to receive information from 

private citizens reporting on their own observations of the performance 

of various ofHcia 1s or agencies. Of course, much of this in.formation 

(indeed, perhaps most of it) will not be of v.lue, for it often contains 

nothing more than malicious gossip and even deliberate falsehoods that 

are part of some personal vendetta the citizen is conducting against an 

official or government employee. Frequently, however, private citizens 

will t.elephone the organization or visit it personally t.o offer informa

tUm tha t may be valuable. For example, the "tip" might be that the in

former's neighbor is a government employee, but also holds a second job 
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where he spends most of his time. The situation, while inconsequential 

when considered alone, may be part of a pattern of patronage abuse, which 

the watchdog group can systematically inv~siigate snd fully document by 

examining public payroll records. 

Anotherimpot'tant source of informa tion concerning governmenta 1 

performance is gQvernlEmt officialS and employees themselves. Many of

ficials and employees,.while not willing to be identified as the source 

of the information for· fear their jobs will be jeopardized, are willirlg 

to provide valuable information about: government operations if anonymity 

is assur.ed. Their information should usually not be used alone as the 

basis for a major investigative finding, if not confirmed by others who 

are willing to be publicly identified or by public documents. But such 

anonymous sources often possess valuable expertise that can aid investi

gators in interpreting documents or explaining complex administrative 

procedures and should become an essential part of the organization!s in

formation network. 

A major source of information is the news media. Experienced in

vestigative reporters will generally have access to sources both within 

snd outside of government. When a project is being conducted jointly 

with a news organization, the reporter .and the watchdog group should 

freely exchange the information they acquire. 

The free exchange. of informa tion, however, need not necessarily 

include the full disclosure of each other I s sources. Indeed,' there are 

several reasons why a mutual disclosure of sources should not be made. 

Most important, such disclosure m~,y violate an agreement either party 

has with his source who wants to remain completely anonymous to all but 

the person to whom he has spoken. Additionally, since there is no gen-
. ' 

erally recognized "newsman's privilege," reporters as well as other ci t-

izens may be r~quired to testify in a judicial proceeding concerning the 

source of their information. If the investigators from the watchdog 

organization cannot identify their colleagues' sources, they obviously 

cannot be placed in theernbarrassing position of being compelled to 

testify and' reveal those sources. It should be noted that the issue of 

privilege does not really seem to meri t much conc,ern for the 'citizens' 
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watchdog group. In 50 years, there have been no occasions in which BGA 

investigators have been compelled by a grand jury to reveal sources who 

wished to remain anonymous. 

The Use of Subterf~ 

One of the most delicate issues a. citizens' watchdog group faces 

is under what conditions the use of subterfuge to obtain information is 

desirable or ethically acceptable. Certainly, in most circumstances it 

is not necessary for investigators seeking information from goverl'Ullent 

agencies to assume a false identity or otherwise misrepresent themselves. 

While Chicago's late Mayor Richard Daley was often quoted as saying tha t 

EGA investigators "peek through keyholes and over transoms," in fact the 

reseat'ch efforts of a citizens I organiza tion will rarely, if ever, use 

sorreptiticua.imrestiga tive methods. Since theorg~niza tion will rely 

for the most part on public records, a straightforward request to an 

agency in one's own name or in the name of the organization seems the 

most appropriate way to communicate with any government employee. 

There may be times, however, when mere disclosure ()f the watchdog 

organization's interest in a matter would render the investigation im

possible. In such cases, some form of subterfuge may be necessary. 

Usually such situa tions can be handled without employing outright fabri

cations. For example, if there is good reason to believe local govern

ment officials or employees will alter or destr(.)y records once they know 

of the ~vatchdog gr.oup's interest, the records can be requested in the 

oameo£ a person who will examine the documents. That .person's connec

tion \o1ith the watchdog organization OI.aed not be revealed. If local law 

or Bgency practice calls for the disclosure of the purpose for examining 

a p~rticular document,. general explanations such as "researc!h" may suf

ficiently fulfill the requirement. 

The more difficult question inv'olves the direct use of artifice or 

misrepresentation ~o expose government wrongdoing (Carmody, 1978). For ex

ample, in the BGA-CBS/GO Minutes expose of Medicaid fraudirt Illinois (re

ferred to in Section VI), BGA investigators posed as agents for a Medicaid 

clinic that was soon to open. Of course, the clini~ itself did not exist. 
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The BGA rentE-a a storefront office for th~ purpose of inviting represent",· 

·tives from nearby medical laborat~ries to come and discuss possible busi

ness relationships. 

Spokesmen for the medical labs entered the BGA storefront office 

where they offered BGA investigators iHegal kickbacks to obtain rE~fer

rals from the clinic. As the offers were being made, a CBS/G0 Minutes 

camera crew secretly filmed the conversations. Before the representa

tives from the medical labs left the storefront, they were confronted 

by Mike Wallace of CBS and told that their conversations had been filmed. 

Since Illinois law prohibits the secret recording of conversations, no 

tape could be made of the actual words spoken by the agents of the medi

cal labs. Only one side of the conversation was recorded--the voices of 

the BGA investigators. However, a BGA stenographer took shorthand notes 

of all that was said. 

Clearly, a persuasive docUIllentationof fraud on the part of vendors 

dOlng business in the state Medicaid program could not: have been success

fully undertaken ~~ithout some form of subterfuge or undercove'l." work. The 

BGA has taken the position that if some form of deception is absolutely 

necessary to expose a serious. and harmful governmental practice, and if 

the use of subterfuge is clearly legal and is later publicly and candidly 

acknowledged, it may be appropriately used. In no way should this be 

taken as a general endorsement of the principle that th'e ends justify 

the means. !t is ess.ential that a watchdog organization at all times 

not only conform to the law but also respect the rights of every person 

who may be touched by its activities. tf there is any questionwhatso

ever of the legality of any project,the organization should seek legal 

counsel. The organization should also consult with law enfo-rlc.ement offi

cials to clarify any uncertainty regarding the lawfulness of any of its' 

projects. 

As a part of th~. "Hirage" expose carried out by theBGA and the 

Chicago Sun-Times· (see Appendix C), the BGA a,nd the newspaper became the 

owners land operators of a tavern on Chicago's near north side in an ef-· 

fort to docLiment payoffs to local and state government inspectors. The 
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I artifice emp'loyed in the undertaking has generated considerable discussion 

of journalistic ethics. The ~onsensus among newspaper editors seems to be 

that such tactics should be used only when no other method could succeed 

in exposing serious wrongdoing. 

The Watchdog Organization's Relationship with the News Media 

1he effectiveness of BGA as a watchdog group is undoubtedly due in 

large measure to the unique relationship the organization has developed 

with the local news media. The BGA wOlks jointly with the news media-

newspapers, radio, and television~"on its investigative projects to en~ 

sure that investigative findings receive widespread coverage and generate 

citizen support for needed reform. One journalist recently described the 

relationship as providing "for the marriage of manpower and talent. In 

most instances, it doubles the fi'repower news organizatio'ns can concen

trate on amy investigationH (Green, 1977). Certainly many of the BGA's 

recent investigations, su~h as those focusing on complicated real estate 

transactions, would have been [1,luch more difficult for either the BGA or 

the news medi.a to conduct in the absence of this tandem investigative 

approach. 

Many civic organizations do not find the BGA IS inves tiga tive, medi,il~ 

oriented style congenial. Instead they prefer to take their findings to 

the public officials directly in the hope that the civic group and the 

officials can sit down together and establish an agenda for reform, 

shielded from the intr'.lsive and distracting glare of public scrutiny. 

The BGA has rejected this approach for several reasons. First, the 01"

ganizatic:m's experience shows that officials are unlikely to enact long

lasting l:eform measures in the absence of widespread public pressure to 

do so. All too often, the process ~!.n which civic leaders and officials 

sit down quietly together to "work things out" leads at best to minor 

changes and allows the old patterns of abuse to return at any time. This 

is undoubtedly because there has been no public acknowledgment that any 

problem I~xists. But most impori:ant, the BGA is conunitted to the prin. 

ciple th~lt government must be made accountable to all citizens. Only 

public e~(posure of government malfeasance, not secret meetings behind 
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closed doors, will aid citizens in understanding how public funds are 

being spent and how government activities are being performed. 

The BGA's association with the news media has developed over a long 

period of time and is quite informal. Investigative projects may be 

suggested by the news media or the watchdog group. Once an agreement 

is reached that an investigation should be undertaken, the two groups 

generally work closely together at every stage of the project, sharing 

information and jointly planning the steps to be taken. 

The BGA attempts to work with the area's new organizations on a 

rotating basis so that all 0.£ the local news organizations who are com

peting against one another for investigative news stories share in the 

BGAls resources. In return, of course, the watchdog group benefits from 

its wide exposure to the journalistic talent available throughout all 

segments of the news media and is not forced to rely on anyone neW$

paper or television station which may later alter its news policy. de

emphasizing investigative news stories. 

When the BGA. works with the news media on a project, the investiga

tive findings are considered the exclusive property of the participating 

naws organization until released to the public. For example, when work

ing with a newspaper, the BGA will not issue any press releases or make 

a public statement concerning the investigation until the first story 

has appeared. At that point, the watchdog group will usually hold a 

press conference providing a more detailed background to the investiga

tion that has appeared in the newspaper articles. rel~asing any relevan~ 

documents that support the investigation's findings, and perhaps making 

recommenda tions concerning needed reform. 'i'11is procedure allm<1s the 

other news organizations to pick up the story and develop their own news 

leads if they believe the investigation is worth pursuing independently. 

When a project is initiated by the watchdog group, there are several 

considerations that should be made before determining ~vhether a news

paper, a television station, or a radio station should be asked to par

ticipa te in the project. The skills needed to conduct th~ inves tiga tion, 

as well as the interests and avaiLable time of local jov.rnalists, are 
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factors that should be considered. Also, some investigations clearly 

are better suited for coverage by particular news media. While compli

cated financial schemes, which may form the basis of a story concerning 

an official who illegally profited from his office, are often difficult 

to explain in a lengthy newspaper article, they are even more difficult 

to present succinctly in a one and one-half minute time slot on a local 

television station's evening news program. On the other hand, investi

gations that involve a less complex set of facts and better visual ef

fects, such as interviews with public officials or film of hearings held 

by a government agency, might best be conducted with a television news 

program. 

After the watchdog group becomes established, it should also con

sider other possible television formats, such as documentaries made 

jointly with either local commercial TV stations or a local affiliate 

of the Public Broadcasting System (PBS). Such documentaries could ex

plore in much greater detail the operations of a government agency or 

specific problems that affect a wide range of government programs, like 

the need for better conflict-of-interest regulation. 

There is, of course, an alternative to this joint investigative 

approach. The watchdog group could simply conduct its own investigation 

and release its findings .to tQe public at a news conference where the 

neWs media would have a·ccess to the fin4ings on an equal basis. The BGA 

has opted for the joint-investigative approach simply because it is the 

only course assuring that at least one news orgapization--the one par

ticipating in the investigation-- will display the story prominently. 

The question of how any investigative s.tory will be displayed by a news 

organization is contingent on many factors. It ul.timately depends, of 

course, on how newspaper editors or managers of local television stations 

view the "newsworthiness" of the investigative findings. Hthe facts 

the investigation reveals are not Viewed as important enough to merit 

prominent display as news, no news organization, including the one that 

has participated in the investigation, will give the story prominent 

coverage. Additionally, the day's news events can always push even a 

strong investigative story off of the front page. Nevertheless, since 
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the judgment of news editors involves a gr.eat deal of discretion, it 

seems much more likely that a newspaper or. a radio or television station 

that had committed manpower and financial resources to an investigative 

project will provide the coverage the watchdog group needs. 

The relationship of BGA with the news media developed in the con

text of a highly competitive newspaper town. Chicago's major newspapers 

have a long history of vigorous investiga~ive reporting, and competition 

is fierce for the journalistic rewards tha t a strong investiga tive news 

story can bring. Since the same competitive situation will obviously 

not prevail in every connnunity,citizens establishing a watchdog group 

may have to cousider alternatives to the model described here. For 

example, in smaller cities it is not uncommon for one small group of 

people, or even one family, to control access to the local media, which 

may consist of only one newspaper. In such cases, the financial inter

ests that control access to the local news media market may not be re

ceptive to investigative projects that threaten the status quo, or they 

may simply be reluctant to develop a novel relationship with a group 

that does not yet have a record of reliability or success. However, if 

a local monopoly does block access to news outlets in the eommunity, 

the citizens' watchdog group can still look to other major cities within 

the region. Larger, nearby cities may have news organizations that dis

seminate newS throughout the region, and those news organizations might 

well be interested in developing relationships with community groups. 

For example, most areas of downstate Illinois are served not only by a 

local newspaper but also by the Chicago and St. Louis news media. Citi

zens' groups as far from Chicago as South Bend (approximately 75 miles) 

could attempt to form cooperative relationships with the suburban de

partments of Chicago's major newspapers if the local paper is unrespon

sive to efforts to undertake joint projects. 

In addition to looking for major regional news outlets, the citi

zens' watchdog group might also contact news service organizations such 

as the Associated Press (AP) and United Press Internat.ional (UPI) to 

generate interest in launching cooperativ.e investigations. The news 

service organizations might be especially helpful in investigations that 
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focus on rural communities and encompass a large geographical area. 

This approach was successfully used by the BGA in 1973, when BGA inves ti

gators worked with Associated Press reporters in uncovering an extensive 

system of kickbacks that involved local government officials in 56 of 

Illinois' l02counties. The BGA investigation revealed that chemical 

company salesmen, who sold items such as weed killer, ice-melt pellets, 

and aerosol insect spray, offered substantial kickbacks or "premiums" to 

officials who agreed to purchase the goods. Because the geographical 

area far exceeded the market of any Illinois' downstate local newspapers 

and because the area covered was sometimps far from any major metropol

itan center, the BGA sought the help of AP, which services local news

papers throughout the state. 

In summary, the BGA's symbiotic relationship to the news media has 

made the organization unique among the nation's civic groups. By regu

larly being able to pr~sent investigative findings to the general public 

through dramatic media dis;closures, the B.GA has enrlanced its survival ca

pacity by staying in the publiC limelight. More important, the· organiza

tion has demonstrated that when citizens, angered by public revelations 

of official misconduct, express a demand for change governmental reform 

often results. A citizens' watchdog group should seriously consider this 

cooperative approach to media relations. 

Public Educati0n: Glanerating Citizen Support for Reform 

The efforts of the watchdog organization need not end with the dis

closure of corrupti.on or government waste. If investigations reveal 

serious problems in the gov.ern:mental process, re.commendations should be 

made to deal with them. The recommendations might range from demands 

that a corrupt officia;l be t"emoved from office to more far reaching sug

gestions advocating structural changes in the management of certain 

governmental agencies. But all reconmendations should be fit"mly justi

fied by the watchdog organization's research. All reform proposals 

should be able. to 'tvithstand a cost benefit analysis and they should be 

administra tivelyfeas ible. 
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This definitely does not mean tha t the wa tchdog group should pre· .. 

tend it has expertise it does not in fact have. Clearly, it would be 

presumptuous, to say the least, for most citizens' organizations to draft 

a proposal after a few me>nths' work outlining in detail how a major state 

agency should be reqrganized. Nevertheless, specific reforms might be 

clearly indicated from the facts an investigation has revealed. 

For example, if the organization has found that a public official 

has profited from his nffice, the watchdog group might point to the need 

for a financial disclosure law or recommend ways to increase the effec

tiveness of any existing regulations. If a regulatory agency has become 

the captive of the very groups it is supposed to regulate, the watchdog 

group might recommend procedures that would delimit the discretion the 

regulatory officials exercise, or propose changes in the enabling stat

ute, which created the agency in the first place. Other administrative 

reforms that might be considered include sunset laws, which set an ex

piration date for governmental agencies and programs. Sunset laws are 

designed to ensure that selective governmental programs will undergo a 

periodic reappraisal to increase their accountability. Should more pub

lic members be added to the board of an agency or commission1 Should a 

legislative m~ndate be rewritten? Should a program be terminated alto

gether because it no longer serves a useful purpose? Sunset laws force 

legislators to seek answers to these questions, which all too often are 

never asked. In 1976 every state at least considered some form of sunset 

legislation and ten states have ena~ted such measures. 

Similarly, legislation requiring access to information and open 

meetings, lobbyist disclosure~ and campaign finance regulation are mea

sures that watchdog groups might consider as proposals for reform. These 

reforms are generally aimed at increasing information about, and expanding 

public participation in, the governmental process. They are therefore 

consistent with the goals of the-watchdog group, and if enacted they 

can also make the job of monitoring government much mose manageable. 

When investigations reveal the need for remedial measures, recom

mendationsfor reform should be n'J~de at the time when the investigative 

findings are released. (See the model "white paper" in Appendix C.) 
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This procedure emphas izes that such reform will aid in preventing the 

sorts of abuses the investigation has disclosed. Furthermore, joining 

the proposals for reform with investigative findings documenting known, 

obvious abuses in the exercise of governmental power, may increase public 

pressure on officials to respond to the call for reform. 

, While formal press conferences can be of centra 1 importance in in

forming and educating the public, the watchdog group is by no means con

fined to this format for bringing its message to the public. The group's 

executive director, and when appropriate other members of the staff or 

board of directors, ,should make every effort to appear before public and 

priva te ga therings to outl ine inves tiga-tive finding,s, and expla in and 

promote the organization's goals. The executive director, investigators, 

and staff lawyers of BGA have spoken before community groups and to col

lege audiences, participated in workshops, and appeared on local tele

vision and radio programs. These appearances provide· the wa tchdog group 

with indispensable opportunities to increase public awareness of the 

governmental institutions that shape our lives. 

The BGA has also frequently been asked to testify before public 

hearings to explain the findings of an investigation to a group of state 

legisla tors or other officials. The organiza t'ion has used such oppor

tunities to urge the enactment of campaign finance and financial dis

closure reform. However, because of the BGA's tax-exempt status, the 

organization rarely endorses any particular piece of legislation, nor 

does it engage in direct lol:rbying activities. When testifying, BGA. 

spokesmen will simply testify to the facts an investigation has dis

closed, discuss the problems these facts present for government per

formance, and indicate what general principles the organization believes 

ought to be included in any reform legislation. 

The BGA has also experimented with other methods of increasing pub

lic awareness of governmental problems. From, 1974 and through mid-1976, 

the BGA, in conjunction with Loyola University, sponsot'ed a series of 

si:nP"s~~ focusing broadly on "Ethics in Government." The discussions 

brought together journalists, academics, and public officials from across 

the nation to share their views on various aspects of official corruption 
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and attempts to combat it. The symposia were televised by Chicago's 

Public Television station. 

Legal Counsel and Litigation 

The watchdog group should have access to legal counsel for advice 

concerning legal problems that the group will face as an organization; 

for example, questions concerning libel or Internal Revenue Service rul~ 

ings regarding nonprofit corporations and also for routine investigative, 

assistance. Since investigations frequently involve questions of the 

statutory obligations and rights of public officials and government 

agencies, the correct interpretation of a statute, an ordinance or an 

agency regulation can be crucial to the outcome of an inVestigation. 

This does not mean that the organization must employ a full-time 

legal counsel~-an undertaking that may prove too costly for the recently 

formed watchdog group. Instead, the organization might look for legal 

advice from sympathetic law firms whO' are willing to contribute some time 

on a "pro bono publico" basis, or from attorneys on the board of direc

tors (or the staff). Legal work is, to be sure, costly, time-consuming, 

, and compUca ted. Thus, if the wa tchdog group does cO'ns ider es tablishing 

'a legal component as part of their program, they should first make a 

realistic assessment of the resources required for the law program's 

success. 

Lawyers' salaries, rent, at least a small law library~ court fees, 

and secretarial support are major financial requirements in any public 

interest law program. Additionally, the watchdog organization must be 

sure to consider other overhead costs. La\>Jyers generate a substantial 

amount of paperwork, so that copying equipment and office supplies will 

increase the organization's cost of doing business. ' 

If the watchdog group finds that it can support, a legal program, 
" 

either through its regular budget or independent foundation funding, it 

may well find the investment worthwhile. The legal program, in addition 
• 

to its role as in .. house counsel for the investigative staff, can often 

provide the citizens' organizacion with alternative ways of gaining the 

desired end. 
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For example, as the BGA suit challenging governmental surveillance 

practices suggests, lawsuits not only seek to provide a remedy for known 
, 

governmental abuses but can. serve an expose function as well. A suit 

challenging the government's unlawful conduct can produce new information 

concerning governmental operations that could have a significan~ effect 

on public opinion. 

Certainly that has been the case with the BGA's litigation 'against 

Chicago's Police Department. Information received by the plaintiffs' 

lawyers since the suit has cormnenced has provided wholly new documenta

tion that the city's surveillance practices were directed by Chicago's 

late mayor and that political opponents of the mayor were the chief tar

gets. This revelation might never have reached the public without com

pulsory legal processes that forced the City of Chicago to release the 

relevant documents. Such disclosures seem to have gen~rated pubtic 

support for ending politically motivated surveillance operations and 

implementing fundamental reform in police procedures. 

In some circumstances, filing a lawsuit may be the only way to ob

tain information regarding government operations. For example, a gov

ernment official may possess certain records or documents that are not 

available to the public through a local or state access-to-information 

statute, yet access to these documents might be necessary in order to 

establish governmental wrongdoing. Consequently, only by instituting 

legal proceedings and obtaining the documents through the court's power 

to order the production of records will the public ever have the chance 

to scru tinize the government's conduc t. 

Clearly this does not mean that the courts can be used by lawyers 

or organizations to fish for information. that might or might not reveal 

governmental misconduct. However, it does mean that legal action can 

be used to examine records that would otherwise be unavailable for public 

inspection. 

In addition to counseling and expos~ functions, the legal program 

also provides the citizens 'organization with a follow-through capability 

that strengthens the group's credibility. Investigations that find a 
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public official to have misappropriated taxpayer funds, for example, can 

be followed by a suit forcing the official to restore the funds to the 

public treasury. Or, if the organization has disclosed that a govern

mental body has illegally awarded a contract taa politically favored 

finn, legal action might be taken to rescind the contract. The capacity 

to undertake this kind of litigation ensures that investigative findings 

will not simply be ignored. Public officials will be put on notice that 

if they do not act to remedy the abuses that have been disclosed, someone 

else will. 

Legal expertise is valuable not only in litigation but also in ap

pearing before administrative bodies. While it may not be essential 

that a lawyer appear at administrative proceedings when a governmental 

regulation is challenged or a complaint filed, a knowledge of legal 

procedure can be extremely helpful. 
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INVESTIGATIONS FOR A CITIZEN WATCHDOG GROUP 

Personal vs. institutional corruption 

• Personal corruption is mOre easily understood by the public than institutional corruption 
and therefore is easier to respond to (remove the person). 

• Institutional corruption is more difficult to combat. Public officials may be unresponsive to 
methods to weed out such corruption. They may claim that if only on~ bad apple is found. 
and it has been removed, the rest of the barrel holds only sound apples. 

• The watchdog group must decide if it should encourage a· fundamental restructuring of an 
agency or program, or merely attempt to insert safeguards in the existing process. 

• Different targets require different approaches. The watchdog group should select both 
targets and appt'oaches with care. 

Investigating personal corruption 

" • With enough digging, it is possible to dccument laundered payments, holdings in secret 
land. trusts, and ownership of dummy corporations, but in order to sift through hundreds of 
public records it may be necessary to recruit a number of volunteers. 

• Inve'Jtigations can reinforce each other; material uncovered in an investigation of an in-
dividual can point to poor institutional practices, and the converse. 

InvostifJating institutional corruption 

• A det:ailed analysis of campaign contributions can provide valuable information. 

• Computers can make many hundred detailed comparisons that can reveal patterns of cor
ruptilon or abuse (however. putting data into computer-readable form can be extremely 
costly). 

• Contacting former employees, clients, or contracts no longer in a position to be forced to be 
quiet may provide information that cannot only be used in the investigation, but in indica
ting to subsequent prosecutors where to look for possible witnesses. 

• Covert techniques, such as using hidden television cameras to record transactions or events, 
introducing an undercover investigator into the institution as an employee, or setting up a 
dummy unit to do business with the agency or group suspected of corruption should not be 
employed' without concurrence of counsel. Even if the group's counsel concurs that the 
covert technique can be done legally, it is betterleft to a law enforcement agency or to some 
other group with more experience in such techniques. 

Investigating the city budget 

• Because of tight budget schedules and the difficulty of making any effective changes when 
the budget reaches the public hearing stage, the group is likely to have to make its charges of 
waste and inefficiency after the budget has been adopted. This implies a need to suggest 
specific budget reforms with sound supporting documentation in order to force changes in 
fiscal policies. 

• Because a budget is a highly complex document that may have thousands of line items, it 
can best be approa~hed with some idea of what to look for in terms of waste and inefficien
cy. Citizen perceptions and observations of waste and inefficiency can be clues to what ser
vices to look at, and comparison figures from other cities with the same demographic and 
size characteristics can indicate what costs in those services might be out of line. 

Persisting in investigations 

• To avoid being stonewa.lled' in an investigation, the group can seek the support of other 
organizations in the effort to. obtain information. 

• When real evidence has been amassed that cannot be explained away but the agency has 
refused to admit the possibility of wrongdOing, Htigation may be used to force disclosure of 
documents that have been withheld. 

• When an investigation has been stonewalled from one direction, it may be possible to get 
the information another way. For example. Federal support can be obtained if a civil rights 
violation can be shown, or some violation of a Federal regulation affecting Federal funds. 
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VI PROFILES.IN GOVERNMENT MONITORING 

Introduction 

The si.x case histories that appear below represent the broad range 

of investigations the Better Government Association has worked on in re

cent years. Problems such as conflicts of intetest, fraud in the delivery 

of social services, and abuses in the exercise of the government's regula

tory authority and police powers all have been the subject of BGA scrutiny. 

These problems, and the BGA's efforts to disclose and ameliorate them, are 

selected to illustrate how a citizens ' organization can moriitor tbe opera

tions of local and state government and expose misconduct that threatens 

the integrity of the governmental process. 

In large measure, BGA investigations have focused on public officials 

and governmental operations in Chicago and its surrounding metropolitan 

area. Consequently, big city politics and the public and private insti

tutions that thrive in the modern megalopolis have shaped many of the 

particular facts that comprise the illustrations that follow. For ex

ample, it is difficult to imagine a career such as that of one former 

alderman outside ·of a big city like Chicago! particularly its machine

dominated 31st Ward. Moreover, the former Alderman's use of secret land 

trusts to shield his illegal re_l e~tate transactions from public scrutiny 
, , 

could occur in few places outside of Illiriois, for secret land trusts are 

a device recognized by very few states. Certainly the BGA.-CBSj60 Minutes 

disc losure of massive fraud in Illinois' Medicaid program exposed a 

special problem that is magnified in the nation's large industrial statas. 

The Hedicaid mills that have proliferated in recent years amid the slums 

of Chicago's south and west sides are clearly an urban phenomenon. The 

illegal kickbacks to medical clinic operators from laboratories for 

Hedicaid business can obviously most easily go undetected whe.re the 

volume of Medicaid business is high and where the state welfare depart

ment's investigative unit is overworked. and understaffed, 
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Yet, such instances of ~buse of power and fraud uncovered by the BGA 

are not confined to communities of a particular size, nor are they inex

tricably relatecd to uniq~e political arrangements. BGA im-estigations 

of governmental operations in Illinois villages and townships have also 

uncovered flagrant examples of the corruption of public authority. In

deed, the schemes and artifices employed to violate the public trust are 

often strikingly similar despite fundamental differences in the size, 

political organization, and personalities that characterized the local 

communities in wh1.ch they occur. The following case histories should 

therefore be helpful in identifying how governmental processes can be 

abused not only in one city or state but rather in many very different 

political and social settings. 

The Use of Public Office for Personal 
Financial Gain: Investigating Individual Corrupticm 

The exposure of corruption in high political office has been a re

current theme in recent years at all levels of American government. 

Investigations that focus on individual misconduct, rather than more 

systematic abuses of public authority, often generate an interest on the 

part of the news media and the general public that far exceeds their re

sponse to more pervasive but less individualistic forms of public cor

ruption. Misconduct by well-known and highly visible public officials, 

no matter how arcane the scheme they employ, is perhaps better understood 

by most citizens than the seemingly more remote failings of governmental 

institutions. It seems likely that most citizens better understand 

the allegations of bribery, conspiracy, and tax evasion that forc~d the 

resignation of a former Vice-President than the maze of institutional 

abuses that fall under the rubric of Watergate. Such a response is under

standable. When a regulatory commission abuses its power, or when fraud 

is found to permeate a governmental pll:"ogram, the offenders are often 

anonymous bureaucrats, businessmen, or the faceless beneficiaries of ~he 

government's largess. The victim is freque'ntly the general public, who 

have difficulty enviSioning precisely how they have been wronged or how 

the uncovered scheme affects their daily lives. Old-fashioned graft and 
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greed is not nea:l:ly so abstruse. If the details of the scheme are com

plex, at least the motivation is easily understood. As a result, the 

work of the Better Government Association is frequently identified w~th 

those investigations that led to the indictment and col:'lViction of major 

Chicago politicians. Thus, the following case studies begin with a syn

opsis of BGA investigations into the ac-tivities of two powerful Chicago 

office-holders, and proceed to an arLalysis of more ~ystematic abuses of 

power. 

The Combine 

In March, 1973 the Bette,r Government Association and reporters from 

the Chicago Sun-Times culminated a 3-month examination. of the complex web 

of business entanglements that made up the financial empire of a former 

alderman. After poring over hundreds of documents, the findings appeared 

ina series of stories beneath the front page lead: "Clout City USA." 

The stOrl~~S detailed a multitude of real estate transactions and financia 1 

manipulation that would eventually lead to the indictment and conviction 

in Federal District Court of one of Chicago's most powerful political fig-

ures. 

The Alderman's ldse to political prominence was hardly meteoric (Ber .. 

gan and Samuel, 1974,) • He gained his first elective office in 1937, emerg-

ing from the matrix of a family dynasty that has controlled Chicago' $ 31st 

t.Jard for genera~ions. Both his grandfather and his uncle had been members 

of the Central Committee of the Cook County Democratic Party and his father 

had also served as State representative, City Collector,Financial Secre

tary to the county party organization, and finally as Alderman (city coun

cilman) • 

Before his conviction, he was the floor leader of Chicago's City 

CounCil, a poaition he held since 1955, the year Richard J. Daley was 

first elected mayor. He was the Chairman of the City Council's powerful 

Finance Committee, which controls the City's billion dollar budget,de

termines how and where revenue is to be raised, and generally acts as the 

City administrati:onls steering committee for legislative matters. 
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In fact, the information developed on the Alderman's financial hold

ings was actually the result of is decision to examine the Council's 

Finance Commitl~ee and the City's budget-making process. BGA staff had 

previously met with reporters as well as editors at the Chicago Sun-Times 

and had tentat:Lvely selected the Finance Committee and its budget-making 

powers as a tOl)ic worth pursuing. But as the investigation evolved, it 

na~rowed in fo(:us when i.t became apparent that the task of thoroughly ex

amining the Committee's budget-making operations was more than could be 

done in the allotted time. And information regarding the personal finan

cial dealings of the Finance Committee Chairman was already at hand. 

In December 1972, the BGA and the Chicago SUD.-Times had revealed that 

the Alderman had an interest in three parking lots near Chicago's Loop 

area which. were leased to the Airport Parking Company of America (APCOA). 

At the same tim~a a lease between APCOA and the City of Chicago was pend

ing in the City Council where the Alderman had failed to disclose his in

terest. The leclse agreement between APCOA and the City was to be awarded 

without competit:ive bidding and would h~ve given APCOA the exclusive right 

to operate the n.ew 0' Hare Field Parking Garc.z.! for a period of 10 years. 

The matter had first come to the BGA's attention when the preiSS and potit", 

ical dissiden's attacked the proposed nonbid agreem~nt~ It was not until 

the BGA-Chicago Sur,"'Times di.sclosures that the publ}.~ learned of the Alder

manls interest in the lease, 101hich was concealed in a secret l~nd trust, 

and that thea lane! trust beneficiaries, including the Alderman, would col

lect a quarter of a milli.on dollars over the terms of the ;agreement. 

As the inquiry into the Alderman's financial empire unfolded, it 

soon became clear that real e~tate was the, underpinning of liThe Combine." 

The Combine i~self was a group of developers and politiCians, centered 

around the Alderm~m, which reaped enort!wus profits by l;sing h.is influence 

and inside knowledge. 

Real estate was certainly an idleal investmentoppcrtunity for such 

a groupo Steadily ~ncreasing land values and the lad, of reg1J1.1tory con

trols increased the inherent attrac'C:i.on of reul estate :i.l1.vestment-~maximum 

leverage with minimum capital inJ~"'\';'1 And iru I1Unoh the device of the 
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secret land trust provides the real estate in.vestor the additional advan

tage of anonymity. The device of the land trust allows the property 

tJwner to convert his holding from real property to personal property. 

~llie owner becomes a beneficiary of the trust while legal title is held 

by a trustee, usually a bank. Beneficiaries need not reveal their iden

tities and all transactions regarding tha property are recorded only by 

indicating a trust number, Consequently, The Combine could carry out its 

multimillion dollar dealings while being shielded from public scrutiny by 

a series of land trust numbers. 

However, several of these trusts were "broken" by matching up a few 

anonymous trust numbers '(yith parcels of property ill which it was known 

that the Alderman and his partners had a financial interest. After that 

major investigative breakthrough occurred, public records could be exam

ined by merely searching for the trust numbers known to be associated 

with the group. 

One aspect of The Combine's sch~me involved the purchase at County 

Auctions of hundreds of parcels of almost worthless, tax-delinquent land 

in the most b1i.ghted areas of the City. The property was placed in land 

trus:s to conc,eal the identity of the owners and' then resold at a substan

tial profit. 

BGA researchers described The Combine's plan this way: 

"Central to the deal was a proc.edure to clear the land of out
standing liens occasioned by the nonpayment of special taxes 
levied by the city for the construction of sewers and sidewalks. 
These liens often amounted to thousands of dtJllars on a single 
parceL 

The liens were wiped out by mean.s of foreclonure suits in the 
Chancery Division of the Circuit Court. The judgments rendered 
in these legal actions enabled [the Alderman) and his partners 
to settle their tax obligations for a fraction, af the tota 1 
amount due. The lawsuits were instituted following resolutions 
passed by the City Counci! calling on the city ci'ttorney to fore
close on the liens. And,these resolutions had their origin in 
the Finance Committee where they were, in fact, introduced by 
the alderman himself. 

Alternatively, one of (his) partners-,·whose links with the al
derman were, of course, unknown:,=would tapply to t.he Finance 
Committee and offer to make a cqmpronli~ settlement of the 
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special taxes due the city, again at a fraction of their total 
amount. These compromise offers would then be submitted to the 
full City Council for approval. 

Thus at meeting after meeting of the Council between 1969 and 
1971, [the Alderman] rose to propose mea&ures which would en
hance the sale value of parcel after pa~,el of land in which 
he had a financial interest. And the C~ncil dutifully passed 
the proposals without so much as a single dissent, oblivious of 
the fact that there could have been no more classic examples of 
'special intecest' legislation than the resolutions being of
fered by [the Alderman]. 

Once they had cleared their property of its tax encumbrances~ 
[the Alderman] and his partners attempted to unload it ~s expe
ditiously as possible. They sold muny parcels to private de
velopers for the construction of low cost, modular housing. 
But a significant amount of their raal estate was picked up by 
local governmental bodies, in some cases following action by 
t:he City Council aided by [the Alderman's] vote." 

(Bergan and Samuel, 1974). 

In fact, the Aldermar~ had used his influence to se 11 almost 200 par

CE!ls of land to public agencies such as the Metropolitan Sanitary District, 

the City's Department of Urban Renewal, the Chicago Park District, the 

Chicago Housing Authority, and the Chicago Dwellings Association. The 

Chicago Dwellings Association agreed to purchase Keane property even after 

one CDA official protested that the per unit costs were over twice the 

amount riormally p~id. It has been estimated that the Alderman realized 

a gross profit of over $167,000 from the sale of land to both public agen

cies and ~~ivate parties, although he himself contends that when all of 

his transactions are taken into account, he suffered a net loss. 

If his deals did not work out as he had intended, still greater per

sonal losses were to accrue. Only 18 months after the BGA and Chicago 

Sun-Times outlined the activities of The Combine, the Alderman was con

victed in United States District Court on 17 counts of mail fraud and one 

count of conspiracy to commit mail fraud. He was sentenced to 5 years in 

prison and fined $27,000. But, Chicago politics being what they are, all 

is not lost to the former alderman. His seat is now held by his wife, 

who was elected in a landslide victory. The 31st Ward remains in the 

hands of the family. 
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The Politics of Real Estate Development 

As the adroit manipulations of The Combine suggest, real property 

can be acquired and sold with a minimum of governmental supervision. 

Nevertheless, how land is actually used is often subject to innumerabl~ 

public restrictions. Zoning officials determine the st&ndards for the 

size and purpose of structures that are to be placed upon the land. And, 

of course, decisions such as whether a parcel of real estate will be clas

sified as "commercial" or "residential" greatly affect the value of the 

real estate, Yet zoning is only one factor in the political calculus of 

real estate development. Building and construction codes and tax assess

ment policies are just as important to developers as zoning. Public BU

thorities must also authorize sewer connections, provide water, gas and 

electric lines, and vacate streets and alley-ways to ensure the economic 

viability of a private development plan. 

As pressure for urban and suburban growth continues to expand, so 

do the'financial stakes of private developers. The National Advisory 

Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals has estimated that 

residential and commercial developers, as well as businesses building for 

themselves, will face over $60 billion in investments during the next 

30 years (NACCJSG, 1973). As a result, private pressures on the public 

officials responsible for making decisions affecting land values are 

enormous. And that: pressure sometimes emerges in the form of political 

corruption. 

In late 1973, the Better Gdvernment Association and the Chicago Sun

Times disclosed improper financial dealings. by the Cook COlmty Circuit 

Court Clerk, Mayor Daley's former administrative aSSistant. The story 

alleged that he received $300,000 in illegal payments in exchange for his 

influence in the City Council, where he was to obtain favorable zoning 

decisions for a group of real estate developers, He received the illegal 

payments from Maple Park Development Company (later known as Arjack) 

through a corporate shell created by htl"! and his brother-in-law, the Pres

ident of Evergreen Savings and Loan Association. The corporation known 

as Garden Realty Company existed only on paper, its purpose being solely 
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to launder funds to him from the private developers. The payments came 

in the form of "commissions" that Garden Realty received, ostensibly to 

aid the developers in selling the newly constructed homes. Garden Realty 

was paid about $300 for each of hundreds of ilomes which were sold in Maple 

Park Subdivision on Chicago's South Side. The ploy, however, became ap

parent when the Better Government Associati In al~d reporters from the Chi

cago Sun-Ti~ interviewed residents of the development. They hi!ld never 

~eard of Garden Realty. 

The payments to Garden Realty were in fact made in exchange for 

loans from Evergreen Savings and Loan A.ssociation and for favorable City 

Council actions which were necessary to complete the development. During 

the period in which the commissions were paid, no fewer than a dozen 

zoning changes were requested by Maple Park Development Company. In one 

instance, the zoning a .. ~tions allowed Maple Park's owners to reap a land 

speculation profit of some $400,000 within a two-year period. 

One of the owners of Maple Park Development Company had retired to 

Florida after severing his relationship with the company in 1967. He 

spoke candidly to the BGA and Chicago Sun-Times from his sunny retirement 

home. "We needed certain things done--zoning, street improvements," he 

said. "We paid for that ••. we paid the price. This was the cost of 

doing business in Chicago •.• you do it on every deal." 

On April 10, 1974, the man who had once been the Mayor's neighborhood 

confidant was indicted by a Federal grand jury along with his brother-in

law. The grand jury alleged that Garden Rea lty Company had served as a 

conduit for illegal zoning payoffs. He died in December 1974, shortly 

before he was to go to trial, but his brother-in-law pleaded guilty to 

the charges. 

Institutional Abuse 

There is little doubt that investigations of corruption by well

known politi(;:ians contributed greatly to the BGA's credibility as a gov

ernment watchdog agency. The removal from power of two apparently invul

nerable figures was vital to establishing the BGA in the public mind as 
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a force that could counter abuses of power at the highest levels of local 

government. Moreover, these two probes drew respect for the organization 

from Chicago's news media, who became more interested than ever in coop

erating with the BGA in its efforts. Consequently, the organization was 

guaranteed a wide audience for future research findings. It was hoped 

that these investigations would also put all public officials on notice 

that their activities might become subject to public scrutiny. 

But what about the less individualistic, yet more pervasive forms 

of governmental misconduct? Is it possible to disclose complex Social 

injustices and more systemic government misconduct in ways that would en

lighten the public and produce reform? These questions led the BGA and 

news media to undertake long-term examinations of three such subjects: 

lack of state oversight of the business practices of the powerful com

munity currency exchange industry, Medicaid fraud, and waste in the city 

budget. 

Chicago's Money Merchants 

Community currency exchanges developed in Illinois during the Great 

Depression. While banks were failing, currency exchanges prospered by 

charging fees fot" cashing checks and selling money orders. Today, the 

industry has continued to thrive by also providing such routine financial 

services as accepting utility bill payments, distributing food stamps 

and welfare checks, and selling traveler's checks and automobile licenses. 

To the casual observer, currency exchanges operate out of unimposing 

storefronts to provide simple financial services as backups to commercial 

banks. In fact, in a 6-month study with the Chicago Sun-Times, the BGA 

revealed that currency exchanges are a $20-million-a-year industry that 

have captured the public agencies set up to regulate them. Moreover, l-le 

found that this system of "private government" has allowed currency ex

changes to reap substantial profits at the expense of their often impov

erished clientele. For many of the city's neighborhoods, which are with

out commercial banks, they are I!Chicago's Money Merchants." 
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Two years prior to the release of these findings, currency exchanges 

had been the subject of a preliminary inquiry by the BGA. Investigators 

had received information from a high.ranking employee of the Illinois 

Department of Financial I.nstitutions (IDFI), the state agency responsible 

for licensing and regul~ting currency exchange practices, that exchanges 

were engaged in a plethora of questionable activities that were deliber· 

ately ignored by IDFI employees. While this inside tip was not pursued 

to its logical conclusion (in part because of lack of staff time and re

sources), the groundwork was nonetheless laid for a subsequent investiga

tion. This investigation began in earnest when the BGA learned that a 

local reporter from th~ Chicago Sun-Times had initiated her own prelimi

nary investigation into currency exchanges. The BGA agreed to pool in

formation and resources with the ~eporter, and the investigation began. 

A natural division of labor developed between the BGA and the n~ws

paper. The BGA, as a governmel.t watchdog agency, was most concerned about 

the political and governmental problem areas of currency exchanges. Thus, 

emphasis was placed on abuses that floweCi.from legislative inaction and 

the lack of oversight by the IDFI. The Sun·Times, focused on the private 

financial holdings and transactions of currency exchange owners. Both 

BGA and Sun-Times personnel cooperated in a thorough examination of the 

relationship between rates charged for currency exchange services and 

the demographic makeup of the communities they served. 

Some of the investigative procedures employed during the course of 

the probe included: 

• The use of a computer to test for possible associations between 
currency exchange rates and the social and economic composition 
of the area surrounding their location. 

• A detailed analysis of campaign contributions from currency ex
chpnge owners and officers of the Community Currency Exchange 
Association of Illinois (the powerful political arm of the cur
rency exchange industry) to top state officials. 

• Interviews with state legislators about the, lobbying techniques 
of representatives of the currency exchange industry. 

• Extensive searches through public legal documents (e.g., probate, 
chancery) that helped identify the net worth of prominent currency 
exchange owners, and the sources of financial backing for their 
business practices. 
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As a result of the use of these procedures, the BGA and §un-Times were 

able to reveal dramatic, in-depth findings that appeared in newspaper 

headlines for 10 days. 

The computer analysis demonstrated that currency exchanges discrimi

nate in the fe.es they charge customers in minority and impoverished com .. 

munities. Currency exchanges in Bla<:k sections of the city, for example, 

were found to charge almost 30% more for their services than currency 

exchanges in largely White communities. An analysi,s of the rates of cur

rency exchanges along Chicago's longest running streets graphically il

lustrated that fees substantially increased as one passed into Black and 

Latino communities and oU,t of White, middle class communities. Moreover,· 

we found'that the highest fees of ali were charged 'by currency li!xchanges 

that were part of a chain. Public records revealed that most currency 

exchanges were owned by a few families, and that these chain owners had 

made millions of dollars ftom their control of the state licensing pro

cess, use of differential rate charges, and other money-making schemes. 
-The rate discrimination and monopolistic licensing practices were not . 

only tolerated but reinforced by the IDFI, despite the agency's legisla-

tive mandate to regulate currency exchanges for the "convenience, welfare, 

and economic interest" of their clientele. 

A survey of campaign disclosure records provided the primary expla

nation for the laissez-faire stanceo£ the regulatory agency. The cut'

rencyexchange industry and individual owners were foul'1d to provide large 

political contributions to the Governor, who appointed the IDFI director. 

In addition, the IDFI dl.rector relied heavily upon his licensees for 

financial support in the political fund-raising events he was eJtpected to 

sponsor on the Governor's behalf. In short, the IOFI, by seeking political 

rather than professional ends, became reliant upon the special interests 

it'was set up to regulate. Consequently, the agency was ultimately more 

concerned with serving the interests of currency exchange owners than 

consumers. 

Interviews with state officials and searches of various public records 

revealed that close ties also exsisted between t.he currency exchange in

dustry and other areas of Illinois government. The 4lse of campaign con

tributions to state legislators and heavy-handed lobbying techniques by 
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the currency exchange association protected the industry's privileged 

legal status. One state legislator admitted that a top official of the 

currency exchange industry. offered him an exchange as a bribe to get him 

to kill legislation that would- have reformed the industry. The use of 

political pressure as a key factor in inducing the state's Department of 

Public Aid to begin delivering almost all welfare checks directly to cur

rency exchanges, instead o.f a recipient's place of residence. Favored 

contractual agreements were made' by the Secretary of State's office that 

allowed currency exchanges to sell license plates at;high fees, after a 

close friend and top campaign official of the Secretary received a large 

~ontract to his private advertising £irmfrom the currency exchange in

dustry. In short,· the investigation exposed the presence of "cozy rela

tionships" between regulators and regulated, and the severe consequences 

for consumers that eventuated from these ties. 

Subsequent to the publication of the revelations in the newspaper, 

the BGA issued a White Paper that summarized the basic findings and pre

sented a series of recommendations for reform. The White Paper was dis

tributed to the Governor, all state legislators, and local news media. 

The timing of the White Paper coincided with editorial support for reform 

legislation by the Sun-Times. 

The response to the investigation by government officials was strong 

and inunediate. The new Governor presented a package of ·reform bills to 

the legislature that were designed, in the Governor's words, to "end the 

'cozy relationships' between currency exchanges and state government that 

were identified by the BGA ... Sun-Times probe." Legislative hearings were 

held in which BGA staff testified on the abuses we had brought to light 

in the investigation. Ten. months after the publication of the initial 

findings, the Governor signed into law a package of ten reform measures 

that were virtually identical to the original BGA proposals for change. 

A final BGA press release was issued which stated: 

"The new laws should go a long way toward eliminating a system 
of private privilage at public expense ••• The enactment of 
these reforms is a victory for every consumer who utilizes the 
services o'f currency exchanges in Illinois ••• Hopefully, the 
ne"t17 t:'eforms will take on broader meaning by re-establishing 
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the principle that public regulatory bodies in all areas of 
state government should be .,accountable to the general public, 
and not to the special interests they are supposed to regulate." 

Heal th Care Fraud: Politics, -Bureaucracy, and Medicai,2, 

In December of 1975, t:he BG4 (working with CBS"60 Minutes) the staff 

of the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging, and the Chicago Tri.bune, 

launched one of its most ambitious investigations. For years, accusations 

abounded charging that Illinois'Medicaid program was riddled with fraud. 

The progtam's ~ritics alleged that hundreds of thousands of dollars wer~ 

paid out each year to ineligible benefiCiaries; that factoring companies 

(private parties who discount state billings) used "inside connections" 

at the state Department of Public Aid to reap enormous returns on their 

investments; and that other private parties (clinical laboratories, doc

tors, dentists, nursing homes, and other busi.nesses) submitted false bil

lings to thE'! State and otherwise illegally uSled the program for their own 

persona 1 ga in. 

These allegations were vehemehtly denied by state officials who 

maintained that the program's problems were minimal. Periodic efforts 

were made to remove ineligible recipients from the program but no sys

tematic examination \Vas made to determine if the massive social welfare 

programwasreall. working as intended. Against this backdrop of accusa

tion and denial the BGA decided to make its own investigation. 

Rather than focusing on "welfare cheaterslf who had been the object 

of so much scrutiny in the past, BGAinvestigators instead decided to 

examine the activities of private vendors who sold their services toth~ 

State. Specifically, invest:i.gators focused their efforts on clinical 

laboratories who conducted analyses of urine and blood samples, and sub

mitted the bills for the tests directly to the State. 

Clinical laboratories had come to the attention of Senate investiga

tors in the past. And in late 1975,William Recktenwald, the BGA's chief 

investigator, had taken a leave of absence to direct the Senate Committee's 

investigation of abuses in the Medicare and Medicaid program. TheBGA's 

relacionship with the Senate Committee was therefore well established, 
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and it seemed logical to combine forces when the Committee's focus shifted 

to Illinois after having examined New York, New Jersey, and other large 

industrial states. The additional efforts of CBS-60 Minutes were, of 

course, invaluable. If fraud 'Was found 'to be substantial, the investiga

tors would have access to a nationwide audience to illustrate what had 

gone wrong ill this major social program in which costs increased at a 

rate of $3 billion per year. 

As in other large states, Illinois' Medicaid program had grown enor

mously since the program's inception in 1966. Then, Medicaid was con

ceived as a limited effort to bring needed health services to 10w~income 

residents, the blind, and the disabled, just as Medicare was to provide 

hospitalization insurance to the nation's elderly. In 1967, Illi 10is 

reported that the State's program served 367,000 of the state's residents 

at a cost of $60 million per year, half of which was paid by Federal 

funds. By 1976, more than one million of the state's residents were 

covered by the Medicaid "green card" at a cost of $700 million. 

Yet despite this rapid expansion in the program, little effort was 

made on the part of either the State or the Federal government to police 

the billing practices of private parties who did Medicaid business. The 

Department (HEW) had only eight investigators nationwide to safeguard 

the multi-billion dollar program against fraud. 

The lack of Federal oversight in this area was indeed peculiar, for 

the methods of payment under Medicare and Medicaid had been perceived as 

a serious problem since the program's beginning (~1armor, 1970). Federal 

law had not set specific limitations on what a doctor or other vendors 

could charge for their services. Instead, they were to be paid "reason

able charges," which were defined as Charges customary for the individual 

performing the service,and no higher than the prices prevailing in his 

locale or no greater than the charges paid by insurance companies in sim

ilar circumstances. 

The problem ~l7as that no one knew what ,"customary charges t' were. There 

,"as little agreement between governmental officials and the private sector 

as to ,,,hat charges flprevailed,u and commercial insurance companies, while 
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having a record of past payments, did not reach a consensus as to what 

constituted "comparable services" in "comparable circumstances." One 

'observer of health care politics observed that during the year following 

Medicare and Medicaid's enactment, the rate of increase in physician fees 

more than doubled (Marmor, 1970, p. 89). He concluded, "Some portion of 

that increase'was caused by Medicare's payment method, and the continuing 

overall rise in physiCian fees has presented serious political problems" 

(Marmor, 1970, p. 90). In this context of rising health care costs a 

charged political atmosphere and apparent bureaucratic sluggishness, the 

BGA set out to determine just how the program was functioning in Illinois. 

The BGA and CBS rented a simple storefront office on Morse Avenue, in the 

Rogers Park community on Chicago's northside. A sign 'Was placed in the 

storefront's window announcing that a medical clinic would be opening 

soon at that location. BGA investigators invited clinical laboratories 

to send representatives to the Morse Avenue "clinic" to discuss the pos

sibility of using their lab services. Inside the "cliniC," CBS's 60-

Minutes had equipped the store with a special one-way mirror that con

cealed a camera crew who would film what occurred. 

A BGA investigator posed as a business agent and met with the clinic 

operators who came to offer their services. Thirteen laboratories ap

peared seeking the "clinic's" business. These thirteen laboratories 

accounted for 65%, or $6.9 million, of Illinois t Medicaid payments to 

clinical laboratories in 1975. 

Of the 13 laboratories '''hose representatives were interViewed, 11 

o1:£ered illegal kickbacks, or rebates, on t.he dollar amount of laboratory 

business referred by the clinic to the medical lab. The kickbacks offered 

were to be based on a percentage of Medicaid billings for a week's or a 

month's laboratory tests referred by the MOlo'se Avenue "clinic" to the 

labs. Although the percentages of the kickbacks varied from 15% to 50%, 

the method of payment ,,,as consistent. Each of the labs offering kickbacks 

also offered to rent space at the lI c linic." The rented space would osten

si,bly be for the purpose of drawing blood. For example, if the volume of 

Medicaid laboratory business was $4,000 in any month at the "clinic," and 

the fixed percentage of rebate was 50%, then ~he medical lab would pay 
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the clinic $2,000. The r.ented space t of course, might be as small as two 

square feet, just a large enough space to accommodate a technician, pro

videdby the lab, drawing blood samples. Moreover, the whole Morse Avenue 

storefront rented£or only $400 Iper month. 

The laboratories, of course, stressed volume. The greater the number 

of Medicaid tests, the larger the kickback would be. One laboratory 

owner told a BGA investigator that the "clinic" should order a minimmn of 

two or three tests per patient. "What the hell, nt he said, "go ahead and 

order ten tests, just go ahead. The state pays for it." 

The hidden CBS cameras filmed these and other abuses •. For example, 

investigators learned that in some instances the laboratories billed the 

State for tests that were never performed and that through a dual system 

of pricing, the labs charged the State more for tests performed on 

Medicaid beneficiaries than was charged to private patients. 

The results of the investigation were released simultaneously by 

CBS-60 Minutes and the Chicago Tribune. The next day, the BGA Executive 

Director and the investigators who set up the simulated "clinic" testi

fied before the U.S. Senate Committee on Aging. The disclosures graphi

cally illustrated the nature of the problem. Widespread fraud did exist 

in the Medicaid program and using a little imaginati.on, the fraud was not 

difficult to find. Yet State and Federalauthorit:~s had for years mini

mized the degree of fraud by vendors and instead took the path of least 

political resistance by campaigning against "weifare cheats," 

As of January 1977, the State of Illinois has recov~red $1.6 million 

from medical providers identified in the BGA-60 Minutes expose as offering 

illegal kickbacks. Dozens of other medical providers have been prosecuted 

for defrauding ,the State. A special State commission has recently recom

mended that State responsibility for administering the program should nct 

rest solely with the Illinois Department of Public Aid. Governmental 

officials have clearly reversed their position that no serious problems 

exis·ted in the Medicaid program. Now that the p~oblem is visible, it 

cannot be denied. 
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Analyzing S City Budg~. 

The Need for Citizer Involvement 

For most citizens budgets are-mysterious documents, replete with 

esoteric accounting terms that seem incomprehensible to all but a small 

group of lawyers, ::lnanciers, and .::::ity officials!, But despite its in .. 

timidating nature, a city budget can be understood by ordinary q.itizens 

and there are good reasons to make the attempt. 

A municipal budget t'eflects a city's economic strengths and weak .. 

neSSli~s. How city official;:} raise and spend tax money affects people's 

Jobs and shapes the quality of life in the communities where .. they live. 

Indeedtnepractical importance of a city budget can hardly be overesti

mat(~d. Budgets establish prj.orities to determine ~o}hether neighborhoods 

't<lin receive adequate pol:i.ee <lrui fire protection and how much will be 

spent on f~treet repair, building _inspection; and pollution control. Ex .. 

cessi:ve waste in municipal spending is often directly translated into 

hi.gher prC'pert:y taxes for homeowners and higher rents for ap~i'rtment 

d,vellers. But most .;importantly, the need for cit.izen involvement ia 

~reat because the fiscal choices that arce mctde now will have effects far 

into the future. 

! t may well be that the budgeting decisions now rac:ingour-6-1der 

cent,l;'al cities~\i,11 sh\.\~~ t:n~clkoficmic amI pdlitical structures Q£ the 

entire nation (Hc'lider, 19~76; Feins, 1976). Aging cities Uke Chicago, New 

'Jerk, Detroit, and St. Louis face decli.ning populations, d~te:r·iorating 

housing conditions, the withdrawal of investments by banl<s and savings and 

loan associattOtls, as well as an influx of racial minorities who ~re unable 
.,,"1 

to fully participate in the local economy. As a result. the~rban tax base 

shtirtks while the demand for governmental services continues to swell. 

Yet, at the same time, central cities have increased their budgets, al-
r:/ 

lowed property taxes to grow~ and continued 'their seemingly encHess search 

for new sales taxes l license fees, and- user charges~ Eionded indebtedness 

inct'E;ases yearly. encumbering the ability of coming generations to m~et 

,the fiscal needs of the future urban eovironments. Such a . lO!lg'" term trerid 
'~<-

.may mean that even citles still fiscally healthy will have to seek Federal 

i,n.tervent.(on tn'tne y~8rs to come. 
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Additionally, city budget-making becomes enmeshed in political con

troV'ersy as pressures mount from municipal employecas for higher pay, 

earlier' retirement, improved pen$ion plans and a host of other special 

benefits~*In many cities potitically powerful bureaucracies have succes~
fully negotiated concessions from city hall increasing the costs of run

ning American cities still further. The adVerse consequences that can 

result from the clash of thes.e economic and political forces are. dramat

ically illustrated by the pUght of New York City. There, threats of 

massive layoffs, cutbacks in important city services and steadily in

creasing taKes jeopardize the very viability of· .municipal government. 

But perhaps the most important lessons to be learned from· New York's 

. crisis are political rather than economic. New York's Mayor sought and 
, . 

received 'State and Federal aid but lost control over the city budget in 

the bargain~ Now only "Big Mac," 'the State agency created .to lead the 

citYOlltpf its crisie can borrow funds on the city's behalf. Yet, "Big 

Mac," unlike tt'1e May---ot' 1 ,is wholly unaccountable to New York City's citi-

zens. 

Who now governs New York City? At the peak of ~he crisis Mayor 

Beame was compelled to declare "I'm the Mayor." That such an assertion 

had to be made at altsimply underscores the intricate neKUS between munic

ipal finance and poli~tics and demonstrates hpw fragile the connection 

can become. The Mayo"t',{lcf course, paid a high pol itica1 price fo.r the 

city's financial plight in stillanoth~r way. In the wake of disclosures 

by the Securities Exchange Conunission th~l't ~he had sold worthless securi. 
I 

ties to an unsuspecting public; the Mayor was defeated in his bid for 

renomination. 

Unfortunately, the~fiscal remedY.imposed on New York City left the 

city's residents even more divorced from the budget-making process than 

before (Haider, 1976, pp. 186-216). The possibility of greater citizen 

·}c 
For e.xample, "the power of teachers and other employees to win finanCial 
concessions has proved so substantial that, in the light of their declin
ing competitive position, big central 6ities, even in a healthy econoruy, 
may someday be rescued from bankruptcy only by outside intervention 
(Pe~erson, 1976, p. 255). 
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involvement in criti~al fista! decisions has .diminished, not increased .• 

(;onsequerttly ,one lesson should clearly emerge froin the crisis. The time 

for ci'tizen involvement in city budgeting is now. The. ft.lttire may be too 

late. 

How Rules Disc,.2Hrage Citizen Participation 

Chicago, it seems, has in large. measure avoided ~!'le most severe 

aspects 'of New"York City's fiscal plight. With its M bond T'at:Ln~,. i.n

vestors can be confident that the city does 'not stand wavering on t1i~ .. . ~ 

precipice of bankruptcy. The undiluted faith of the banking c()nntuniey .. 
should not, however, obscure the serious problems that exist in Chicago's 

fiscal management. For in ChicC!:go budget-making has long been mirediJn 

secrecy and deception and even if most citizens could undersltand the city 
i: 

budget--a book-length, poorly organized compendium of fact:s'anCiftgUl:es--

City Council procedures effectively prevent citizen participation in the 

budgetary process. 

A brief look at how the budget is drafted, submitted to the City 

Council, and approved should make the point clea,r. In July of each year 

the process begins as the Mayor receives from each city agency estimates 

of their needs. In August, each city department is instructed to complete 

its budgets after the estimates have been reviewed. In September and 

part of October, hearings are held between the department heads,. the Mayor, 

the Budget Director' and the City Comptroller •. By November 15, the Mayor 

must issue an executive budget that the City Council must appro~~~in 

some form by December 15. 

The l1ayor has a year to prepare the budget, but the City Council 

and the public hav~ about 30 days to review it. Between November 15 and 

December 31, the city's Aldermen must examille the budget, ~hich contains 

. over 200,000 line. items, hold public hearings, ~lIake. revisions and vote 

on its final passage. 

The budget hearings held by the City Council are consistently hurried 

and routine affairs ~"here few penetrating questions are asked. For example, 

Andrea Rozran, Vice President of the League of Women Voters of Chicago, 
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FQllowing the departmental hearings, a one-day public hearing on 

the budget is held in the City Counc:i.lChambers.' No schedule is estab

lishedto determine the order of testifying. Cf~tizens "llotifythe Budget 
,I 

Director that they wish to testify and register'! on the day of the hearing. 

Clear.ly the budget-making process in Chicago does not encourage 

publi,c invol':"ement. Citizens trying t~ understand the budget and attempt

ing to influence the settl~g of budget priorities, are met with re$istance 

at every stage. But once a budg.et is in effect, . attempts to analyze 

whet!! city money is spent and how efficiently city ser.vic~s are performed 

have been succesS\ful. Public exposure of waste and mism.Bnagement can 

force at least limited changes on a city's fiscal policies e:II'en wilen aiti

zen involvement in the earlier formative procedures is kep~,'to a minimum. 

f- Citizen Strate~ 

The Better Government Association has used two techniques for exam .. 

ining municipal budgets with considerable success. The techniques are 

relatively simple and can eaSily be duplicated by citizen groups elsewhere. 

The first approach involves acomparifilon of b"~getary outlays with those 

of similar city governments. For example, the cost of maintaining street 

lights, or salaries of muni(dpal employees are compared 'tvith such costs 

in a city of similar size and demographic characterieUcs. The second 

approach merely calls for observing how city services are performed. 

Citizens can 'tvstch a city construction crew repair a curb or pave a street. 

Are more, employees present: than are obviously needed? Does the crew spe!ld 

an entire day doing \l1ork that could be performed in a, few hours? The 

answers to these questions may yield &nswers that are accurate, simple, 

and direct. And the informat.ion that emerges can be readily understood 

by every taxpayer'who helps finance city government. 
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~hi1e the techniques used by the BGA are relatively straightforward, 

a few caveats are nevert;hel~~s in order. First, budget cOfll.pat'isons may 

be mere complicated than they firs~ appear .. Since cities do not: follow 

uniform procedures in preparing their budgets, citizens must always be 

alert to the possibility that they are comparing apples with oranges. It 

is essential that the per unit cost in one city is compar~d with the same 

unit cost in another. Additionally, it is not always as easy as ii: may 

first seem to find cities with similar demographic compositions. The 

problem arises when special problems exist in one city that quite justi

fiablyraise costs there in the performance of certain operations. For 

example, if one city has a lOtver per capita income and a relatively larger 

percentage of juveniles in its population th;;l!). another, the first city's 

incidence of vandalism may be· greater, resulting in great~r costs for re

pairing streetlights Or maintaining school facilities. 

These difficulties are far from insurmountable •. Discussions with 

city officials in each city tvhere comparisons are made can identify the 

areas where comparisons are inappropriate. Additi.onaHy reference sources 

such as the Municipal Yearbook often contain detailed information concern .. 

ing a city' sdentographic characteristics. 

Investigating Chicago's City Budget 

tVith these caveats in mind, the Better Government A.ssociation and 

the Chicago Trj,bun~ launched an investigation of city spending in Septem

ber of 1974. Cert,ainly the time for such an investigation was ripe, for 

it ~vas in 1974 that Chicago's city budget first exceeded the $1 billion 

mark. "{·et as city spending increased yearly ,so too did allegations of 
-.. 

excessive ivaste and patronage abuses .which, reformers argued, greatly 

inflated the cost of city operations. 

What the BGA and Chicago Tribune found confirmed what ~dtics of 

Chicago's budget had long contended. Chicago spends more money and uti

lizes more manpOiver to perform basic muniCipal services than do other 

cities of comparable size. 
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Garb~e Collection 

Chicago taxpayers pay $34.48 per ton to have the.ir garbage picked 

up. In Milwaulteethe cost is $30.84 per ton; in K.ansas City, $23~70; in 

Los Angeles,$14.40j in Dallas, $11.00. Chicago garbage men pick up only 

one-quarter ton per manhour, compared with more than one-half ton in 

Kansas City and in Dallas, and three-fifths of a ton per manhour in Los. 

Angeles. 

Chicago's garbage trucks are manned by four men as are Milwaukee's. 

The other cities studied have two- or three;'man crews, with conmensurate 

savings in tax dollars,. Chicago could save some $7 million per year if 

6ne man was eliminated from each crew; the City could save $14 million 

per ye~r with two-man crews. 

Street Cleanina 

It costs $1,623 to clean a mile of str.eet in Chicago. Los Angeles 

does the job for $1,075 per mile. Kansas City spends $920 per mile, and 

Milwaukee spends only $571 per mile. If Chicago crews were as efficient 

···as Mi1waukee'st some $3.8 million per year would be saved. 

Water Meter Reading 

In Chicago it costs $1. 23. every time a city employee reads a wate):" 

meter. Milwaukee performs the sante function for $0.75. lndianapolis, 

with a privately owned water company, does the same job for only $0.275 

cents. 

A Chicago meter reader reilds48 meters each day. A meter reader. in 

Detroit reads ,71 each day, in Milwaukee, he reads 98 meters daily, and 

in Indianapolis,' 150 meters daily. 

If Chicago's meter readers were as efficient. as their counterparts 

in Milwaukee, the city would save $1~3 million a year. The meter-reading 

force could be cut from 94 men to 45. 
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SignWashins (Yes, sign washing) 

Chicago employs 20 men full time to wash street signs~ They are 
_ ~ -'- "r 

paid $6.66 per hour; taken t!)gether, their annual salaries amount to more 

than $300,0,?0. There are no comparable figures for other cities becaus~ 

Chicago is t.he only city in the country that washes signs on stlch a lariJe 

scale. In most cities, rain performs this function. Chicago's Commis

sioner of Streets and Sanitation claimed in 1974 that this would not work 

in Chicaso because "Some rain is dirty.1t 

~.treet 1,ights. 

Each year, the City of Chicago spends $37.43 per light to maintairi 

its more than 260,000 street lights. The maintenance program includes 

relamping, c,leaning, and maintaining circuits in working order. The same 

work is accomplished in Milwaukee at a cost of $14.19 peT: light.. Uetroit 

spends $l8.94 per. light. 

In. Detroit one man performs the maintenance function. He driv~s a 

"cherr),'picker" truck.·.; 

The Fire Department 

l~e BGA and the Task Force identified $22.S million of waste in the 

$83.8 million departmental budget~_~=Most of the waste is theresuti of 

"Daley Days," 20 extra days off .each year, given to Chicago fireman by 

Mayor Daley in 1968. Because of Daley Days, Chicago firemen work only 

a 42 .. hour lolork week, the shortest in the nation except for New York City. 

Daley Days mesn that there are four firemen on the payroll doing the 

work formerly accomplished by three, at an additional cost: of {janIe $17 

million per year. 

Many men listed in the budget as .fire fighters and fire .inspectors 

were found to be performing other fUnctions. Fell: example, eight lieu

tenants, With a combined salary of some $144,000 per year, l-1ere detailed 

to patr.ol an abandoned Loop hotel ort a round-the-clock basis. A group 

of six firemen, known as the "Five Funny Flames," were paid $96,000 in 
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salaries for· p:roviding entertainment at parades and other socialfunc-
\ " -

tions~ They had no fire-fighting duties. Their booking agent was the 

Fire Commissioner. 

The BGAand Chicago Tribune also found that\city spending is inti

mately tied to the city's political structure and that one can never be 

fully understood withou,t some knowledge of-the other. So while most of 

the BGA and Task Force investigators were pouring over expenditure records 

and observing city work crews, a Tribune reporter infiltrated the city's 

political organization. 

The reporter posed as an unemployed former landscaping employee who 

had recently mClved to Chicago. He worked-inside the 48th Ward Regular 

Democratic Organization for several weeks as a precinct worker and 1N'as 

finally re1N'Brded for his labors with a Job at the Board of Health. His 

vantage point gave him the opportunity to observe firsthand the mechanics 

of a city machine which produces both huge vote totals and excessive mu

nicipal spending. 

His reports a~lowed those he met. to explain city politics and their 

city jobs in their own words. For example, a precinct worker and a clerk 

in the Department of Streets and Sanitation said: 

"I'm a clerk in Streets and. Sanitation. 1 don't do anything 
for a living. t work one hourJt day and sit on my duff the: 
rest of the time. I twiddle my thumbs.- But, that's the 
problem. I want·to wl,)rk. I want a job where I can work eight 
hours a day. Just like all tho.se other guys in the Department. 
We work one hour and then kill time the rest of the day." 

"An I want is a nice, quiet little job driving a little truck 
for the Park District. The Park District has three little 
trucks, and they're easy to. drive, and you don't do nothing 
and the p'llly is good. That's all I want." 

"You got tQsel! tickets to the dinner (the annual 48th Ward 
Dinner), and maybe take out an ad in the magazine (the 48th 
Ward Ad·Book). ~at they do is, they assess you so much 
depending on how Much you're making--$200 at $500 a month; 
$300 at $600 a month, or whatever ieis." 

As othC\:'~l told a similar story, it became clear that city spending 
1(/ 

w:Ul not be controlled until the vast patronage army of almost 30,QOO 

political emplpyees is curtailed. But in Chicago, reforming the city. 
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budget means reforming city politics. So far, there is little indicat'ion 

that Chicago is ready for reform. 

Yet, if thorough~,going reform did not flow from the BGA-9hicago 

Tribune expose, some impro"~nts did directly result·fromthe investiga

tion. Mayor Daley ordered the reorganization of·the Fire Department in 

t'esponse to theBGA-Tribun~ disclosures concerning personnel utiliZation. 

5pe'cifically, the mayor ordered the Department to: 

(1) 

(2) 

Remove and reassign the eight fit'e lieutenants who were pro
viding a 24 ... hour guard for a loop hotel. 

Disband the "Five Funny FlatIiesll clown unit in the Fire Depart;.. 
mente 

(3) Disband the IS-man special driver unit that provided chauffeur 
serVice for Department personnel and visiting dignitaries. 

(4) Assign only disabled firemen to the Mayor 1 s Youth Foundation 
and to the Department's repair shop. 

In addition, the mayor appointed an outside consultant to study areas. 

of waste pinpointed by the BGAand the Tribune. 

During the consideration. of the city budget for 1975, minority 

aldermen offered budget amendments which reflected the findings of the, 

BGA.The amendments were soundly defeated, but, they provided anoj;her 

forum fora public discussion of how Chicago spends its money. 

Finally, various lower-level city employees were suspended or f;1red. 

Ho~vever, Mayor Daley refused to criticize or discipline any of the depart

ment heads or bureau directors who were responsible for the waste of city 
.-

funds. 

Challenging Police Spying Through Legal Action: 
The BGA'g Police Surveillance Case 

A working knowledge of the law~nd legal procedures ~s extre~ely use

ful in monitoring ,government, and a legal staff or the availability of an 

attorney for on-going consultations is a necessity in the operation of a 

citizens' watchdog organization. In the final case history presented here? 

the lega 1 staff of the BGA ,,'ent beyond a consulting function and undertook' 

controversial litigation. The "police spying" case opened up new areas 
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for the BGA, no~: only in suggesting possible ways of following up inves .. 

tigative findings with lawsuits, but also in establishing channels of 

communic~don and cooperation with other reform organ'iz.ations in the cit~. 
/; " 

As~n(jur other research,the BGA worked~~~~h. the media in pob-licizing the 

,~ drp!l1atic findings described below': 
, . . 

When the police maintain records on an individual simply because'; 
that individual, has exerci.sed his rtghtto,speak anli associate ;i 
freely, it is, buts sho~t journey to s Police State.. A program/i 

" in which a police agency surreptitiously seeks to obtain contr(.);'l 
over a community group's policies and goal~ must not be toler..;/ 
ated in a free socie:ty •••• " . /~) 

j t 
Report ·of the Cook County Grand Jury, November }.;li, 1975. 

-~~ , 

if !~ . 
This ominou-Gwarni-ng of the Cook County Grand jury was no'speculative 

- -'- . 

,di.scourse on some future Qrwelii.an niglltm<,:lxe. Ii The report ca~e a fter the 

grand jurors had patiently sat for months hearl~ng testimony about the 

covert surveillanciePr~cticesofthe Chicago~olice Department's Security 
il 

Section. oftenknownastheuRedSquad." The iiReport described how local 

and Federal law eniorcementageneies mpnitore~~ the activities of prominent 
; :_, ~~,. " . I 

cciviC leaders. and i~fi;j:'t~ated communitygrouP'$ when there was no reason 

to believe that criminal behaVior was threatened. 

The Grand Jury' sreport, in part, merely confirmed what had baEm 

known for $ometime. Since 1912 national commissions and. Congressionai 
'....... '/' 

hearings had focused orithe domestic intelligence abuses of both Federal 

and local law enforcement agencies. But with the GrandJ\lrYc~PQr.t.T- _____ _ 

Chicagoans t,Yere hearing forthecl;irs't'ctl.mefrom- a pa.net of ordinary ci·t-i

zensthat the right's of-privacy andfr=eexpression h~d been seriously 

threatened and that police officers had themselvesC!onunitted criminCi-±:--' 
. -

acts in the courseo£ 'their covert: intelligence operations. 

Many Chicagoans were understimdably shocked to learnthae police 

spies had infiltrated law abid:l.ng neighborhood organizations and attained 

leadership pOSitions only to disr.upt the groups' activities. In one case, 

,a police.agent became the president of a community group, the Organization 

for ca~Better Austin t totally destroying the group's efforts to bring Hnan .. 

cia1 aid to the~r deteriorating neighborhood. 'Testimony before the grand 
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jury also revealed instances of illegal t-lire:tapping, electronic ,~:il ... 
lance and, even'burglary by police agents of:the off;,ces of community 

',_, J~--

groups. 

In the wake of these disclosure$, tlie Better Government Association, 

acting with the American Civil Lih~~He~' Union: (ACLU) ancrBusiness and 

Professional People. fOf,.othe Public !nterest.{,BP}), a¢hicago-based public 

interest law firm,fiied a class act19n$ui.e>i~ Feder~t distltlct ,court / - . < -;--.:: ,. :, - ~~:- r" . 

challer;tging the constitutionality 'Ot, the government's ,surveillance of 

civic and cOmn'iunity groups in the Chlcagoarea (Howard, 1977). 
, \ 

The" BGA' s suit asks eh;Fed~raicc:llstrict court to 

use of police spies agaj.nst indivi.}:luals and groups who 

of criminal conduct., A crucial goal of the lawsf,lit is 

enjOin the further 

arenC:lt ~JJspected 
• ·r .~;_~ __ 

to establish Ie-
gally enforceable guidelines for the use 'Of police informants and the 

collection of intelligence data. 
/;:,-,:1 

TheBGA-ACLU-BPI suit was notthe·flrst legal chal1en~e to the 

Chicago Police Department's intelligence operat10n~ In.late 1974, a suit 

cod'~sting the legality of police spying w2fl1H~d by the Alliarice to 
,;/ --' -- -,.- ,/') " 

Etid Repression, a c.oalition of; communit:y J~riiups~' The Alliance had for 
" '// ~- .' 

years been collecting informl.,{tion'f1:'omvar1.oUs citizens organizations 

a,bout ,the Police Departme~tir s Sectlrity S~'ction, thenamfvth~h us~d for 

the "Red Squad." 
... ,{" 

The SGA and ~t.!4'er groups/filed ;~it almost a year later, in October 

, oi 1975, on behallof 10 'organ.izatio~s and 17 indiViduals who 'had been 
c I' '--, 

thetargetsqf' polrice spying. Since the BGA-ACLU-BPlcase has been cer-
; £:;'---=-

tified a$ sclas,s action, the named plaintiffs ar~ alrowed to re{:)r:asent 

all Chtcago-ares,vl.ctims of domestic intelligence abuses. The new case 

ntls expange9 the Ust of defertdants ilamed in the Alliance case to include 

notO'nlY-'ti.~ Chicago Police Department but tile Federal Bureau of Investi-
-, 

gation and IU.S.Military Int~lligence as well. Both lawsuits have been 

consolida,ted for discovery • .,th,e court procedure which allows one side to 

obtain e'\Tidencethe;f.'>'advers~:ty has in its possession. 
'~ 

the process; of discovery has proved to be both massive and complex. 

SomeP2*~OOindex cards have been pro.dueed and photocopied since the 

suit was filed.' lit the same time, a similar number of additional cards 

_,c'---': '- --

oj 
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were "purged" by the policeDep;rt.i~ent when it learned th~t the lawsuit 

wO'lld be fHed. Even after J'allowingf'or multiple cards on some persons, ..... 
.. ! . 

andor:ganizations, it appear.sthat:!! information was. gathered qr.ti mor:e than 

100, 000 citizens~ TheBGA has altloJ6eUred '.ca~rtorders fOl)/ the inven

tory, inspection,and COPYj1;lZot'ttle source docUmentfiles:''I,lnderlying the 

indeJ( cards. )l'heS:.~ ft'-r;~~ .. at least the ones the?ol.iceDepartment admits 

possessi!'J,g"""'consist of five ,interrelated'f!-ling systems containing about 

350J999p~~of/ docume.nts.Fileson selected persons and organizations 

hav~ been desi~nateti fo):'",p~otocopyi;.rtg and de;~iled' evaluation. The eval .. 
, ......... ;. '"; -;- .. 

uation proc.e~s f,nvolvesm~re than a dozen law students ar~d undergraduatesj 

andt two paralegal sUPEn:'Viso~S4- The files are now being stl;ldiedwith the 

help of the groups ",hat were their targets, to deve,lop evidence for the 

triaL 

The index.:ards and documents reveal that the informaticJO, gat~ered 
;./. ". 

by thf1' Security Section over a period of more. than 40 years, is almbst 
I: 

> ,>untf~rmlyeollcerne~\with lawful social and political activity. The police . 

files are littlfi more than a detailed chronicle of tIle daily activities 

of religioUS, pr()fesslonal, c1vilrights,and pOlitical groups. The files 

contain membership and maiUng u.sts, orga'nizational plans, and informa

tion conce~ning the target groups' finam,cialsupport. There is virtually 

nothing :i..n the ,hundreds of thousands of pages of documents that reveals 

any valid lal'j;.enforcement purpose for the massive ttttelligence opeit:'ation. 

The data, gathered at great pubH~ expep,se and at the greater cost of 
wholesale'invasion of privacy of soma~y citizens, d'o not coneern actual 

01' potentia 1 crimes or civil disorders, but 'instead focus on Citiz'~o;~;;-'" 
~(..:..,:,;.;" ~. -··4 

tivity that is el',tirely peaceful, lawful, and C9:Rst it,u tiona 1:rr-prote.c ted. 

The groups th,at foundthemselv.e:$/the target'of e.()1;ice spying did 

~ have one t~ir~i.n oommon: At one time or another, . they' opposed the poll.;. 

I cies/of City Hall. 

r' .c<,,".// Unfortunately, it is un.U:kelythat the fulleJ(tent of police spying. 

r·,·/_.;;,c;..:><Will ever be known. The;! Pqli<!e Dell;art;ment has admitted to destroying 

[0/-L~ . many of its f~tespafore 1,~gal'~ci10.n began.' And destruction of doct,l-: 

; .. ' 

ment'k is by nC} m~~.tls: the only as~~¢tof the Cityt s reluctance to ,submit 

to dis.c19sure of its 1ntelligen'Ce activities. W.~en BGA requested a list 
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of. the organizations on which ~l:iparate, numbered ,sourc#:)~1!ciii:timent ftles 
" ~~. - .; ~ . . . 

had ~een compiled, the City maintained .f<>1:' weeks thJilt,$'b $uchlistcJ!Quld 
I 

b~found and that thi5!y . .douhted it existed. But when .die BG,t\ invent~rie'd 
• '; ,.~. . r '.J;' , :~, '-c,;- ):.' 

the f'ile room, a qppy of the list' W,3S found, in the baci~ of a file drawer • 
. ~( . 

The list ihdic~ted that 119'7 organizations had been mad.e the subject of 
" .,... I, .... 

source document files, covl~rin~. a wide cross section o¥, civ~c and pol,iti-

cal. activity. !t revealed that a file had been opened oXl-EGA (4F642)}~pC_ 
proximately 30.years ago. The file itself,however, isgdhe ... one of. tho~e 

.~. , 

purged ~ft:er thj;! lawsuit was initiated. The City-also ai-aims to have;'e-

st.royed its l:i~sts of infoJimers andi the r(~pot::ts that recorded who h9ft BC" 
'.. :' .: ' .... '¥~ 

cess to the Security Section files. 
/; 

BecaUSE! the police dJiibera#ely destrcyed import;;ant records, the' .. ' 

City hasS'l.lffered a major legal/set ... back. The FederSil d~qtrict ~ourt: 

jud~f:! hearing the case issued an order Jhat requires tl)<i city 60. prove 

that J'agent provocateur"ac);J~-lh~y,,;di:~.,~ot take place./ 
: .-' ::. • ~;. " ~, ,,'" j. " 

-;',' 

Legal Acti{)n and "Public EduC8tlon 

Through its 1itigation~, the BGA has begn'~';bl~" tq~ keep l;h:oa·:::{is~e of 

police spYi~~:on- the public agenda by rele'~sing n?w in!orma~i~~~as it 
. .' Ii 

becomes available to the plaintiffs and their attorne'ye~ As a result, 

the police Department's internal files havefi,nal1y been opened to publici 
" . . ~ .,;..-.: .... ;.:: ,. .;. r 

scrutiny. Policle and city officials have:riot been able to simply')'stone-: 
!- •• "" '" [I 

wall" and let th\e initial cries of,Dt'ttrage subside. Officials hav~ re" 

pecatedly been. forced to publicy./justify police tactics thiiit inw,1.uded the 

use of illegal wiretapsa,.n~< burglaries aga inst indiVi;uai s and' groups who 
J,./ < • / ~". 

had done notl}ing mor-ethan exercise their constitu.tional rights. Despi.te 

the Pottee ~up~rintendent I sadamant refusal to admit that any wrongdoing 

occurred, the' plct"ure that hG!~ emergedfrdm the Police Dep~rtment:' S o(.;n 

files has ~6onvinced many citizens that'po~ice SUX"lfeilt?¢{' is-p:art'''isat:t., 
/:',' .. 

fina?cially wasteful, and constitutionallyun.te~~t>le. 

An example of how the BGA has eff.edl!f;;~ly used previously secret in.. ( . 
. ,:-!-' - / 

f,pr.il1ation to educate pub1iSoOPinicu{'~as recently dt'monstrated. in a serieo/ 

of articles in the £hle~g:aTribune (Mullen and Neubauer, 1977). BasiQ;S 

their account em documents obtainedby·the plaintiffs in the BGA sg~t. 
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'i:'epqrters witHam Mullen and Chuck Neub@uergraplHcallyillustrated how 

the Police DepartmetltrsInt~lligenceUnit had been J.lsed politically to 

spy on those who. d:FSagreed with the ''P01iqies of Ci tyHa 11. For example, 
'. <.-: 

Neuba1J.~r a~d Mullen reported that one target;;fCth:epoli8.~ Dep.artment' s 

snrveillance operation was the Community Renewal Society, an affiliate C 

of the United Church of Christ. Police reports accused the organizetion 

of attempting to "secure a political and/or social revolution in the 

United States" at a time when the Societ:y's Board of Directors included 

many of the city's most/prominent businessmen, lawyers, and clergymen. 

The Board of Directors included the president of Commonwealth Edison and 

the execut.ive director 'of the American Bar Foundation as well Bsthe pres

ident of the Church Federation of Greater Chicago. Indeed, those affili

ated with the organization included some of the Mayor's most active sup· 

porters. 

Clearly, the Conununity Renewal Society did not become a target of 

police surveillance because of its revolutionary goals but rather because 

its staff had disagreed with the City administration over the future 

course of the city's $37 million Model Cities Program. The police reports, 

in fact, refer to the Model Cities displlte and note that the Society 

has "goats diametrically opposed to the' Administration. II 

The Neubauer and~1ullgn articles have offered the. first ~~irm docu

mentary proof that police spying was a politicalop~r~tion aimed at the 

city administration's politi'Zal opponents. In addition to the Community 

Rene\val Society, several candidates for public office, opposing the Cook 

" County Democratic party, became the targets of police surveillcllnce. Can~ 
. } .. ~ 

di4§ltes seeking election to the City Council, School :Board prestdency, 

and'tJnt~\}~ States Congress became the subj e~ts of police dossier-so To 

compound theh-arm done, the informationcomptled by the Police Department 
.; . 

was sometimes:6:)rW~i'd~~ to Federal agencies such as the Internal Revenue 
'-~ .~ 

Service, the Civil Se:r.vice'·,9ommission, and the State Department. 

The disclosure of, thes~ abuse,!3 has generated a public outcry- for 
. -

community activists. re£~rm from businessmen and civ:l.{:. gr~u~, as well as 
' .. ;:--~ 

For the first time in Chicago, suppot't £0£' fundamental reform of police 

practices seems to be found throughout the politj.c,~l spectrum. - And there 
'---.~ ~.:...-:: 
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is some indication thl:it the mountin.g public pressure for reform is having 

an effect. Chicago t s du::rent Mayorrecentl}~ appointed a five,.member panel 

of prl,bminentcitizens to audit police inteUigence files. It is the first 
-=:..~ 

indiC/ation, though a meager one, that'City officials understand -t~t" their 
/' . -

';-

contlLnued denials of wrongdoing are an insufficieqt response to tli"e demands 

for ireform. In addition, the pending lawsuit, which allows scrutiny of 
I: 

pol/Lee intelligence operatiotl:~fas a result of the COI.,rt' s discovery orders, 
.' 

has: sharply curtailed the improper condtlct,.-at least in the short run. 

The ultimate success of reform is still uncertain. The City main

tCl,insthat while "excesses'! may have occurred, nothing illegal ~as done. 
, . 

In fact, the City still officially takes the position that it should be 

allowed to spy on lawyers who sue the City. The final measure of success 

will be whether legally enforceable regulations .can be imposed on police 

intelligence activity, whll~ther by injunction, by consent degree, or by 

legislation. Legislation, eo require police. agencies to pres\~ntevidence 

sufficient to support a "rec:!sonable suspicion" of criminal activity be

fore groups could be spied upon was introduced in the Illinois General 

Assembly. The bill passed the House but was rejected by the Illi.nois 

Senatets Judiciary Committee. The bill was said to have been defeated 

through the lobbying efforts of the Chicago Democratic Organization 

(IIPolice-spying curb rejected by Senate Unit,JI Chicago Tribune, June 19, 

1977). 
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Appendix A 

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The following books represent useful sources in the field of investi

gative research not already cited in the text of the handbook. The reader 

is encouraged to examine them to obtain additional case materials and . 
methods to those described here. 

Anderson, David and Benjaminson, Peter. Investigative Reporting. 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press; 1976. 
A thorough beak on techniques of investigative journalism. 
The section on sources covers: public and private records, 
zoning, land use and property ta4 documents, as well as court 
and police records. Emphasis is placed on whe:r:e to find records 
and what they can include. The section on techniques includ,es 
tips on writing, get.ting the most effect from a story and other 
helpful comments. Several case studies are included at the end 
of the book--these are reprints of completed investigative work. 
TIle 1974 EGA/Chicago Tribune story on patronage is included 
among the case examples. 

Copple, Neale. Depth Reporting. Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J., 1964. 
This book focuses on organization and writing of investigative 
stories. The work includes a history of depth reporting and 
tips on planning research, organization and writing these 
stories. There is less emphasis on how to do research and more 
on writing stories. There isa bibliography of general sot.-rces 
for various subject matter in the back--the purpose being to 
giv.e a journalist easy access t.O background information. 

Downie, Leonard Jr. The New Muckrakers: An Inside Look at Ame~ican 
Investisative Reporters, Washington, D.C., New Republic Book 
Co., 1976. 
A popular account of the famous in.vestigative journalists of 
today--focusing on how they work and ~~hat they work on. It 
talks about the new in-depth method that lncludes interviews 
and use of records, with some tips on techniques. 

Dygert, James. The Investigative Journalist: ~lk Heroes of a Ne'to! 
!£!. Nel~ York: Prentice Hall, 1976. 
An account of how investigative reporters do their work. There 
is a "how-to" secti6n focusing .L,'In analysis of records, int.er
viewing, and specific investigative techniques. 
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In addition, the reader is referred to "Newsleads" (Investigative Jour

nalism Program, 321 So. Beverly Dr., Suite W, Beverly H1lls, Calif.), a 

periodical containing the most up-to-date developments and insights on 

investigative reporting. The reader. might also find SRI International's 

Analysis and Bibliography of the Literature on Corruption (Menlo Park: 

SRI International, 1978) of interest. 
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BY-LAWS 

of the 

nETTER <':OVERNHEN'f ASSOCIATION, INC. 

Article I - Name 

The name of thi.s organization shall be BETTER GOVERNMENT 
ASSOCIATION, INC. 

Article II - Objects 

The o.bjects of this organization are (a) To promote respect 
for law;. (b) To support public officials in the rightful performance 
of their duties; and (c) To act as a .:watchdog agency over :waste, ineffic
iency, and corruption in government. This organization shall not partici
pate in, or intervene in, any political campaign on behalf of any candidate 
foe public office, including the rating 01; 'endorsement of candidates. 

Article HI ...; Membership 

1. All persons without regard to race, sex, religious or 
politjcal affiliations who sympathize '''iththe objects of this organization 
shall be eligible for membEn:ship. Corporations shall also be eligible. 

2. The Board or Trustees may establish membership classifications, 
and fix the amount of ulembership dues for each class. 

Article IV - Board of Trustees 

1. The Board of Trustees shall consist of not less than nine nor 
more than twenty-five members. At each annual meeting~ the Board of Trustees 
shall elect one.;.. third of its members for a term of three years. 

2. The Board of Trustees, at its annual meeting. shall determine 
the. basic program of the organization for the year, adopt a budg~tJ and elect 
the Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees from among its members. 

3. The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees shall beheld on a 
date and at a time and place to be determined Jointly h>the Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees and the President. The Board may, by resolution, provide 

/ for additional regular meati~i5;::i' ··Aspec;#.al meeting of thenoard may be called 
at any time by the Chairman or by any five Trustees. Written notice of all 
meetings of the Board of Trustees shall be issued to each Trustee. stating the 
di.\t~, time and place of the meeting, and the purpose thereof. not less than 
seventy-two hours preceding the meeting. At all meetings of the Board, a 
majority of the Board shall constitute· a quorum; provided that, if the BoareJ 
exceeds thirteen members,seven shall constitute a quorum. 
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4 •. Va(:~nl!ies arising in lhe. Board !>E Trlf:;t\:t'~~ (lr in lIlt, (jflhtl.~ 

\If (:lIn i r,ltwn or Vice Chairman shall b~ fi lll!d at auy rt.1gular or ~lH'd ul Illll.'l.!t
ingoithcl Duurd of Trustees by a majority vote of all Tru::itues,',oJi1o, if 
IIllnb lt~to hli' pr(~s~mt, may indicate their. vote by lett~r delivered to thE'£ 
Cha.i (manot" Vice Chairman, as the case may be, before the time of the;:'egular. 
or ti~)t.!cl<l1 ml.~ct.ing. Persons to fill vacancies on the Board shall be nominated 
hy a Nominating Committee appointed by the Prtasident. Names of pen;Q'Us proposed 
for· election will be furnished to all Trustees 30 days prior to the proposed; 
election. 

5. The Board of Trustees, upon the recommendation of t~le Board of 
Directors, shall employ an Executive Director who shall be in charg~of the 
Association's headquarters, shall be responsible for"the implementation of the 
program, and the policies of the Association. employ and supervisle personnel, 
and perform such other duties as maybe aSSigned to him by the Boiard"of Trustees 
and the Board of Directors. . . 

Article V ~ Board of Directors 

1. The Board of Directors shall consist of not les~ than twelve 
nor more than forty-eight, and shall include tht~ President, Secretary , and 
Tr~as'Urer (or Secretary-Treasurer). Members of the Board of Directors shall 
be elected fo'r three year terms, one-third to be elected eac:hyear at the 
meeting in January. Interim vacancies on the Board of Directors shall be 
filled for the unexpired terms at any regular or special meeting of the Board 
of Directors by a majority voteo£ allD~I'ectors, who, if unable to be, present, 
may indicate their vote by letter delivered :to the PreSident or Vice President;, 
'as the case may be, before the time of the regular or speci,al meeting. Pers.ons 
to fill vacancies on the Board shall. be nominated by a NdminatingCommittee: 
appointed by .the President. Names of persans proposed for election will be 
furnished to all Directors at the regular meeting preceding the time of election. 

2. The Board ofD1rectors shall pursue the basic program of the 
organization and decide all questions' of iJo1icy arising.:9,~t.weep meetings of 
the Board of Trustees. The Board of",Direct·ors shal1h~;;e ~!.!ch'other powers 
and duties as may be delegated to it by the board Of'J:l;usfees. A copy of the 
minutes·o£ each meeting of the Board of Direct0J:'s·snall'besent to each member 
of the Board of Directors and Board of Trustees. 

3. Prior to each annual meet/ing of the Board of Trus taes J the 
Bourdof Directors shall prepare for the Board of Trustees a recomm'ended basic. 
program for the coming year, and a.recommended budget. 

l.. The Board of D;;i."ed:orsshal1 meet: t fpllo\oling the annual. meetirtg 
of the Board of Trustees aea time, place~ and date dete~itted byth~ Presiden:t. 
At this meeting. the BO~Jd of Directors sha1l,by res9lution, provide for 
additional regular meetings. A spec.ial meet'ing of the Board of Directors may 
be called at any tir.1e by the President or by any five Directors. Written notice 
<If all meetings of the Board of Directors shall be issued to each Director not 
less than sev~nty-two hours preceding the meeting, and .shall set forth the date, 
timp, placer and purpose of the meeting. At the meetings of the Board of 
fHrectors. seven shall constitute a quorum. 

u . 
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Article VI -Officers 

1. The officers of the'Associationsh,al1'cotis:lst of a Chairman and 
Vice Chairman of the Board oj: Trustees, a Presi«$nt, Vice l'lCesident, Secretary' 
and Treasurer (or Secretary-Treasurer) •. The President shall be. ex officio a 
memh,er of the Board of Trustees. In additior, the Board of Tr'Ustees .'tnaY create' 
such other offices as the Board may deem necessary. Officers shall serve for 
one year commencing on the date ot the regul-at' Board of Directors meeting in 
December of each yeaI:' • and until their }puccessors have been elected. 

...., . ..."..~ 
. ,,"://, -

2. The President shallp1:eside at meetings of the Board of Directors¥ 
The duties of the officers snall be as their titles, by general usage, irldieate . 
and such as are required by law,' -

4tt1ele VII - Committees 

1. C~;1U:ni,t1=e~a<1nay be created fro!ti;>time t.o time by the Board of 
Trustees or Board of Dl~b·~a. " . co, 

'~h_~" 

-;, : 
'"", - .~. 

2. At committee, meetings~' a'majoFit.y shall cOlJstit\1tea qoorum. 
except that when a committee consists of ~ore"'thannine members; f'h'eshall 
constitute a quorum. 

Art:1.cleV!II - Procedure 

All questions of parliamEtntary procedU'ce shall be settled according 
to Robert's Rules of Order t . Revised, ~henever suC;h rules are not inconsistent " 
with the By-Laws of this orga.nization. 

Article IX - Fiscal Year 

(The fiscal year sha;l1 be from the first day of DEu':.ember -,~_l1rough t~e~._. ,~, . 
last day of November of the succeeding year.) A f:lnanci~~su&;tt·ofl:liebook:s"· 
and records by a certifj.ed public accountanta(!le~.~;·by the Board ()f Trustees 
shall be made each year. . - ;-::'-"-" 

_;r;-:;.";';:;:"'-;;-

Article ~d'/j.mendments 
y ~, 

/ ... ' .'...... . 

These By-Laws may p.er"'amended at ~J;ly~j(egular or Slp~c:ial Dteeting of .' 
the Board or Trustees ~ by a "vote of two .. ~joa:fds of ,the meml?ets present, prQvided 
that a notice in writing of the proposed amendmentismailedi'f;o each member of C 

the Boardofl'rustees' at, lea$t two weeks in advance of suchlG'!eting, ant;! pro
vided that the amendment is concurred in by the Board of J)i1;'~;ctorsafter sindlar 
notice. 
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BOA BUDGE1' 

Regular pr9'1ram 

r-1.embership contr:,;btitions 

Dir~ctorsOut}g 

MemblerslJ,i'p 1 uncneons 

Int~iest &. r.·ividends 
:: : 

1ioyalties 

Benefit 

,Total Income 

Exper}ses: 

Payroll Tax ~pense 

Pension Expense 

Insurance 

Admin<istt~td va Staff Expense 

Investigative Pro~rasn !:xpel\Se 

.~p.ember P1:omotlon 

Intern Expense 

Of .fice Expense 

Rent &. Utilities 

Telephone 

Postage 

Library 

PrQfe~sional Services 

,BOards:. ~Committ~s 

1977 

~~mbex:s Luncheorl 

·.Overh~_~g-.transferredto COU!1sel:,proqram 

Regular ~rQ9ram 

Salaries 
-_:-'--

'1rotal Expenses 

Tot.al All Pro9~ama 

ExcesS-;Jncome or 4:Expenses) 

108 

$269,706 

4,800 

4,600 

600 

120 

" 20 ,000 

$300,,026 

$ 8,400 

7,200 

a ,40(t 

3,600 

19,000 

18,000 

5,000 

10,500 

20,000 

6,000 

3,600 

EpOOO 

),600 

6,000 !/ 
. .:;..~,-

<17«~> 
$:fO~ ':-3 0 0 

173,ill 

$281,550 

$397,050 

$ 18,476 

-~-':~ 
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Income: 

Grant:f 

BGA f'unding 

'l'otal Income 

Expens~s: 

-C Salaries 

Payroll Tax 

_!nsuran~e 

Li:..>ral:"¥> --"<,.-

Program- Expense 

Intern Expense 

Office Equipment 

Travel 

Overhead 
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$ 85,000 

30,SOQ. 

- $11 5 ~ SOQ--f 

$ 79,000 

3,200 

2,000 

1,200 

4, ~400,:; 

,1.,000 

400 

2,soO 

17,,000 

$115,500 
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A:F~209:Ll-1 

I> Better Government Association, Inc. 
7; East Wacker Drive 
Chicago, lllinois 6010l 

Purpose: Educational 

Accounting Period Ending: November:30 

AnnuaJ. InforIl".a.tien RetUl'll 
Form 990 Required: X Yes Nc 

3ased en infc:r:mation supplied" a.nd. assuming your operations will be 
as stated. 1.'"1 yeur exemptien applicatien" vIe r..a.ve determined that you 

.. a.re exe."npt· from Fedeml inco::le tax under s action 501 ( c) ( .3) ot the 
l.""lternal Revenue Code. Any change in your PilrI>Oses" characi,ier" lOr 
z:ethod. of opera.tienmust be reperted. to US so we may censider the 
effect of the ~""'ange on your exempt status. Yeu must alsc report 
any crange in ya~~ name and. address. 

We have tu.rther dete:rm:i.ned that you are net a private foundation 
within the meaning of section 509(a) of the Code because yeu are an 
orgunization described in sectien 509(a)(2). 

I!' you are required 'to file en annual. infon''la;tion return Ferm 990" 
it is due on lOr before thefi:t'teenth day ef the fifth menth atter 
the end of you:r annual acceunting period. FaiJ.UJ'i.eto fUe the 
i'or.:r 990 by this date )'j2.y subject you to a penalty of· $10.00 for 
each day du.,~ing which such fa.ilure' continues" up toa maxi.'!'/lUIn of 
$.5J OOO. 

You are not required to file Federal income tax retuxnsunless you 
are.subject te the ta.x on unrelated. business income under sectien 
511 Q! the Cede. If you. are subject to this tax" you must file an 
income tax return on Form$SO .. T~ In thi.·;; letter we are not deterT.liniDg 
'rhethei~ any of your prese."lt or proposed activities is unrelated. t..""a.de 
or busin~ss as defined in section 513 cf the Code. 
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You are not liable :t'orFederal unemployment taxes It You are lia.ble 
tor social security taxes only if you have filed waiver of exemption 
certificates as provided in the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. 

Donors may deduct contributions to you as provided by section 170 
of the Code. 'Bequests, lega.ci~s, devises" transfers.; or gifts to 
you or for yOur use are deductible for Federal estate and gift tax 
purposes under sections 2055 and 2622 of' the Code. 

You need an employer identification n'lllllber even if you don't have 
any employees. This number is used on all your tax retumsand in 
your correspondence wi t.h the Interr.al Revenue Service. 

This determination is issued ~~th the understanding that your organ
ization has discontinued its political activity which resulted in tile 
revocation of your exemp't status for years beginning On or after 
December 1, 1967. Tho evidence~ furnished disclosed that your Board 
of Directors voted to discontinue sucn ac~iv.itY' on November 6J1 1970 
as confirmed in a statement from your Executive Director on November 
24, 1970.. Aaeording1y,you have amended your Articles of Incorpora.tion 
u.'lder the date ot November 2.3 ~ .1970 to include the prohibition of 
political a.ctivity. . Therefore~ your exemption 1s being restored for 
years begir.ning on 01" af.:t.er.: December l~. 1970. 

This is a determination letter~ 

Very truly yours., 

~.a. /''''7~ 
IJ.oyd A~ ~!ervine 
Acting Dist.rict Director 
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INVESTIGATIVE GUIDELINES 

(As Adopted May 16, 1978) 

1. Areas o~ In~~stigatio~. The Bett~r Governnent Association is a non-par~ 

tisan citizens "watchdogH a.ru:l :ducational organization. It is dedicated 

to promoting efficient utilization of tax dollars and high standards of 
,;;:~-~::-~:~-. -, 

public service. The BGA will investigate wa~te;'-int!~if~ienCY ,~d cor~ 

ruption all: all levels of government in Illinois. 

2. Priority· and Depth of Investigation. Concentration will be in areas of 

maximum savings to taxpayers, and where regulation affects the most people. 

Although there are exceptions, the EGA is generally more concerned with a 

pattern of waste~ inefficiency and corruption than with an indivl.dual oc-

curance. Priority \vill be given to investigations of public officials 

who use their offices for the enrichment of themselves and their as-

sociates. Particular emphasis will be placed on those officials most re-

sponsible for setting and implementing public policy. All investigations 

w~ll be thorough, professional and conducted in an ethical manner. In 

every instance investigations viill be even-handed and, whenever possible, 

the a.gency or individual being investigated will be informed and given an 

opportunity to respond prior to. public disclosure. 

3.i.e~ction of Media: The BGA will work with reporters who come to the 

ASSOCiation with a story or an investigative project. Hhen an investiga-

tion is generateld by the BGA, media will be chosen on a rotating basiS, 

with weight given to special areas of experience and maximum impact~ 
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4. Manner of Reoorting. BGA investigations will be givert maximum public ex

posure in order to educate the public regarding their government. Once an 

investigation has begun with a particular news medium, all information de

veloped through that investigation \V'ill be the "exclusiveft property of the 

cooperating medium until such time as it is published. At that time the 

BGA will confirm this information to other interested media. 

5. Follow';' through. The BGA will determine and recommend the appropriate 

corrective measures through judicial, legislative or administrative action. 

The BGA will cooperate with all law enforcement officials when there is a 

violation or possible violation of the 1a'·1. BGA staff members ".ill testify 

at legal proceedings and at official committee and commission hearings 

when it is appropriate. ~~ere the facts ipdicate a need, the BGA will 

issue a report containing a synopsis of our findings and conclusions 

dra,~ from the information generated in a particular investigation. 

6. Approval and Review. The Chief Investigator will maintain a file of 

proposed, current, and completed investigations and their status. The 

Investigative Committee willdetennine the overall investigative policies. 

Implementation of these policies will be the responsibility of the Ex

ecutive Director or, in his absence, the Chief Investigato~. 
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THE MIRAGE : A REPORT ON THE FIX IN CHICAGO* 

Background 

For many years the BGA has received complaints from small businesses. 

Those complaints have related a story of petty corruption, harassment and 

malfeasance by government inspectors whose actions cause serious harm to 

small businessmen and to the general public as well. 

Tales of extortion and other official misdeeds are, of course, not 

new in Chicago. In fact, a growing number of public officials have been 

prosecuted for ofj:icial corruption in recent years. Yet, the rumors of 

a pervasive system of graft have remained undocumented. Those who are 

more than willing to report corruption to the BGA are unwilling to make 

the same reports to city officials. Perhaps their reluctance,is under

standable. Not knowing the full extent of official corruption and being 

vulnerable to even greater. harassment by city inspectors~ small business

men might well faU to report corruption due to their fea~ of reprisal 

from City Hall. 

Most complaints about city inspectors concern the enforcement of 

Chicago's Building Code., an 800 page document that many observers report 

is both overly complex and antiquated. Businessmen have frequently as

serted that the Code con~ains many ambiguous provisions and that inspec

tors have a great deal of discretion in their enforcement responsibilities • 

• 
To be sure" lfi 'host of inspectors are employed by the city and the 

state to en-force the Building' Code and other city and state regulations. 

Building, plurrtb'ing., ventilation and electrical inspectors enforce various 

provisions of the 'Building Code. Food, environmental control, elevator, 

refrigeration and public ways (streets) inspectors enforce other municipal 

regl,llations. 

* Edited by SRI International. 
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Critics have maintained that many inspectors are poorly trained and 

lack the skills necessary to do their jobs adequately. Others contend 

that several inspectors deliberately enforce regulations in an arbitrary 

and capricious manner. And still others state that the city's inspection 

efforts are designed to extort money from businessmen and others subject 

to the regulatory provisions of the City Code. 

Consequently, with reports of corruption and abuses by city inspec

tors increasing, the BGA, working with the Chicago Sun-Times, decided to 

provide a firsthand account of what it is like to be a small businessman 

in Chicago. To determine if Chicago did indeed have a pervasive system 

of graft, the BGA and the newspaper became the secret owners and operators 

of a small business of their own--a neighborhood tavern. CBS's "60 Min

utes" later covered the story for a nation-wide audience, interviewing 

the principal characters in the investigation. 

The taver'n, named the Mirage and located at 731 North Wells Street 

in Chicago, was operated for four months by BGA investigators and .fu!n.: 
Ti~ reporters. During the late sununer and autumn of 1977, the BGA and 

the Sun-Times demonstrated in graphic photos a.nd conversations how Chi

cago is truly lithe city that works," but only for those who. know the rules 

and are able co pay the price. 

As a result of the EGA and Sun-Times unprecedented, inside look at 

corruption, the investigation's major findings re~ealed that: 

• Several city inspectors routinely ignored the city health and 
safety codes for payoffs ranging from $10 tb $100. 

• Private contractors sometimes acted as payoff intermediaries 
for city inspectors afraid to accept illegal gifts from 
strangers. 

• Several accountants and taxpreparers specialized in illegally 
keeping two sets of books and so Id their services to sma 11 
businessmen. 

• Vending ma.chine distributors skimmed cash off the top of their 
weekly collections from pinball and other amusement machines. 

• State liquor inspectors shook down tavern owners and demanded 
whatever was in a tavern's cash register in return for their 
silence about liquor law violations. 
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It Was AlIa 'Mirage* 
to" 

It looked like any neighborhood tavern in Chicago, but the Mira.ge 

was never quite what it seemed to th'1 casual customer. The bartenders 

were reporters and investigators. The repairmen were Sun-Times photog

raphers or CBS "60 Mintl,tes" cameramen. The bartenders kept going out of 

sight to write and dictate the hundreds of pages of detailed notes on 

which the investigation would be based. The photog:"":';:phers and cameramen 

were hidden in a loft at the rear of the Mix'age. They carried their cam

eras in tool kits and added visual documentation to every significant 

event. 
, , 

The BGA and the Chicago Sun-Times developed guidelines to ensure that 

the Mirage investigation stayed within legal and ethical boundaries: 

• Investigators and reporters were careful to always abide by 
state entrapment laws. No one was entrappeda't the Mirage. 

• Whenever a law was borken, it was reported immediately to the 
Illinois Department of Law Enforcement. 

• The Mitage, while it kept six fraudulent sets of books, used 
a sever.ith and honest set to pay its taxes. 

• All illegal gifts of money were returned, although the origi
nal cash ;snd checks were saved for evidence. 

The Payoff Parade 

The Mirage received 12 inspections by local and state officials. 

, Six inspectors ignored gross health and safety hazards for cash payoffs 

ranging from $10 to $100. t The remainer were negligent at no charge. 

And, there was certainly a lot to be negligent about. 

The BGA and the Sun-Times hired an architect of Dearborn Associates 

of Chicago ,to catalogue the health and safety violations in the Mirage. 

He found an inordinate amount of exposed wiring, that the walls were 

i( 
This account is based on BGA files and the 25-part series by Pamela Zekman 
and Zay N. Smith which began on January 8, 1978 in the Chicago Sun",Times. 

t , . . . 
The six inspectors included: one city fire inspector, one building in~ 
spector, one venti,lation inspector, one plumbing inspector and two state 
liquor control inspectors. 
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covered with inflammable materials, and that the flooring was rotting and 

the ceiling was losing large chunks of plaster. In all, the BGA and the 

Sun-Times found 33 serious health and safety code violations. That was 

33 m6re violations than the city and state licensing inspectors ever found. 

The city inspection process was "smoothed" by a Chicago business 

broker who would act as an intermediary between the Mirage owners and the 

government inspectors. The broker's card and $10 to $100 in an envelope 

meant a no-hassle inspection. The Mirage first met the broker while shop

ping for a tavern and he lost no time in getting dOtvn to business. He 

gave the Mirage a civics lesson in government by envelope~ 

about a thing," Barasch said, referring to th~ inspectors. 
, 

UOon't worry 

"I'll walk 

you right through." The day before the first licensing inspection was to 

take place, Barasch called the Mirage. "The fire inspector will be there 

at 10 a.m.,11 he said. "You leave a ten-epot in an envelope and give it 

to him with my card./I 

A Chicago fire inspecto~ arrived at the Mirage at 10:10 a.m. in his 

Ford station wagon. He made only a cursory inspection of the bar. He 

never went in the Mirage's basement, which was filled-with trash and junk t 

exposed electrical wiring, and a decrepit ceiling. He did reach across 

the bar for a small white envelope with $10 inside. He slid the envelope 

in his pile of inspection papers. IfBeautif.ul day," he said ashe-~lef..t-. 
~

-~-

The Mirage later told -the brokat"t::hat the_Jlayofrto the fire inspector 
-~-

had happened just as he had arrange~_i.t-;--He said, "See, I saved you all 

kinds of money that wa:'/,fl 

A building inspecto-; was involved in the Mirage's second payoff. It 

would have cost thousands of dollars to h~ve fixed the Mirage's structural 

problems, but the Mirage learned that it could fix a building inspector 

for $15 instead. 

"The building inspector, he'll be in there som.('time Thursday between 

nine and twelve," the broker."said. "Put $15 in an envelope." 
,-. 

The building ins~*,it;t'or came to the Mirage shortly after 11 a.m. on 
~., ".r"---' 

July 28. He made a -'q~ick tour of the Mirage', asking only that the bath-

room fans be fixed.' !J).hat was the end of the inspection, except for some 
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special paperwork when the building inspector pocketed his $15 en:veiope 

and left \vithout a word. The. Mirage had passed its Duildinginspection. 

When the broker was informed that the buildinginspectai had looked 

the other way, he said, "Recould have made you tear all that stuff out. 

- It ceuldaave cost you $1,500. So fQ~>$t51.S1;i,,=-d you $1., 500." 

Others would ,quickly volu[lteer as payoff go-bet'Weens for the city 

inspectors. The Mirage discovered this payoff system when it install~d 

a 'Washroom urinal wlthout a city permit. Construction contractors 'Would, 

as part of routine business, act as conduits for 'illegal bribes to inspec

tors. 

"As long as the job is done half rignt," advised a $26,868 plumbing 

inspector, the Mirage could install the washroom-urinal without a city 

permit. (It 'Was the inspector who suggested doing the ~orkwithout a 

permit.) 

the Mirage contacted a plumbing contractor recommended by the inspec

tor; the owner said, "This kind of job would ordinarily require a permi t. 

But since •.• called, I know we won't have to get one ... This 'Way I'll be 

able to save you some money. But t'll have to talk to .•. and see how much 

he tvants." 

The plumbing contractor presented the Mirage with a $375 bill for in~ 

stalling the urinal, and the bill included a $50 payoff to the city plumb

ing inspec1;or, The contractor did thenegociating, carried the cash, and 

handled the payoff. He apparently considered it part of his job. The in

spector later acknowledged receipt of the $50. 

Close it Dawn or Shake it Do'Wn 

The state liquor inspector said he might have to close do~vn the Mi~ 

rage~ the violations were that serious. But then he grinned; he wasn't 

going to close down the Mirage, he was gOing to shake it down. 

The shakedown lasted almost 30 minutes and ended with a $50 payoff. 

The inspector took the money, forgot about the illegal liquor bottles he 

spotted from retail liquor stores, and left the Mirage with some free 
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advice. "You should keep $50 in your pocket so if the police come in, or 

anybody else comes in, you have some ready money to pay them off with," 

he said. 

the Mirage-s Largest Payoff 

For a 116wlng the Mirage to install an illegal ventilation systeln in 

the makeshift kitchen of the tavern, the city v-entiration inspector·d~ ... 

manded a $100 payoff. It was the steepest payoff in the Mirage's short 

existenCE}. But the $100 slipped to the ventilation i~'spector through a 

thLNl. party allowed the Mirage to forget about the $2 aOOO needed to.do the 

ventilation Job properly. As a result, a serious fire hazard was permitted 

to remain uncort'~¢t'~d. (To avoid the possibility of a fire; the BGA did 
~-;. :./ 

,~e'·re too, a. contractor would act as an intermediary in th~ payoff. 
f 

A1::l;'~hree parties--the Mirage- s ownel."s, the inspector and the contractor 

/!lited by the Mirage to install a new ventilat:ionsystem--negotiated the 

deal. After the·c.ontractor completed his work, which did not comply with 

the city code, he submitted his bill. In return, he was gi~en a check for 

$342.90 for labor and materials--and $100 in cash for the inspector. Th€i 

ventilation inspl~ctor later confirmed to the Mirage I s owner that he re .. 

ceived the cash, 

Negligence at No Charge 

Not all city inspectors wbor~ame into the Mirage sought illegal pay

offs; some w~)re meFely~eg1igent at. no charge. Chicago taxpayers spend 

more than $15 million a year on sa lariesfor inspectors who are supposed 

t.O keep busi~ess establuhments sanitary and safe. While many close their 

eyes to poCentiallyfatalhazards for a price, others just seem to 'walk 

,-around aimlessly, as they collect a paycheck from the taxpayers every week. 

Two"of those people were the heaJth inspectQt:~,~hClt) 9§1ID..et.Q tl:1eMirage.' 
, 

They just wandered around for a few minutes" careful not to step ,on the 

cockroa~hes, and gave the place a pa$s~ They. ignored filth. They ignored 

code v};;olations. Neither set foot in the Mirage's basement", a place so 
,If 

" foul e,:llen the vermin seemed to be dying. 
'-':(. 
;J 
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"Go ahetld'-'andopen,1' said the city he~lth inspector whQhad just fin-
o ,I 

ished inspecting, the Mirage' s two<'washroom~ from a distance of 20 feet. 

If he had ;~ntuted closer, he might haife ~dticed that the wGishfoom ventila-. 

tion sy~tem was not up to code. The washroOm air; insteadO'f being ex

hausted directly outside the building as required, p.ns,~'~dthrough the 
." 

.. ki.tchen and into the tavern . . _- - _. "-." --'.:;:.:.-

''We call bend the rules a little," said another hl'!alth inspector. In 

fact f he could bend the rules a lot; he did not mark dOwfl a$ingle code 

violation when he filled out his report--it read "Premises Clean." 

A $25,812-a"'year city electrical inspictor, laughed off every safety 

hazard, and had a joke for every c.ode ,,~.o'lation he saw. 

The people of Chicago spend more'than $2.3 million each year in sala

ries for their electrical safety. (the BGA and the Sun-Times asked Chicago' s 

chief electrical itlspector, for his rea'ttion to an inspector who would laugh' 

off code violations. flIt woula disturb mel" he said, "if I were to find 

out that he didnlt take any action. That's what he is paid to do. The 

reason for his existence is the electrical safety of the people of Chicago." 

Vending Machine 'Salesmen Offer Kickbacks and Tax-Skimming Schemes 

The nearly two dozen vending machine salesmen intervie~red by the BGA 

and the Sun-Times undercover investigators were eager and eqthusiastic. 

It was a difficult.~:asktochoose among them~ for most of the salesmen 

offered attracttve inducetllents in the form of illegal gij;ts ,and tax-

skimmingptJerations. But the Mirage owner,s finally settled 'on two saleS;" 

men,:::W1o provided the undercover investigators with a revealing view of 

their blatantly illegal business practices. 

The first vending machine salesman, a forme!l:~ Chicago policeman, of-· 

fered the Mirage a package deal. H\2.wotild provide the tavern owners with 

,.-:-:;" 

.. ao 111ega 1 kickbac~9.f-$1, 200 to accept his vending machines and "guarantee" 
__ "~-.O-.-,,,",.'=--' .~ 

" --,-,. --=. ~ , 

that the tavern would receive its liquor license. He would also, recommend 

the services of a lawyer, a former corporation counsel 'for the Cit.y of Chi

cago, to represent the Mirage if any trouble, such as killing, occurred in 

the tavern. 
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But the major part of the deal was taK fraud. The method suggested 

was to trim the vendihgm~chi,ne income off the top before p~ying taKes. 

Tl;le vendor and thetcivern would then split the take. For the two pinball 

'~~chines and the jukebox installed by this vendor, the skim would begin 

at. 50"1.. 

The Mirage, of courset reported its true income,-:pa-hiliis proper //c:"" 
_.;::--"-- -;::: 

taKes, and'returned ali of the illegalgif~f:~,;i': received. But during t\1e'/ 

investigation, the skimming ope~'t'{ci'n~ were allowed to/flow inShl3- na'tu'ral 

course of doi,ng bl,!siness in 

.::-=.' 

'/' '~.Q!.~idini5 up the Territory' 

The Mirage, owners were qui..J~k' to find that there is an unwritten rule 

in the vending machin~,.bus1.riess. One sa lesman is not to compete! with. 

another. This atrangement is now attracting the attentiono;t, Illinois 

antitrust invesdgators. 

The Mirage undercover owners tested the strength of the 1:'U leby sh~r'~;'; 

ing:1ts vending machine bUSiness with more than onesalesmaQi;>,Wnen the 
~:...-',--.: .. 

salesman who had installed the tavern's first ma~ih1:iHis'iearned what: the 
~.:.' ,'-

Mirage .had done, his response wasc~d'i<::t~ble. 
~~J' ;: .• :_c 

"Where did ,V4.~ ,ge'f'f'hi.:'foosba 11 1" he asked, noting the ~liragel s new 
_~, .,.-. J::::~.'_" .,.~ 

l!Ia~pin"h:':;'r'Why did you do this to me? I didn I t giv~you $1,200 so sorne-
o ,,. ~ :'.. :..: • ...<!. t. ,," ,c ; 

. body else could put 'games in here and take b6sin~ss away from me!" 

He even threatened to ta~e lega 1 action''i1.g~iinst the Mirage. The 
-:~-- -c 

t:'avern, he reasoned, h<l\1<l lil8de an agreement.~when it accepted an illegal 

kickback,and now the Mirage had broken that agreement. The kicl(b~K>had 

been meant. to ensure that no. sgn:rp'etiJ;;!'1m~1Jould be allowed to install their 
, 

mac,hinlasin ,the. Mirage. It would have.made an interesting lat'lsuit. 
0' ." _ •• ~:.;~-':;.-- :~. -

Thl1CMirage would encounter other more threatening efforts to restrain 

competitionirt the vending machine business. The Mirage allowed a vending 

corporation to·r;stall a cigarette machine i.n t.he tavern. Despite warnings 

received from other firms that once one vending machine company installed 

its machines .in Ii! ioc51tton~ other companies would stay away, the Hirage, 

about etta monthsiater, announced that it was dissatisfied. After 
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contacting several other vending machine companies, the Mirag~c6uld·find 
.:> 

only one th~t'was willing to rep~ace the first company)fsmachtne with its 

ot.1n. 

The £i1:$t COfflp.a.!lyi s salesman, dem~~~~d to know who his competitor was. 

Why did he want to know, the Miragilt':i3isked? "Because I'm interested," he. 

replied. "If he steals this location from me, Itll steal five l~cations, 

maybe more, from him. 

spend. I'll offer his 

I don't care what it. takes or .. _l::-~t~i;:in:trt:h:i;have to 

accounts $100, $200 ,_$!101'i;":$:t;~00. I' 11 go out; and 
. ",~, . ~ . 

,! -!-" 

take five or ten of his accounts away,-~);>And if he's a small businessman, 

he'll be out of business," he saHk 

The Mirage relayed t.l1,~ thOreat to the company that had installed the 
.t.:;,'> 

fie\ol machine. Thej..,,~ .. :.~itl~iman was worried, so he worked out a deal. He 
i'''''<'':'' 

wou~4, p,?y'&~sh to the first company for the right to do business at the 

Mi~age •. 

BGA Uncovers WidesRread Tax Fraud 

The BGA and the Sun~Times hired six accountants to help with the bqdk-

keeping at the Mirage. They specialized in selling tax fraud. Investi

gators soon J.earned that it was routi.nepractice for taverns t.e skim cash 

off the top of their income before paying taxes. 

The six accountants unknowingly provided inve$ti~ators with a spe~~al 

course in tax cheating. That cour'Se-tnelud~9l10wto' k€ipew6 sets ~:6i'::l;:~~lts; 
how.!;!? throw away incriminating bills and recgipts and how to slide by the 

Internal Revenue Se.rviceand the Illtnois Depa1;'tment of Revenue. This sem

inar on tax cheating taught the BeA how to illegally pocket the sales tax 

collected from the tavern's customers. 

The six accountants hired by the :BGA and theSun .. Times skimmed between 

27% and 65% of the Mirage's income offene top before paying taxes. As one 

account,.ent brazenly told us, "Uncle Sam will be paying your accounting 

-fees." The accountants said they represented nearly a th(.1\1.sa:nd taverns 

in the Chicago area.' 

These tax skiml1iing operations result in a loss of between $16' and $?'O 

mi11ioneach year ~(ir the State of Illinois. If 90% of the taverns skim' 
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40% off of their income, the average tax fraud used b.y the Mirage's six 

accountants, the annual losses run to the $16 million level. the high es

timate of the p~rcentage of taverns participating in the scheme was justi

fied by scores of random interviews that were conducted with tavern owners 

and accountants. 

"Most of the taverns work it thi$ way," one said. "It's a cash busi

ness and you get away with it." No one interviewed by the BGA and the 

Sun-Times suggested othel~ise. 

The tax fraud scheme was a simple one. It worked this way: 

• The tavern owner can fraudulently underreport his income by 
an arbitrary amount, say 30%, arrdadjust this daily income 
records accordingly. He subtracts a little here, a little 
there, until his business appears to be 30% smaller than it 
actually is. 

• Since the tavern owner's records must be consistent with each 
other, expense records must be reduced along with the income 
records. Therefore, the tavern owner must purchase some items 
for cash and destroy the receipts. 

• 'the owne·r must transfer the illusion he has created to state 
and Federal income tax returns. If the owner cheats, he must 
cheat equally on both state and Federal records so that the 
auditors will not find an obvious inconsistency. 

EGA Recommends Specific Reforms 

In the immediate aftermath of the BGA investigation,. 11 city inspec

tors were suspended for their activities at the Mirage. Those suspensions 

were, of course, a highly superficial response to the deeply-rooted prob

lems of the corruption the BGA identified. 

Consequently, the BGA recommended that the followi.ng steps be taken 

to attack the corrupt and negligent practices of city inspectors: 

• Mayor Bilandic and the Chicago City Council should create an 
Office of Ombudsman to oversee the inspection practices of all 
city agencies which are responsible for enforCing provisions 
of the city code. The Ombudsman's Office should hear and in
vestigate complaints about improper inspection practices, and 
regularly turn rts findings over to local law enforcement and 
administrative officials for corrective action. Local busi
nesse~ should have an official, effective and independent 
place to go with problems about public inspections. 
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• The Chicago City Council should review and update the city's 
building code to eliminate confusing, contradictory, unneces
sary, and outdated sections. The voluminous code allows for 
selective enforcement by city inspectors. The process of re
vising the code should occur with "'·~e maximum involvement of 
architects, enginl~ers and other eXl ~.rt consultants. 

• Until the code is revised, city tnspectors should reasonably 
enforce its provisbns to protect the health and welfare of 
the citizens of Chicago. The city needs inspectors who will 
do their jobs in an honest and efficient manner. Responsible 
officials should move swiftly to remove inspectors who£ail 
to do so. 

e The Cook County State's Attorney should review all i.nstances 
of bribery and official misconduct that occurred. 

The BGA will cooperate in any city investigation of the wrongdoings we 

have revealed. 

Tax Reforms Urged 

In the wake of the BGA revelations concerning t!'3X fraud, both .state 

and city officials responded with proposals for reform. And the needfot' 

reform is clearly urgent. In Illinois, sales taxes account for one-third 

of the state's revenue, yet the Illinois Revenue Director noted that the 

state's sales tax system is "the weakest system we have." He called upon 

the state legislature to grant him the computers, auditors and a revamped 

sales tax system to help curb the abuses uncovered by the BGA. Tax re· 

forms were also proposed by state legislators and independent aldermen in 

Chicago's City Council. 

The BGA recommended that: 

It The General Assembly should appropriate funds to substantia lly 
strengthen the Compliance Division of the Sta~e Department of 
Revenue. IllinoiS has 30% fewer auditors thCi/n Wisconsin, Ohio, 
and California per thousand residents. Chic~go is allocated 
only 20 full-time state revenue investigators. More funds are 
needed to increase state suditing and lnspectional capabili
ties. 

• The Illinois Department of Revenue must install modern, compu
terized techniques to ensure the collection of all revenue 
owed to the state. A computerized system to cross-check in
come tax returns with sales tax returns is sorely needed in 
Illinois. Inadequate facilities in ,Illinois permit businesses 
to be subjected to an audit on the average of only once every 
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33 years. In Wisconsin, every liquor establishment in the 
state is scrutinized for possible fraud once every four years. 
A recent study by Arthut' Andersen & Co. indicates that the in
stallation of $6.6 million 1n modern facilities would generate 
as much as $34.3 million in new revenue by FY 1980. The Gen
eral Assembly should provide the funds to allow the Department 
of Revenue to upgrade its revenue collection capabilities as 
a long-r,ange investment for saving taxpayers' dollars. 

• The Governor shQuld create a State Revenue Strike Force. The 
Strike Force would bring together state revenue auditors, in
vestigators, Illinois Liquor Control Commission staff, and 
counsel from the Attorney General's office·to more effectively 
coordinate efforts to investigate tax fraud and expedite pros
ecutions of potential tax cheaters. Present efforts to moni
tor the collection of Illinois' 26 different sources of reve
nue involve inadequate administrative coordination and contain 
unnecessary overlap and duplication of effort. 

• The Federal IRS should immediately crack down on tax cheating 
by small businesses. One IRS Commissioner estimates that 
while individuals pay the Federal gO\Ternment 93% of the. tax 
dollars they owe, businesses with adjusted gross income under 
$10,000 show a compliance rate of only 57%. This massive dis
crepancy shifts the Federal tax burden onto the. individual 
taxpayer. The IRS must take strong action to end this system 
of tax fraud and discrimination. 

• State and Federal prosecutors should review all instances of 
misconduct by tax accountants and liquor control inspectors 
that occurred at the Mirage. The BGA promised full coopera
tion with any law enforcement investigation of wrongdoing 
revealed. 

Official Response to the Mirage Investigation 

The BGA/Sun-Times investigation generated immediate responses from 

Federal, state, and local political officials. The Mayor quickly suspended 

11 city employees for their conduct at the Mirage. He alsq called for team 

inspections by city inspectors and the creation of an Office of Professional 

Review to investigate reports of impropriety. He also ordered that the 

city's licensing codes be rewritten to eliminate ambiguous and obsolete 

sections. Chicago's three independent aldermen rejected portions of the 

Mayor's plan and instead urged the creation of an investigating commission 

outside of City Hall, para llelingthe reform proposal of the BGA and the 

Sun-Times. 
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The Governor, as well as Democratic leaders in the state's General 

Assembly, proposed reforms to combat sales tax fraud. One proposal, urged 

by .eState Representative, would establish a l4-member bipartisan panel to 

investigate sales tax abuses. The Illinois Department of Law Enforcement. 

and the State Revenue Department formed a tax fraud task force to iI1lvesti

gate the Mirage disclosures. State and Federal agencies launched a co .. 

operative tax fraud investigation as well. 

In the wake of disclosures that amusement machine operators engaged 

in anti-competitive practices, the Illifiois Attorney General renewed an 

antitrust investigation of the amusement machine industry. In addition, 

the Illinois Department of Revenue confiscated over 800 improperly li

censed or unlicensed pinball and jukebox machines throughout the state. 
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